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Abstract

Compositionality serves as a key design principle in artificial intelligence algorithms. In this
thesis, we focus on developing compositional models for activity understanding. The core
idea of this thesis is to design compositional representations for human activity videos that
are specific to the downstream task and are learned using different types of compositional
information available at various granularities of the videos. We applied this idea to a diverse
set of video tasks aimed at understanding realistic activities. First, we introduce the task
of generating human-object interactions in a zero-shot compositional setting and propose
a generative model that uses an object-centric spatio-temporal scene graph for generating
videos. Second, we work on the problem of temporal action localization and develop an end-
to-end learnable transformer model that represents the input video as graphs over video
segments and output space of actions as graphs of abstract learnable entities. Third, we focus
on the task of long term action anticipation and design a transformer based model trained
using two-stage learning approach to employ segment-level and video-level representations
for action anticipation. Overall, we demonstrate the benefits of designing compositional
representations for human activity videos.

Keywords: Activity Understanding; Video Modeling; Compositional learning
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Our world is an endless narrative of things we continually perceive. Today’s Artificial In-
telligence (AI) systems aim to comprehend this narrative via videos. The research area of
video understanding deals with a set of wide variety of problems focused on automatically
extracting useful information from videos.

Human activities are ubiquitous in our perception of the world ranging from the daily
activities we do ourselves to digital multimedia we consume via our devices through to our
interactions with our surroundings. Therefore, understanding human activity videos play a
major role in our pursuit to automatically understand videos. Moreover, modeling humans
and interactions is crucial for developing practical assistive AI technologies such as robotic
systems, augmented reality applications, and effective surveillance capabilities. Motivated
by the diversity of human activities and their applicability to several AI systems, activity
understanding is considered to be a key research area in the field of Computer Vision.

Human activity videos often depicts activities that include human(s), objects, and vari-
ous types of intentional and/or unintentional interactions among them. Thus, we posit the
answer to understanding activities lies in modeling videos as compositions of different ele-
ments that contribute to activities depicted in videos. In this dissertation, we explore the
idea of compositional learning for activity understanding and propose compositional models
for a diverse set of tasks aimed at understanding human activities in videos.

1.1 Activity Understanding

Over the last decade, there has been growing research interest in building deep neural
networks for activity understanding. Early efforts in this area focused on the fundamental
task of action recognition which involves identifying action(s) depicted in a given video.
Facilitated by availability of large scale datasets [1,19,22,44,72,121,179,219] and advances in
deep neural networks [76,115,127,128,234], tremendous progress has been made in designing
highly accurate and efficient action recognition models [8,22,30,52,67,82,108,135,214,244,
249,291] that operate over short videos of duration of a few seconds. While the progress on
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action recognition is promising, the models for this task are trained with videos that are
short-form and relatively simple – they often depict a single action (or a few actions) in
environments that have no involvement in the action.

The progress in recognition models over several years piqued great research interest
in developing benchmarks and models for longer activity videos. Inspired by the advances
in sequence modeling and graph modeling techniques, several approaches [92, 93, 98, 143,
243, 244, 248, 250, 262, 278] focused on modeling longer videos as a sequence or graph of
segment-level features obtained from a pretrained recognition model. These methods have
been developed using datasets [78, 101, 120, 131, 134, 213,287] containing long-form activity
videos spanning a few minutes. Some common benchmark tasks in this direction include
temporal action detection, temporal segmentation, and spatio-temporal localization. Despite
the success of these methods in capturing long-range dependencies, they were designed for
videos depicting scripted activities and often contained irrelevant backgrounds in the scenes
making them relatively less suitable for practical systems.

Recent efforts in activity understanding have focused on enhancing the datasets by
collecting unscripted human activities conducted in real-world environments resulting in
challenging datasets such as Epic-Kitchens [35, 36] and Ego4D [75]. These datasets consist
of videos that depict unscripted activities spanning longer time durations of up to a few
hours. The videos have multiple overlapping actions involving several objects that interact
with the environment or background. Furthermore, these datasets contain multiple types
of annotations in videos such as spatio-temporal annotations, segment-level annotations,
gaze, and 3D maps. Therefore, relevant annotations corresponding to different granularities
of information in videos calls for rethinking videos as compositional entities. Encouraged
by the recent developments in large-scale activity video datasets and the promising history
of AI algorithms for activity understanding, this dissertation focuses on exploring how the
notion of compositional learning can be used to understand complex activity videos.

Another class of work in activity understanding focuses on designing benchmarks and ap-
proaches that leverage several modalities of data in videos (e.g., audio and natural language
descriptions) [59,201,202,225] and developing benchmark tasks aimed at cross-modal under-
standing of videos such as dense captioning [104], videoQA [133], video-text retrieval [29],
text-guided moment retrieval [129, 159, 281], and speaker diarization [59]. In this disserta-
tion, we focus our efforts on designing compositional algorithms that are solely based on
visual information in activity videos.

1.2 Compositional Models in Computer Vision

Compositionality – the ability to break down the world into smaller parts, comprehend
the parts and construct flexible compositions of these familiar parts – is a vital feature
of human brain [55, 151]. For instance, a sentence is composed of a series of words. When
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presented with a new sentence, humans can decompose it into familiar words to understand
the sentence. Similarly, human brain can perceive scenes as combinations of multiple familiar
objects, objects as aggregations of simpler pieces, events as sequences of known actions.
This suggests that smaller structures can be learned from finite amounts of data enabling
our learning algorithms to reason over infinite unseen compositions of the learned smaller
structures. Therefore, compositionality serves as a key design principle of machine learning
algorithms.

There is a rich history of compositional modeling in Computer Vision. Earlier research
efforts include part-based [53,54] or grammar-based [102,294] approaches for static scenes.
Recent compositional techniques to model static images propose semantics-driven represen-
tations of (static) scenes such as combinations of pixels [249], scene graphs [103,119,146,264],
bounding boxes [69, 81, 85], semantic segmentation masks [85, 144], and class activation
maps [217, 292]. Compositional modeling approaches have also been shown to be effective
in modeling 3D shapes using primitive geometric shapes [42, 132, 204]. Moreover, effective
compositional representations of 3D scenes such as combinations of 3D objects [122], and
corresponding 2D object layouts [207] in conjunction with the scene attributes (e.g., pose,
depth and layout) [231] have been employed to develop methods for 3D scene understanding.

Building upon the advances in compositional modeling for static scenes, several research
efforts aim at designing compositional models for dynamic scenes, i.e., videos. As videos are
a sequence of frames, frame-level compositional modeling is a natural choice. Preliminary
modeling approaches in this direction [41, 91, 232, 237] are based on decomposing videos at
a frame-level resulting in disentangled representations of videos that depicts the object in
the frames as content (e.g., the person in a video with a man performing different poses)
and the change in the content/object over time as motion (e.g., pose of the person). These
methods utilize independent latent spaces corresponding to motion and content [41, 232],
use image residuals to model motion [237], or employ shared latent vectors among frames
corresponding to content and independent ones corresponding to motion [91]. While these
disentanglement driven modeling techniques demonstrate encouraging results, these ap-
proaches are limited to scenes [13, 20, 219] that have strictly linear temporal ordering of
frames and involve a single object or entity in the scene.

Realistic videos are more complex in that they have multiple actions that have a
weak temporal ordering, involve multiple objects that interact with each other, and have
(dis)appearing objects as the scene progresses [22, 36, 72, 120, 213, 268]. The challenging
properties of realistic, complex videos have motivated recent research attempts to lever-
age semantically meaningful disintegration of videos such as spatio-temporal region graphs
around objects or persons involved in a dynamic scene [95, 250]; combinations of shorter
segments each representing a primitive action in a complex activity [92,93,162]; and spatio-
temporal scene graphs solely providing semantic relations of objects and primitive actions
depicted in a complex video [100,230]. Such representations of videos rely on different units
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to represent the visual information in videos. For instance, a spatio-temporal scene graph
corresponding to a video consists of nodes representing label of object present in the video
as a unit and a sequence of shorter video segments would have a video segment as a unit.
Hereafter, for generality, we refer to a unit in the compositional representation of a video
as an element.

Designing compositional algorithms offers advantages for all aspects of our learning al-
gorithms ranging from learning representations to inference using a learned model. (1 -
Generalizable models) By learning smaller structures during training, these models en-
able reasoning over compositions of learned substructures that are unseen during training
and therefore, can generalize well during inference. (2 - Structured learning) Composi-
tional designs allow structured modeling of data, thereby, providing a richer understanding
of how different elements in the input data interact. (3 - Generic representations) They
equip models to reason beyond the limited context of the input – they allow models to cap-
ture valuable generic information at element-level that is common across the inputs from
a given dataset. For instance, consider a dataset that contains multiple recipes that use
‘tomato’ as an ingredient. While the ingredient ‘tomato’ at different stages based on the
recipe, certain pieces of information are generic in that they are common across the recipes
such as usage of tomato as ingredient, color of tomato, action of cutting tomato. Such
element-level information – pertaining to the element (i.e., ingredient) – captures valuable
information across recipes regardless of the context provided by any individual recipe.

Despite the promising success of the existing research efforts, compositional modeling
for human activity videos remains a challenging and underexplored area. Existing works
adopt compositional representations based on the visual information in the scene to en-
code the video as a whole. While such representations are based on compositional elements,
modeling techniques employed to model relations between these elements focus on process-
ing the video as a whole. These approaches do not utilize element-level information and
therefore, miss out on leveraging the generic information that is common across different
videos at element-level. Such information can potentially be incorporated in the modeling
approaches by reasoning over individual compositional elements in addition to the over-
all video. Furthermore, these methods employ task-agnostic elements while composing a
video – the compositional elements are designed based on intuitions about the input and
are not necessarily informed of the downstream tasks. It is potentially valuable to imbue
task-specificity in the choice of elements that compose a video. This opens up an untapped
opportunity to design approaches using different levels of information in videos to learn
task-specific compositional representations that are informed of the downstreams tasks.

In this dissertation, we ask the following questions: (1) Can compositional reasoning
of videos be improved by leveraging element-level information in addition to video-level
information?, (2) How to design models that effectively incorporate different levels of com-
positional information in videos?, and (3) Do task-specific compositional representations,
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learned using different levels of information in videos, improve the capability of models to
perform downstream tasks over complex human activity videos?

1.3 Contributions

This dissertation contributes to the broader research direction of compositional learning for
activity understanding. We explore different aspects of compositionality in activity videos
to design methods for a diverse set of tasks aimed at understanding human activities. Our
contributions are as follows.

• Learning to Generate Human-Object Interactions [165]. Video generation in
realistic scenes is a challenging and open problem. While realistic video generation is
a broad research area, we focus on generating human-object interaction (HOI) videos.
This is an interesting problem aimed at explicitly modeling interactions between hu-
man and objects involved in a realistic scenes and therefore, is an important milestone
in the path towards developing methods for activity understanding. To this end, Chap-
ter 3 introduces a novel task of generating HOI videos in a zero-shot compositional
setting, i.e., generating videos for action-object compositions that are unseen during
training, having seen the target action and target object separately. This setting al-
lows us to study generalization in human activity video generation. It avoids the need
to observe every possible action-object combination in training and calls for design of
methods to generate videos corresponding to action-object combinations unseen dur-
ing inference. Thus, we design a novel adversarial framework to generate HOI videos
that adopts a task-specific compositional approach to focus on different granularities
of information in a video. Overall, this work investigates how compositional models
unlock generalization capabilities in generative models for human-object interaction
videos and how task-specificity in model designs enhances the ability of methods to
generate human-object interactions in complex scenes.

• Learning Activity Graphs for Temporal Action Localization [164]. The task
of temporal action localization involves detecting and localizing actions in untrimmed
videos. Given a human activity video, the goal is to predict action instances in the
video, i.e., categorical labels, starting, and ending timestamps corresponding to ac-
tions that occur in the video. Videos depicting realistic activities contain non-linear
temporal structure in the form of: (1) non-linear temporal ordering such as over-
lapping action instances or re-occurrence of action instances over the course of the
video (i.e. input), and (2) non-sequential dependencies in the action instances (i.e.
output). Based on these observations, Chapter 4 proposes a method that encodes the
non-linear temporal structure in activity videos and the non-sequential nature of the
output space pertaining to the task of temporal action localization. To this end, this
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chapter introduces Activity Graph Transformer (AGT) that reasons over the videos
and the output set of action instances as non-sequential entities in the form of graphs.
AGT is an end-to-end learnable model that receives a video as input and directly pre-
dicts a set containing all the action instances that appear in the video. Overall, this
work explores the advantages of designing task-specific compositional representations
and probes into how compositional learning has benefits for structured modeling of
human activity videos.

• Learning Segment-Level Representations for Action Anticipation [163]. Ac-
tion anticipation involves predicting future actions having observed the initial portion
of a video. While a specific sequence of actions (i.e., segments of a video) in the
given portion of the activity video provides temporal context of the ongoing activ-
ity, an individual video segment (containing a single action) alone contains generic
cross-activity information that is valuable for predicting the future. To capture this
relevant segment-level information, Chapter 5 introduces a compositional learning
approach Anticipatr that leverages segment-level representations in addition to a
video-level representation for long-term action anticipation. Our approach trains a
transformer-based model in two stages – the first stage involves learning of segment-
level representations using individual segments from different activities and the sec-
ond stage uses the segment-level and video-level representations to directly predict
a set of future action instances over any given anticipation duration. Furthermore,
to capture segment-level information that is relevant to the downstream task, the
segment-level representations are trained on segment-level action anticipation in the
first stage. Overall, this work demonstrates the ability of compositional models to en-
able learning of generic element-level representations for human activity videos. This
work also highlights the benefits of learning task-specific element-level representations
at different granularities of activity videos.
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Chapter 2

Related Work

In this chapter, we discuss the prior work on compositional modeling in videos. We first
discuss the existing methods in this direction in Section 2.1 followed by a discussion on the
application of compositional models to a diverse set of video-based Computer Vision tasks
in Section 2.2. The figures in this chapter are used for illustration purposes and are taken
from the original papers.

2.1 Compositional Representations for Videos

In this section, we discuss the compositional modeling approaches in videos focusing on
representations of the videos as compositions of its elements and techniques employed to
design these representations.

Specifically, we review the canonical compositional representations of videos that have
been employed in the prior works on modeling videos in the field of Computer Vision. These
representations are referred to using indices R1-R7 listed as follows.

R1: Videos as spatio-temporal region graphs
R2: Videos as sequences of unit-actions
R3: Videos as graphs of unit-actions
R4: Videos as compositions of spatio-temporal scene graphs
R5: Videos as topological graphs
R6: Videos as compositions of trajectories
R7: Videos as spatio-temporal graphs of visual concepts

Now, for each of these aforementioned representations, we provide a detailed discussion of
an existing method that uses the corresponding representation as the underlying composi-
tional representation to model videos.

R1. Videos as spatio-temporal region graphs. Wang and Gupta [250] represent a
video as a spatio-temporal region graph wherein a node in the graph depicts a region of
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Figure 2.1: Videos as spatio-temporal region graphs. Illustration of the representation
of a video as a spatio-temporal region graph.

interest in the video (as illustrated in Figure 2.1). This paper uses the class-agnostic object
proposals obtained using a region proposal network (RPN) [186] as the regions of interest.
In addition, the full video is divided into consecutive clips each containing fixed number of
frames to obtain video features from the penultimate layer of a 3D convolutional model,
namely, I3D (pretrained on Kinetics dataset [22] and finetuned for the dataset in consider-
ation). Subsequently, to obtain the final region features, i.e., node representations of a fixed
size, the paper uses RoIAlign operation [85] to project each of the object proposals on the
corresponding video features derived from the appropriate clip.

The nodes in the spatio-temporal region graphs are connected with two types of relations
incorporating: (1) similarity in visual appearance of the regions referred to as similarity
relations, and (2) spatial overlap and temporal proximity in regions referred to as spatio-
temporal relations. The similarity relations capture the long and short term dependencies
in videos based on the similarity in the visual information of the nodes. On the other
hand, spatio-temporal relations capture the relative spatial relations between objects and
relative ordering of the change in state of the objects. To ascertain similarity relations,
the paper defines the inner product between two different transformations of two nodes
as a measure of similarity between them. The similarity score is computed between all
pairs of nodes and is higher when nodes are semantically similar. The normalized similarity
scores form the overall adjacency matrix referred to a similarity graph. To establish spatio-
temporal relations, this paper uses intersection over union (IoU) as a measure of proximity
and computes a forward and a backward spatio-temporal graph. The (i, j)th element of the
adjacency matrix in the forward spatio-temporal graph consists of the pairwise IoU between
i-th object proposal/bounding box at any time t and j-th object proposal at time t + 1,
whereas, (i, j)th element for the backward spatio-temporal graph denotes IoU between i-th
object proposal/bounding box at any time t + 1 and j-th object proposal at time t.
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Figure 2.2: Videos as sequences of unit-actions. Illustration of the representation of
a video corresponding to an activity ‘cooking a meal’ as sequence of unit-actions wherein
each unit-action has a variable temporal extent.

Finally, the spatio-temporal region graph corresponding to the video is obtained from
the combination of the three graphs, namely, similarity graph, forward spatio-temporal
graph, and backward spatio-temporal graph. The three graphs are modeled using differ-
ent Graph Convolutional Network (GCN) [115] modules for similarity graph and spatio-
temporal graphs. The output of the GCN modules are summed over to overall aggregate
the spatio-temporal information for the video. In summary, this paper proposes to repre-
sent videos as spatio-temporal graphs with nodes as regions of interest in the scenes and
uses different types of edges/relations to model interactions between the nodes of the graph
representing the video.

R2. Videos as sequences of unit-actions. Hussein et al. [92] represent a long range
video as a sequence of unit-actions (the term originally defined by Keuhne et al. [120])
that vary in their temporal extent wherein the events are linked with a temporal order. See
Figure 2.2 for an illustration.

To model interactions between unit-actions, this paper introduces a temporal convo-
lutions based module referred to as Timeception. Specifically, the Timeception layer in a
neural network performs depthwise-separable temporal convolution, i.e., temporal only con-
volution across the channel dimension of the input tensor. Moreover, in order to capture
variable temporal extent of elements, i.e., unit-actions in the video, this paper proposes
multi-scale temporal kernels in the Timeception layer. To model cross-channel relations in
the overall model, channel grouping is performed before the temporal-only layer and chan-
nel shuffling is done after a Timeception layer. To summarize, this paper represents videos
as sequences of unit-actions with varying temporal extent and a weak temporal order, and
proposes a multi-scale temporal convolutions based model that incorporates long-range de-
pendencies in modeling videos while still capturing short-range details, thereby, effectively
modeling relations in the compositional elements in long range videos.
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Figure 2.3: Videos as graphs of unit-actions. Illustration of the representation of a
video depicting the activity of ‘preparing coffee’ as an undirected graph of unit-actions.

R3. Videos as graphs of unit-actions. Hussein et al. [93] represent a long range video
as an undirected graph of short-range unit-actions (the term originally defined by Keuhne
et al. [120]). Please refer to Figure 2.3 for an illustration. This representation is based on
the intuition that the unit-actions in long range videos are related to each other, however,
do not necessarily have a sequential relationship.

In this paper, the graph representation of the video consists of nodes representing latent
concepts corresponding to the key unit-actions in the video. These nodes are connected with
edges capturing the temporal relations between these unit-actions. This paper proposes to
break down the video into segments by randomly sampling segments of fixed size. The fea-
tures corresponding to these segments (obtained using a 3D CNN e.g. I3D [22]) are used to
learn the nodes and edges for the final video representation. To learn the (fixed) set of latent
concepts corresponding to the nodes, this paper employs a node-level attention module that
measures the similarity between the features corresponding to the video segments and the
latent concepts. This similarity measure is then used to attend to the latent concepts. This
attention mechanism enables the algorithm to focus on both individual segments and the
video-level context (i.e. set of latent concepts).

To learn the edges and to obtain the final structure of the graph corresponding to the
video, this paper proposes a graph embedding layer that models two types of relations: (1)
relationships between the nodes, and (2) temporal transitions of nodes of the graph. The
relationships between the nodes are learned by performing nodewise convolutions on the
combined vector representations of all video segments (the output of the node-attention
module). The temporal transitions are learned by performing convolutions only on the tem-
poral channel of the combined video representation. In addition, to model the cross-channel
relations, the channelwise convolutions are also performed. In summary, this paper per-
forms compositional modeling in videos by representing a video as an undirected graph of
unit-actions that are denoted by latent concepts to obtain effective representations for long
range videos.
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Figure 2.4: Videos as compositions of spatio-temporal scene graphs. Illustration of
the representation of a video as composition of spatio-temporal scene graphs.

R4. Videos as compositions of spatio-temporal scene graphs. Ji et al. [100] represent
videos depicting egocentric complex actions as compositions of spatio-temporal scene graphs
(see Figure 2.4 for illustration). This representation is based on the observation that complex
action videos have hierarchical structure. This paper introduces a large scale dataset Ac-
tion Genome containing annotated decompositions of actions in videos into spatio-temporal
scene graphs comprising prototypical action-object couplets.

Ji et al. represent a node in a scene graph as a label corresponding to the category
of the object involved in the action. The nodes are connected with edges depicting action
labels (referred to as relationships in the paper). This paper categorizes the original action
labels provided by Charades [213] dataset (scene graph annotations provided for videos in
Charades) into 3 types of relationships: attention, spatial and contact. The attention rela-
tionships determine which objects the person in the scene is looking at (e.g. ‘looking at’,
‘unsure’). The spatial relationships are based on the spatial layout of objects (e.g. ‘behind’,
‘in front of’). The contact relationships indicate objects in the scene are manipulated by the
person in the scene (e.g. ‘eating’, ‘wearing’, ‘carrying’). In summary, this paper introduces
the notion of representing videos as compositions of spatio-temporal scene graphs to model
complex human activity videos.
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Figure 2.5: Videos as topological graphs. Illustration of the representation of a video
as a topological graphs of regions that afford coherent actions.

R5. Videos as topological graphs. Nagarajan et al. [162] represent egocentric long range
videos as topological graphs. In this paper, the topological graphs consists of nodes rep-
resenting activity ‘zones’ defined as regions of the environment in the scene that afford a
coherent set of interactions.

This paper designs the zones by combining the frames that have common physical space
and have same functions afforded by a zone. Each node in the graph depicting a zone
maintains a collection of ‘visits’, i.e., smaller clips from the video at the location represented
by the zone. Please refer to Figure 2.5 for illustration. This paper proposes to train a
localization network based on visual similarity and consistency in homographies of frames to
discover commonly visited spaces, i.e., zones in the video. The localization network is trained
to determine whether a given pair of views contain similar or dissimilar views. Subsequently,
this paper employs this (trained) localization network to construct the topological graph
corresponding to an unseen unlabeled video.

The overall graph construction process begins with the graph being initialized with
a single node containing the first frame of the video which evolves based on the similarity
scores (computed using the localization network) between a subsequent frame and the frames
in nodes that are already present in the graph. Specifically, if the localization network
indicates a high similarity between a subsequent frame and the nodes, then the frame is
merged with the most similar node, otherwise a new node is created with an edge connecting
the new node with the previously visited node.
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Figure 2.6: Videos as compositions of trajectories. Illustration of the representation
of a video as a combination of subject and object trajectories connected with a predicate.

Additionally, Ji et al. also propose to establish links between zones based on a functional
similarity score. They use a pretrained action/object classifier to obtain the distribution of
actions and (active) objects that appear in all visits to a node. The functional similarity
score between all pairs of nodes in the graph is computed as the KL-divergence of the dis-
tributions corresponding to these nodes. Finally, the functional similarity based links are
obtained using hierarchical agglomerative clustering. In summary, this paper proposes to
represent egocentric videos as topological graphs consisting of nodes depicting zones, i.e.,
regions that afford coherent actions and edges connecting the zones based on the similarity
in likely actions that can be performed in the zones.

R6. Videos as compositions of trajectories. Shang et al. [203] represent human activ-
ity videos as compositions of trajectories corresponding to subject and object (involved in
an action) linked with a predicate. Refer to Figure 2.6 for illustration. Specifically, a human
activity video is decomposed based on the observation that a visual entity subject (e.g.
‘person’, ‘dog’) performs an action described by predicate (e.g. ‘touch’, ‘walk with’) on an-
other visual entity called object (e.g. ‘dog’). This paper presents the first dataset containing
human annotations for trajectories and category labels of subject and object along with the
labels for predicate for 1000 videos from Imagenet-Video dataset [192]. This dataset spans
over 35 subject categories and 132 subject categories. In summary, this paper introduces
the notion of representing human activity videos videos as compositions of trajectories of
subject and object related with a predicate to reason over the visual entities that appear in
the videos.
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Figure 2.7: Videos as spatio-temporal graphs of visual concepts. Illustration of the
representation of a video as a fully connected spatio-temporal graph of visual concepts
(subject ‘S’, object ‘O’, predicate ‘P’ in the figure).

R7. Videos as spatio-temporal graphs of visual concepts. Tsai et al. [230] represent
human activity videos as a fully connected spatio-temporal graphs of visual concepts associ-
ated with videos. The spatio-temporal graph is defined for a predefined set of visual concepts
based on the domain of videos. For instance, subject,object,predicate are reasonable visual
concepts for human activity videos containing pair of objects [192] and subject,object,scene
are potential visual concepts for human activity videos with rich and diverse background
scenes [213]. Refer to Figure 2.7 for an illustration. This paper proposes to construct the
spatio-temporal graph with a node for each visual concept for each frame and all nodes are
connected with each other across space and time using weighted edges. The edge weights are
derived from learnable, data-dependent functions and are adaptive to the visual information
in videos as well as the corresponding visual concepts. To summarize, this paper suggests
that representing videos as fully-connected spatio-temporal graphs over visual concepts is
an effective means to perform compositional modeling in videos.

Overall, in this section, we discussed various methods that focus on compositional rep-
resentations of videos. These approaches vary in the type of elements that compose the
representations such as (1) only visual elements (image regions in R1 [250], video segments
depicting unit-actions in R2 [92] and R3 [93]); (2) only semantic elements (visual concepts
pertaining to a video in R7 [230], category labels for actions/objects in a video in R4 [100]);
(3) a combination of visual and semantic entities (trajectories linked with labels in R6 [203]);
and (4) a combination of visual, semantic and temporal entities (zones depicted by regions
(visual) affording coherent actions (semantic) maintaining a record of visits to the regions
(temporal) in R5 [162]). Moreover, the approaches discussed in this section are designed
for videos with different temporal extents ranging from short video clips (R1, R6, R7) to
long range videos (R2, R3, R4, R5). Furthermore, some of these compositional models are
specifically designed for egocentric videos (R5) or videos containing pairs of visual entities
(R6, R7).
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The limitations in the prior work on compositional modeling in videos expose interesting
questions related to the impact of domain-specific assumptions on the generalizability of
the modeling approaches. Furthermore, the wide variety in the existing compositional mod-
els necessitate a study of applicability of these models to several Computer Vision tasks
depending on the design of the elements that compose video-level representations and the
temporal extent of videos that the models can capture.

2.2 Applications

In this section, we discuss the applications of compositional modeling approaches to various
video-based tasks in the field of Computer Vision. Based on the desired output of the
learning task at hand, we categorize the applications into two groups: (1) Joint Modeling
based Applications – applications that require aggregated information at video level and
model the inter-element interactions jointly, and (2) Explicit Modeling based Applications –
applications that require explicit modeling of each element and its interactions with other
elements as the video progresses over time.

We review various compositional modeling approaches designed for both these types
of applications listed as follows. We select the applications that commonly appear in the
prior works for compositional video modeling and are of interest to the Computer Vision
community. The selected joint and explicit modeling based applications are referred to using
indices J1-J5 and E1-E3 respectively listed as follows.

• Joint Modeling based Applications

J1: Action recognition
J2: Group activity recognition
J3: Long term action anticipation
J4: Scene affordance learning
J5: Video captioning

• Explicit Modeling based Applications

E1: Video prediction
E2: Video relationship reasoning
E3: Spatio-temporal scene graph prediction

Next, we discuss several existing compositional modeling techniques designed for each of
these aforementioned applications.

Joint Modeling based Applications

J1. Action recognition. Action Recognition is a standard classification task in the field of
Computer Vision which involves providing action label(s) for an input video. The effective-
ness of action recognition algorithms are typically evaluated on large-scale human activity
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datasets containing complex actions involving diverse set of objects. The performance of the
action recognition algorithms is ascertained using classification accuracy and mean average
precision (mAP) for multi-label scenarios as evaluation metrics. Some datasets that are
commonly used in Computer Vision community are listed below.

• EPIC-Kitchens [36] contains unscripted, egocentric videos of activities in several
kitchens. Each video clip V is annotated with action label a and object label o (e.g.
cut apple, open microwave). There are ∼40k training instances of the form (V, a, o)
spanning 352 objects (that commonly appear in kitchen environments) and 125 ac-
tions.

• Something-Something [72] contains videos of basic activities performed by humans
with everyday objects. A video clip is annotated with a label, an action template
and object(s) on which the action is applied (e.g. ‘putting cup on table’ has action
template ‘putting something on something’). There are 220,847 training instances
spanning 30,408 unique objects and 174 unique action templates.

• Charades [213] contains videos of indoor daily activities such as ‘drinking coffee’,
‘putting on shoes while sitting in a chair’. It is a multi-label, action classification, video
dataset containing 157 unique acitivity classes. There are ∼10k videos spanning s 33
categories of verbs and 38 object categories. On average, each video is 30 seconds.

• Breakfast [120] contains unscripted cooking-oriented human activities. The average
length of videos is 2.3 minutes. It contains 1712 videos in totoal depicting 12 categories
of breakfast activities wherein each video represents only one activity.

• MultiTHUMOS [268] contains untrimmed videos of in-the-wild human activities.
It contains 65 action classes and 400 videos. Each video contains a complex action
which comprises 11 unit-actions on average.

These datasets cover a wide variety of actions ranging from kitchen activities to daily
activities and basic actions to complex activities, therefore, they serve as a reasonable proxy
for realistic videos. However, each of the datasets possess implicit dataset biases in terms
of shapes of objects (i.e., limited to objects available in kitchen or in indoor environments),
thereby, limiting the types of actions that can be performed on these objects. The datasets
containing unscripted and in-the-wild videos also represent a constrained set of actions.
While the current action recognition algorithms are evaluated on these datasets, the implicit
bias in the dataset presents an open question on the generalizability of the algorithms in
real world settings.

Several research attempts explore compositional modeling in complex human activity
videos in order to capture long range dependencies and encode relations between the visual
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Figure 2.8: Action recognition. Overview of the compositional action recognition model
(proposed by Ji et al. [100]) for human activity videos based on decomposing videos as
compositions of spatio-temporal scene graphs.

elements that appear in the videos. Wang and Gupta [250] represent realistic videos (typ-
ically having scenes with multiple objects) as spatio-temporal region graphs and employ
a Graph Convolution Network (GCN) [115] to model the relations among different image
regions in a video. Finally, they aggregate the relational information (using pooling opera-
tion) to obtain a video level representation which is then used for classifying input videos.
Materzynska et al. [154] formulate similar spatio-temporal regions graphs consisting of re-
gions corresponding to only actor and object in videos to perform action recognition. Along
the lines of spatio-temporal representations of videos, Ji et al. [100] propose to perform
action recognition in egocentric videos depicting complex actions by representing videos as
compositions of spatio-temporal scene graphs. This paper proposes a model consisting of
two modules: (1) frame-level scene graph predictor to obtain scene graphs corresponding to
each frame in video, and (2)long term feature bank operator [254] to combine the represen-
tations of the predicted scene graphs along with visual features of videos (obtained from
3D CNN e.g. I3D [22]) to obtain video level representations. Please refer to Figure 2.8 for
an overview.
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Figure 2.9: Action recognition. Overview of the compositional action recognition model
(proposed by Hussein et al. [93]) for long range videos based on decomposing videos as
graphs of unit-actions.

On the other hand, Hussein et al. [92, 93] perform action recognition on long range
videos by focusing on the temporal variations in the videos. In [92], Hussein et al. propose
to modularize an input video as a sequence of unit-actions and perform action recognition
using a model that consists of temporal only convolutional modules with multi-scale kernels
to obtain video level representations. In [93], they represent long range videos as graphs
of unit-actions, learn the nodes and edges of the graph corresponding to the video using
a node-level attention module, and finally, use multi-layer perceptron to obtain a video
level representation for classifying long-range human-activity videos (see Figure 2.9 for an
overview).

J2. Group activity recognition. The task of group activity recognition require an ac-
tivity label as output corresponding to an input multi-person video. Understanding group
activities in sports videos is a standard use case of this task, thus, Basketball [183] and
Volleyball [95] datasets form a commonly used testbed for group activity recognition algo-
rithms. In addition, in-the-wild multi-person videos such as Collective Activity dataset [31])
are also used for evaluating group activity recognition algorithms. The overall performance
of group activity recognition algorithms is determined based on the accuracy of the activity
label prediction. The commonly-used datasets are described as follows.

• Basketball [183] dataset consists of ∼14k clips collected from 257 basketball games
wherein each clip contains one of 11 group activity labels.

• Volleyball [95] dataset consists of 4830 clips collected from 55 volleyball games
wherein each clip contains one of 8 group activity labels with only the middle frame
of each clip annotated with the bounding boxes and action labels corresponding to
the players.

• Collective Activity [31] dataset contains 44 short video sequence from 5 group
activities (crossing, waiting, queueing, walking and talking) with 6 individual actions
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Figure 2.10: Group activity recognition. Overview of the group activity action recog-
nition model (proposed by Ibrahim and Mori [94]) for sports videos based on decomposing
videos as image regions each containing a person involved in the activity.

(NA, crossing, waiting, queueing, walking and talking) and the group activity label
for a frame is defined by the activity in which most people participate.

While these large-scale datasets contain challenging group activities, they still rely on
assumptions on how to define a group activity as well as contain limited labels due to sparse
annotations corresponding to individual persons involved in an activity.

Several compositional models [94, 95, 183, 212] represent multi-person videos as a com-
positions of image regions around each person in the scene involved in the group activity
depicted in the video. Ibrahim et al. [95] propose a hierarchical network using LSTM mod-
ules to learn the dynamics of each person as well combine the person-level dynamics to the
video-level. Ramanathan et al. [183] propose an attention model that attends to key players
in a scene depicting group activity. Shu et al. [212] employ an object detector to detect
persons in the scene and extract their feature representations. They finally connect these
representations based on Euclidean distance between the pair of persons and input them to
temporal recurrent network along with an energy layer and confidence measure.

Inspired by the advances in relational and graph networks, several research attempts
focus on modeling relations between attributes pertaining to the image regions each con-
taining a person involved in the activity depicted in the group activity video. Ibrahim and
Mori [94] propose a hierarchical relational networks (inspired by Santoro et al. [198]) to
encode the inter-person interactions in the scene to finally obtain a video level representa-
tions by combining the person-level (relational) representations (refer to Figure 2.10) and
demonstrate the effectiveness of the group activity recognition algorithms on sports videos.
Wu et al. [255] propose GCN [115] based network to model relations between visual entities
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Figure 2.11: Long term action anticipation. Overview of the long term action anticipa-
tion model (proposed by Nagarajan et al. [162]) for egocentric videos based on decomposing
videos as topological maps of regions that afford coherent actions.

(i.e., image regions around persons) at a frame level in conjuntion with a recurrent network
to aggregate the temporal information. Gavrilyuk et al. [64] use a transformer network to
model static and dynamic representations corresponding to each person expressed by fea-
tures from a 2D pose network and 3D CNN respectively.

J3. Long term action anticipation. The task of long term action anticipation involves
prediction of future actions given the past and current observations. To perform long term
action anticipation in realistic scenes, Nagarajan et al. [162] decompose videos into zones
(i.e., regions that afford coherent action) forming topological graphs that maintain a collec-
tion of visits to each zone as the video progresses. This paper uses a multi-layer perceptron
(MLP) layer to represent each zone, i.e., node. The relational information between these
zones are modeled using a Graph Convolution Network [115] followed by another MLP to
obtain a combined representation for the given part of the video. These representations are
used to predict action labels for the future frames. Refer to Figure 2.11 for an overview.
Nagarajan et al. demonstrate that compositional modeling is effective by evaluating the task
on egocentric video datasets, namely, Epic-Kitchens [36] and EGTEA Gaze+ [134]. EGTEA
Gaze+ dataset contains videos of 32 subjects following 7 recipes in a single kitchen, wherein,
each video clip depicts a complete dish being prepared (e.g., potato salad, pizza), with in-
teractions (e.g., open drawer, cut tomato). This dataset contains ∼14k video clips spanning
53 objects and 19 actions. As opposed to EGTEA+, EPIC-kitchens (described earlier in
J1) dataset is collected across multiple kitchens and is unscripted. The authors crowd-
sourced the annotations for afforded interactions; and collected 1020 instances spanning
75 afforeded interactions on EGTEA+, and 1155 instances over 120 afforded interactions
on EPIC-Kitchens. They report the multi-label classification performance as mean average
precision (mAP) over all action classes. In addition, they also study the effectiveness of
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Figure 2.12: Scene affordance learning. Example for affordance prediction in egocentric
videos obtained by decomposing videos as topological maps of regions that afford coherent
actions (using a model proposed by Nagarajan et al. [162]) .

the algorithm in low-shot and many-shot settings for rare and frequently occurring action
classes in the dataset.

J4. Scene affordance learning. The task of scene affordance learning involves predicting
the likely interactions possible in a scene. In the context of egocentric videos, Nagarajan et
al. [162] define the task of scene affordance learning as predicting the likely human-object
interactions in an egocentric video. In this paper, Nagarajan et al. highlight the effectiveness
of compositional modeling in videos for the task of scene affordance learning. Specifically,
they decompose the videos into a topological graphs of zones (regions that afford coherent
actions) and maintain record of the visits of scene depicted by the zone in the video. They
formulate the task of scene affordance learning as a multi-label classification problem and
use the compositional representations as training data by pairing a scene randomly sampled
from a zone with its corresponding affordance label.

Nagarajan et al. evaluate the task on egocentric video datasets, namely, Epic-Kitchens [36]
and EGTEA+ [134] (described in J3). In this paper, the model evaluates the performance
of the proposed method using mean average precision (mAP) of the predictions obtained
for the likely interactions. In addition, they also study the performance of the algorithm in
low-shot and many-shot settings for rare and frequently occuring interaction classes in the
dataset (see Figure 2.12 for an example).

J5. Video captioning. Video captioning is a challenging task that requires understanding
of visual scenes as well as the scene descriptions. The task of video captioning involves
predicting text descriptions given an input video. Compositional method for this task pro-
posed by Pan et al. [173] represent input videos as spatio-temporal region graphs (similar
to [250]).

This paper proposes a spatio-temporal graph network to model the object interactions
in videos. This paper proposes a two-branch model: (1) an object branch that models
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Figure 2.13: Video captioning. Overview of the video captioning model (proposed by Pan
et al. [173]) that decomposing videos as spatio-temporal region graphs and model object
interactions in videos.

the spatio-temporal interactions using Graph Convolution Network [115], and (2) a scene
branch that provides an overall (visual) information content in videos using any 3D CNN.
The two branches are fused using a KL-divergence based knowledge distillation loss from
object branch to scene branch. A transformer based module [28] follows both branches to
provide the text output. The overall model is trained with the cross-entropy losses for the
text output from both branches and a distillation loss. Refer to Figure 2.13 for an overview.

This paper demonstrates the effectiveness of compositional modeling in videos on bench-
mark datasets, namely, Microsoft Research-Video to Text (MSR-VTT) [261] and Microsoft
Video Description Corpus (MSVD) [27] for the task of video captioning. MSR-VTT con-
sists of 10k video clips with each clip annotated with 20 English sentences spanning 20
categories such as sports, gaming, and cooking. MSVD consists of ∼2k video clips collected
from YouTube containing 40 English descriptions per video. These datasets are commonly
used for video captioning task, however, generalization to real world videos is limited due to
the restricted diversity in the descriptions. This paper evaluates the proposed compositional
algorithm using standard video captioning metrics such as BLUE [174], METEOR [10],
ROUGE-L [139], and CIDER [235].

Explicit Modeling based Applications

E1. Video prediction. Video prediction is one of the standard tasks in the field of Com-
puter Vision. This task involves predicting a sequence of frames given one (or some) frames
as input. Given that the expected output of the algorithm is a sequence of frames, the algo-
rithms require evaluation of the visual quality of the predicted frames. Therefore, metrics
such as average ℓ2 distance or squared error (MSE) between pixel values of the predicted
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Figure 2.14: Video prediction. Overview of the video prediction model (proposed by Ye
et al. [267]) that models interactions between entities in the videos.

Figure 2.15: Video prediction. Examples from the compositional model proposed by Ye
et al. [267]. The entities that compose the videos are also shown.

and ground truth videos, Peak Signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), SSIM [252] and LPIPS [283]
are commonly used to evaluate video prediction algorithms.

Ye at al [267] demonstrate the effectiveness of compositional modeling for the task of
video prediction by employing an object/entity level decomposition of videos. This paper
aims at predicting a sequence of frames given a single starting frame along with location of
the entities present in the scene. It proposes a stochastic model consisting of two modules: (1)
entity predictor that predicts features corresponding to each entities for future timesteps,
(2) frame decoder that infers the pixel values for the desired sequence of frames using
the entity-level feature predictions. The entity predictor module uses the entity encodings,
i.e., entity-level features concatenated with a latent variable as input. The latent variable
serves as the global context during prediction and is learned using an encoder based on
ground truth video. It predicts the entity features for next timestep taking in the entity
encodings for the current timestep using iterative message passing mechanism [115] over
the entity-level graph at current timestep. The frame decoder generates the frames using
the predicted entity features using a U-Net based convolutional architecture. This paper
proposes to train the overall model by maximizing the log-likelihood of the ground truth
frame sequence along with an additional loss term to supervise the entity locations (see
Figure 2.14 for an overview).
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Ye et al. evaluate the proposed compositional model on videos on Shapestacks [77]
dataset and a subset of Penn Action [284] dataset containing only gym activities. Shapes-
tacks is a synthetic dataset consists of stacked objects that fall under gravity with different
objects (such as cubes, cylinders, or balls with different colors) arranged in various con-
figurations. In this paper, the authors denote each of the shapes as entities in the case of
Shapestacks videos. Penn Action dataset is a real video dataset of people playing various
indoor and outdoor sports with annotations of human joint locations. The authors denote
the locations of the pose joints of the person detected in the scene (examples along with enti-
ties considered in the video shown in Figure 2.15). Overall, this paper proposes a stochastic
compositional model for the task of video prediction that requires explicitly modeling of the
interactions between the elements in videos. While the proposed video prediction algorithm
is not restricted to these datasets, using compositional algorithms for video prediction task
in complex, realistic videos is still an open problem.

E2. Video relationship reasoning. Video relationship reasoning refers to a class of tasks
that require understanding of relationships between visual entities that appear in the video.
Shang et al. [203] propose to represent human activity videos as compositions of trajecto-
ries corresponding to subject and object involved in an action depicted in the videos and
connect these trajectories with a predicate label. Hence, a human activity video is labeled
as a triplet of visual entities, namely, subject,predicate, and object) depicted in the video. In
this paper, the authors also introduce a dataset with human annotations suitable for such
compositional representation of human activity videos (described in R6 in Section 2.1).
Moreover, Shang et al. design several video visual reasoning tasks based on target output
pertaining to the elements in the triplets corresponding to the videos. Specifically, they
introduce two tasks: (1) relationship detection: requires correct subject/object localization
and correct prediction for relationship triplet, i.e., (subject,predicate,object), (2) relationship
tagging: requires correct relationship prediction.

Additionally, Shang et al. also propose a method that predicts relation triplets of the
form (subject,predicate,object) for smaller segments in videos (created such that there is an
overlap between consecutive segments) and uses a greedy association algorithm to merge
the short-term detections for the full video. It uses an object tracklet proposal network to
obtain tracklet proposals in the form of bounding boxes corresponding to objects detected
in the frames of the video segments. These trajectories are processed to extract features
that capture both motion and low-level visual information. Finally, these features are used
to obtain predictions for relation triplets.

Shang et al. use Recall@K for different values of K and mean average precision (mAP)
to evaluate the performance of the model on relationship tagging; and Prec@K to evaluate
the performance of the model on relationship detection. They further evaluate the model in
zero-shot compositional setting wherein the relation triplets in test set are unseen during
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Figure 2.16: Video relationship reasoning. Examples of predictions using the model
(proposed by Shang et al. [203]) for relationship detection (left) and tagging (right) tasks.

training while all the unique elements (i.e., subject, object, predicate) in the triplets are seen
individually during training. See Figure 2.16 for examples.

Subsequent to the introduction of dataset, relationship reasoning in videos has gained
attention. Dai et al. [32] apply conditional random fields (CRFs) on the predictions of
individual entities to leverage their statistical correlations. Liang et al. [138] propose a deep
structured reinforcement learning framework followed by formation of a directed semantic
action graph that facilitates predictions in local regions of the image.

Tsai et al. [230] extend relationship reasoning in videos to human activity videos with
complex scenes, namely, Charades dataset [213] (described in J1) that do not contain anno-
tations for trajectories by representing videos as spatio-temporal graphs of visual concepts
‘verb’, ‘object’ and ‘scene’, wherein ‘scene’ describes the environment (e.g. ‘bedroom’) in
which an action depicted by ‘verb’ is performed on the ‘object’. This paper formulates the
learning task as a structured prediction problem over this spatio-temporal graph variables
(i.e., visual concepts in videos) conditioned on the visual information in videos (e.g. trajecto-
ries of entities in videos [203], and compact features obtained from pretrained 3D CNN [22]).
It employs a fully-connected Conditional Random Field (CRF) to model the interactions
between the visual concepts in video. It further realizes the edges of the spatio-temporal
graph as gating functions in CRF parameterized by the visual information in the videos.
The authors validate this approach on different relationship reasoning tasks in large scale
video datasets, namely, Charades [213] and Imagenet-Video [192]. They use the same eval-
uation setup as used by Shang et al. [203]. Overall, video relationship reasoning models aim
at explicitly modeling each element and its interactions with other elements that compose
the videos.

E3. Spatio-temporal scene graph prediction. The task of spatio-temporal scene graph
prediction has been recently introduced by Ji et al. [100] along with a suitable dataset Ac-
tion Genome (described in R4 in Section 2.1). The authors define the task as prediction of
a spatio-temporal scene graph for a given input video. Inspired by scene graph predictions
for images [146], they introduce several tasks to evaluate the effectiveness of the prediction
algorithms in capturing different aspects of the videos. Specifically they design three eval-
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uation tasks: (1) scene graph detection that requires input sequence of images and predicts
bounding box locations, object and predicate labels, (2) scene graph classification that pre-
dicts object categories and predicate labels for input ground truth boxes, and (3) predicate
classification that predicts predicate labels for input ground truth bounding boxes along
with object categories. They use Recall@K for different values of K to evaluate the per-
formance of scene graph prediction models. Moreover, they benchmark several image-based
scene graph prediction models on the task of spatio-temporal scene graph prediction on
Action Genome dataset.

Overall, in this section, we discussed the prior work on applications of compositional
modeling approaches to various video-based tasks in the field of Computer Vision. The
applications discussed in this section vary in the way they model the elements of the com-
positional representations corresponding to videos depending on the desired output of the
task. Specifically, we presented two types of applications: (1) applications that model the
inter-element interactions jointly and require aggregated information for a video (J1-J5);
(2) applications that require explicit modeling of each element and its interactions with
other elements in the representations corresponding to the videos (E1-E3).

In conclusion, the research efforts described in this chapter emphasize the benefits of
modeling human activity videos as compositions of elements that represent activities de-
picted in videos. Additionally, this chapter also highlights that a one-size-fits-all approach
is not appropriate for designing compositional representations for videos depicting complex
human activities. Instead, the design choices for compositional representations of activity
videos depend on several factors: (1) complexity of interactions in activities, (2) level of
granularity in annotations provided with the datasets, and (3) downstream task at hand.
Based on these observations, this dissertation explores several task-specific compositional
representations of human activity videos that leverage information from different granularity
levels of videos.
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Chapter 3

Learning to Generate
Human-Object Interactions

In this chapter, we describe methods for generating human-object interaction videos – mak-
ing progress towards addressing the important, open problem of video generation in complex
scenes. Specifically, this chapter introduces the task of generating human-object interaction
videos in a zero-shot compositional setting, i.e., generating videos for action-object com-
positions that are unseen during training, having seen the target action and target object
separately. This setting is particularly important for generalization in human activity video
generation, obviating the need to observe every possible action-object combination in train-
ing and thus avoiding the combinatorial explosion involved in modeling complex scenes. To
generate human-object interaction videos, a novel adversarial framework HOI-GAN which
includes multiple discriminators focusing on different aspects of a video is proposed. More-
over, this chapter discusses the findings from our extensive quantitative and qualitative
evaluation on challenging datasets to demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed frame-
work.

3.1 Introduction

Visual imagination and prediction are fundamental components of human intelligence. Ar-
guably, the ability to create realistic renderings from symbolic representations are considered
prerequisite for broad visual understanding. Computer vision has seen rapid advances in the
field of image generation over the past few years. Existing models are capable of generating
impressive results in this static scenario, ranging from hand-written digits [7,40,71] to real-
istic scenes [14,97,109,233,280]. Progress on video generation [11,84,196,232,239,245,246],
on the other hand, has been relatively moderate and remains an open and challenging prob-
lem. While most approaches focus on the expressivity and controllability of the underlying
generative models, their ability to generalize to unseen scene compositions has not received
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Figure 3.1: Generation of Zero-Shot Human-Object Interactions. Given training
examples ‘wash aubergine’ and ‘put tomato’, an intelligent agent should be able to imagine
action sequences corresponding to unseen action-object compositions, e.g., ‘wash tomato’
and ‘put aubergine’.

as much attention. However, such generalizability is an important cornerstone of robust
visual imagination as it demonstrates the capacity to reason over elements of a scene.

We posit that the domain of human activities constitutes a rich realistic testbed for video
generation models. Human activities involve people interacting with objects in complex
ways, presenting numerous challenges for generation – the need to (1) render a variety of
objects; (2) model the temporal evolution of the effect of actions on objects; (3) understand
spatial relations and interactions; and (4) overcome the paucity of data for the complete
set of action-object pairings. The last, in particular, is a critical challenge that also serves
as an opportunity for designing and evaluating generative models that can generalize to
myriad, possibly unseen, action-object compositions. For example, consider Figure 3.1. The
activity sequences for “wash aubergine" (action a1: “wash"; object o1: “aubergine") and “put
tomato"(action a2: “put"; object o2: “tomato") are observed in the training data. A robust
visual imagination would then allow an agent to imagine videos for “wash tomato" (a1, o2)
and “put aubergine" (a2, o1).

We propose a novel framework for generating human-object interaction (HOI) videos for
unseen action-object compositions. We refer to this task as zero-shot HOI video generation.
To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to propose and address this problem. In
doing so, we push the envelope on conditional (or controllable) video generation and focus
squarely on the model’s ability to generalize to unseen action-object compositions. This zero-
shot compositional setting verifies that the model is capable of semantic disentanglement of
the action and objects in a given context and recreating them separately in other contexts.
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The desiderata for performing zero-shot HOI video generation include: (1) mapping
the content in the video to the right semantic category, (2) ensuring spatial and temporal
consistency across the frames of a video, and (3) producing interactions with the right
object in the presence of multiple objects. Based on these observations, we introduce a
novel multi-adversarial learning scheme involving multiple discriminators, each focusing on
different aspects of an HOI video. Our framework HOI-GAN generates a fixed length video
clip given an action, an object, and a target scene serving as the context.

Concretely, the conditional inputs to our framework are semantic labels of action and
object, and a single start frame with a mask providing the background and location for the
object. Then, the model has to create the object, reason over the action, and enact the action
on the object (leading to object translation and/or transformation) over the background,
thus generating the whole interaction video. During training of the generator, our framework
utilizes four discriminators – three pixel-centric discriminators, namely, frame discriminator,
gradient discriminator, video discriminator; and one object-centric relational discriminator.
The three pixel-centric discriminators ensure spatial and temporal consistency across the
frames. The novel relational discriminator leverages spatio-temporal scene graphs to reason
over the object layouts in videos ensuring the right interactions among objects. Through
experiments, we show that our HOI-GAN framework is able to disentangle objects and
actions and learns to generate videos with unseen compositions.

In summary, our contributions are as follows:

• We introduce the task of zero-shot HOI video generation. Specifically, given a training
set of videos depicting certain action-object compositions, we propose to generate
unseen compositions having seen the target action and target object individually, i.e.,
the target action was paired with a different object and the target object was involved
in a different action.

• We propose a novel adversarial learning scheme and introduce our HOI-GAN frame-
work to generate HOI videos in a zero-shot compositional setting.

• We demonstrate the effectiveness of HOI-GAN through empirical evaluation on two
challenging HOI video datasets: 20BN-something-something v2 [72] and EPIC-Kitchens
[35]. We perform both quantitative and qualitative evaluation of the proposed ap-
proach and compare with state-of-the-art approaches.

Overall, our work facilitates research in the direction of enhancing generalizability of gen-
erative models for complex videos.

3.2 Related Work

Our work builds on prior work in: (1) modeling of human-object interactions and (2) GAN-
based video generation. In addition, we also discuss literature relevant to HOI video gener-
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ation in a zero-shot compositional setting.

Modeling Human-Object Interactions. Earlier research attempts to study human-
object interactions (HOIs) aimed at studying object affordances [73, 117] and semantic-
driven understanding of object functionalities [80, 222]. Recent work on modeling HOIs in
images range from studying semantics and spatial features of interactions between humans
and objects [39, 69, 275] to action information [43, 56, 266]. Furthermore, there have been
attempts to create large scale image and video datasets to study HOI [24, 26, 72, 119]. To
model dynamics in HOIs, recent works have proposed methods that jointly model actions
and objects in videos [107, 110]. Inspired by these approaches, we model HOI videos as
compositions of actions and objects.

GAN-based Image & Video Generation. Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) [71]
and its variants [7,40,288] have shown tremendous progress in high quality image generation.
Built over these techniques, conditional image generation using various forms of inputs to the
generator such as textual information [185,263,280], category labels [161, 170], and images
[97,113,142,293] have been widely studied. This class of GANs allows the generator network
to learn a mapping between conditioning variables and the real data distribution, thereby
allowing control over the generation process. Extending these efforts to conditional video
generation is not straightforward as generating a video involves modeling of both spatial and
temporal variations. Vondrick et al. [239] proposed the Video GAN (VGAN) framework
to generate videos using a two-stream generator network that decouples foreground and
background of a scene. Temporal GAN (TGAN) [196] employs a separate generator for
each frame in a video and an additional generator to model temporal variations across
these frames. MoCoGAN [232] disentangles the latent space representations of motion and
content in a video to perform controllable video generation using seen compositions of
motion and content as conditional inputs. In our work, we evaluate the extent to which
these video generation methods generalize when provided with unseen scene compositions as
conditioning variables. Furthermore, promising success has been achieved by recent video-
to-video translation methods [11, 245, 246] wherein video generation is conditioned on a
corresponding semantic video. In contrast, our task does not require semantic videos as
conditional input.

Since our work proposes GAN-based video generation model, our discussion on related
work in the area of image and video generation is primarily focused on GAN-based techqni-
ues. However, after the acceptance of our paper [165] based on this research, diffusion
models [89, 218] based generative techniques have been very successful at generating high
resolution images [45,184,190,194,195,271] and videos [83,88,215,265]. Specifically, for video
generation, recent models such as Imagen-Video [88] and Make-A-Video [215] are capable
of producing diverse set of high resolution videos conditioned with any given natural lan-
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guage prompt. As the diffusion-based models have been proven to be a powerful generative
framework, it would be an interesting future work to explore how diffusion based models
can be used as a base network for our compositional approach for human-object interaction
generation. Nonetheless, we believe our work provides insights into how to control the pro-
cess of compositional generation of videos depicting human-object interactions and what
type of information is relevant to the task of HOI video generation.

Video Prediction. Video prediction approaches predict future frames of a video given one
or a few observed frames using RNNs [221], variational auto-encoders [240,241], adversarial
training [137, 155], or auto-regressive methods [106]. While video prediction is typically
posed as an image-conditioned (past frame) image generation (future frame) problem, it is
substantially different from video generation where the goal is to generate a video clip given
a stochastic latent space.

Video Inpainting. Video inpainting/completion refers to the problem of correctly filling
up the missing pixels given a video with arbitrary spatio-temporal pixels missing [47, 74,
167,169,205]. In our setting, however, the model only receives a single static image as input
and not a video. Our model is required to go beyond merely filling in pixel values and has
to produce an output video with the right visual content depicting the prescribed action
upon a synthesized object. In doing so, the background may, and in certain cases should,
evolve as well.

Zero-Shot Learning. Zero-shot learning (ZSL) aims to solve the problem of recognizing
classes whose instances are not seen during training. In ZSL, external information of a
certain form is required to share information between classes to transfer knowledge from
seen to unseen classes. A variety of techniques have been used for ZSL ranging from usage
of attribute-based information [51, 123], word embeddings [256] to WordNet hierarchy [4]
and text-based descriptions [48,79,130,295]. [257] provides a thorough overview of zero-shot
learning techniques. Similar to these works, we leverage word embeddings to reason over
the unseen compositions of actions and objects in the context of video generation.

Learning Visual Relationships. Visual relationships in the form of scene graphs, i.e.,
directed graphs representing relationships (edges) between the objects (nodes) have been
used for image caption evaluation [6], image retrieval [105] and predicting scene composi-
tions for images [146,166,259]. Furthermore, in a generative setting, [103] aims to synthesize
an image from a given scene graph and evaluate the generalizability of an adversarial net-
work to create images with unseen relationships between objects. Similarly, we leverage
spatio-temporal scene graphs to learn relevant relations among the objects and focus on the
generalizability of video generation models to unseen compositions of actions and objects.
However, our task of zero-shot HOI video generation is more difficult as it requires learning
to map the inputs to spatio-temporal variations in a video.
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Figure 3.2: Architecture Overview. The generator network G is trained using 4 dis-
criminators simultaneously: a frame discriminator Df , a gradient discriminator Dg, a video
discriminator Dv, and a relational discriminator Dr. Given the word embeddings of an ac-
tion sa, an object so, and a context image sI , the generator learns to synthesize a video
with background I in which the action a is performed on the object o.

Learning Disentangled Representations for Videos. Various methods have been pro-
posed to learn disentangled representations in videos [41, 91, 232], such as, learning repre-
sentations by decoupling the content and pose [41], or separating motion from content using
image differences [237]. Similarly, our model implicitly learns to disentangle the action and
object information of an HOI video.

3.3 HOI-GAN

Intuitively, for a generated human-object interaction (HOI) video to be realistic, it must:
(1) contain the object designated by a semantic label; (2) exhibit the prescribed interaction
with that object; (3) be temporally consistent; and (4 – optional) occur in a specified
scene. Based on this intuition, we propose an adversarial learning scheme in which we
train a generator network G with a set of 4 discriminators: (1) a frame discriminator Df ,
which encourages the generator to learn spatially coherent visual content; (2) a gradient
discriminator Dg, which incentivizes G to produce temporally consistent frames; (3) a video
discriminator Dv, which provides the generator with global spatio-temporal context; and
(4) a relational discriminator Dr, which assists the generator in producing correct object
layouts in a video. We use pretrained word embeddings [176] for semantic representations
of actions and objects. All discriminators are conditioned on word embeddings of the action
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(sa) and object (so) and trained simultaneously in an end-to-end manner. Figure 3.2 shows
an overview of our proposed framework HOI-GAN. We now formalize our task and describe
each module in detail.

3.3.1 Task Formulation

Let sa and so be word embeddings of an action a and an object o, respectively. Furthermore,
let I be an image provided as context to the generator. We encode I using an encoder
Ev to obtain a visual embedding sI, which we refer to as a context vector. Our goal is
to generate a video V = (V (i))T

i=1 of length T depicting the action a performed on the
object o with context image I as the background of V . To this end, we learn a function
G : (z, sa, so, sI) 7→ V , where z is a noise vector sampled from a distribution pz, such as a
Gaussian distribution.

3.3.2 Model Description

We describe the elements of HOI-GAN below. Overall, the four discriminator networks, i.e.,
frame discriminator Df , gradient discriminator Dg, video discriminator Dv, and relational
discriminator Dr are all involved in a zero-sum game with the generator network G.

Frame Discriminator. The frame discriminator network Df learns to distinguish between
real and generated frames corresponding to the real video Vreal and generated video Vgen =
G(z, sa, so, sI) respectively. Each frame in Vgen and Vreal is processed independently using
a network consisting of stacked conv2d layers, i.e., 2D convolutional layers followed by
spectral normalization [160] and leaky ReLU layers [150] with a = 0.2. We obtain a tensor
of size N (t) × w

(t)
0 × h

(t)
0 (t = 1, 2, . . . , T ), where N (t), w

(t)
0 , and h

(t)
0 are the channel length,

width and height of the activation of the last conv2d layer respectively. We concatenate
this tensor with spatially replicated copies of sa and so, which results in a tensor of size
(dim(sa) + dim(so) + N (t)) × w

(t)
0 × h

(t)
0 . We then apply another conv2d layer to obtain a

N ×w
(t)
0 ×h

(t)
0 tensor. We now perform 1×1 convolutions followed by w

(t)
0 ×h

(t)
0 convolutions

and a sigmoid to obtain a T -dimensional vector corresponding to the T frames of the video
V . The i-th element of the output denotes the probability that the frame V (i) is real. The
objective function of the network Df is the loss function:

Lf = 1
2T

T∑
i=1

[log(D(i)
f (Vreal; sa, so)) + log(1 − D(i)

f (Vgen; sa, so))], (3.1)

where D(i)
f is the i-th element of the output of Df .

Gradient Discriminator. The gradient discriminator network Dg enforces temporal smooth-
ness by learning to differentiate between the temporal gradient of a real video Vreal and a
generated video Vgen. We define the temporal gradient ∇t V of a video V with T frames
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V (1), . . . , V (T ) as pixel-wise differences between two consecutive frames of the video. The
i-th element of ∇tV is defined as:

[∇t V ]i = V (i+1) − V (i), i = 1, 2, . . . , (T − 1). (3.2)

The architecture of the gradient discriminator Dg is similar to that of the frame discrimi-
nator Df . The output of Dg is a (T − 1)-dimensional vector corresponding to the (T − 1)
values in gradient ∇t V . The objective function of Dg is

Lg = 1
2(T − 1)

T −1∑
i=1

[log(D(i)
g (∇t Vreal; sa, so))+

log(1 − D(i)
g (∇t Vgen; sa, so))],

(3.3)

where D(i)
g is the i-th element of the output of Dg.

Video Discriminator. The video discriminator network Dv learns to distinguish between
real videos Vreal and generated videos Vgen by comparing their global spatio-temporal con-
texts. The architecture consists of stacked conv3d layers, i.e., 3D convolutional layers fol-
lowed by spectral normalization [160] and leaky ReLU layers [150] with a = 0.2. We ob-
tain a N × d0 × w0 × h0 tensor, where N , d0, w0, and h0 are the channel length, depth,
width, and height of the activation of the last conv3d layer respectively. We concatenate
this tensor with spatially replicated copies of sa and so, which results in a tensor of size
(dim(sa)+dim(so)+N)×d0 ×w0 ×h0, where dim(·) returns the dimensionality of a vector.
We then apply another conv3d layer to obtain a N × d0 × w0 × h0 tensor. Finally, we apply
a 1 × 1 × 1 convolution followed by a d0 × w0 × h0 convolution and a sigmoid to obtain the
output, which represents the probability that the video V is real. The objective function of
the network Dv is the following loss function:

Lv = 1
2[ log(Dv(Vreal; sa, so)) + log(1 − Dv(Vgen; sa, so))]. (3.4)

Relational Discriminator. In addition to the three pixel-centric discriminators above,
we also propose a novel object-centric discriminator Dr. Driven by a spatio-temporal scene
graph, this relational discriminator learns to distinguish between scene layouts of real videos
Vreal and generated videos Vgen (Figure 3.3).

Specifically, we build a spatio-temporal scene graph S = (N , E) from V , where the nodes
and edges are represented by N and E respectively. We assume one node per object per
frame. Each node is connected to all other nodes in the same frame, referred to as spatial
edges. In addition, to represent temporal evolution of objects, each node is connected to
the corresponding nodes in the adjacent frames that also depict the same object, referred
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Figure 3.3: Relational Discriminator. The relational discriminator Dr leverages a spatio-
temporal scene graph to distinguish between object layouts in videos. Each node contains
convolutional embedding, position and aspect ratio (AR) of the object crop obtained from
MaskRCNN. The nodes are connected in space and time and edges are weighted based on
their inverse distance. Edge weights of (dis)appearing objects are 0.

to as temporal edges. To obtain the node representations, we crop the objects in V using
Mask-RCNN [85], compute a convolutional embedding for them, and augment the resulting
vectors with the aspect ratio (AR) and position of the corresponding bounding boxes. The
weights of spatial edges in E are given by inverse Euclidean distances between the centers
of these bounding boxes corresponding to the object appearing in the frame. The weights
of the temporal edges is set to 1 by default. When an object is not present in a frame (but
appears in the overall video), spatial edges connecting to the object will be absent by design.
This is implemented by setting the weights to 0 depicting distance between the objects as
∞. Similarly, if an object does not appear in the adjacent frame, the temporal edge is set to
0. In case of multiple objects of the same category, the correspondence is established based
on the location in the adjacent frames using nearest neighbour data association.

The relational discriminator Dr operates on this scene graph S by virtue of a graph
convolutional network (GCN) [115] followed by stacking and average-pooling of the resulting
node representations along the time axis. We then concatenate this tensor with spatially
replicated copies of sa and so to result in a tensor of size (dim(sa)+dim(so)+N (t))×w

(t)
0 ×h

(t)
0 .

As before, we then apply convolutions and sigmoid to obtain the final output which denotes
the probability of the scene graph belonging to a real video. The objective function of the
network Dr is given by

Lr = 1
2[ log(Dr(Sreal; sa, so)) + log(1 − Dr(Sgen; sa, so))]. (3.5)
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Generator. Given the semantic embeddings sa, so of action and object labels respectively,
and context vector sI, the generator network G learns to generate video Vgen consisting of
T frames (RGB) of height H and width W . We concatenate noise z with the conditions,
namely, sa, so, and sI. We provide this concatenated vector as the input to the network G.
The network comprises stacked deconv3d layers, i.e., 3D transposed convolution layers each
followed by Batch Normalization [96] and leaky ReLU layers [150] with a = 0.2 except the
last convolutional layer which is followed by a Batch Normalization layer [96] and a tanh

activation layer. The network is optimized according to the following objective function:

Lgan = 1
T

T∑
i=1

[log(1 − D(i)
f (Vgen; sa, so))]+

1
(T − 1)

T −1∑
i=1

[log(1 − D(i)
g (∇t Vgen; sa, so))]+

log(1 − Dv(Vgen; sa, so)) + log(1 − Dr(Sgen; sa, so)).

(3.6)

Architecture Details. Our model comprises 5 networks involving a generator network
and four discriminator networks. We provide the details of the architectures used in our
implementation for the generator network, video discriminator, frame discriminator and
relational discriminator in Figure 3.4. The architecture for gradient discriminator is same
as that of the frame discriminator.

For relational discriminator, we used the final output layer of MaskRCNN, that com-
prises a list of bounding boxes, a list of segmentation masks and a list of labels corresponding
to each detection. We used https://github.com/facebookresearch/maskrcnn-benchmark

repository to obtain the detection output. The same list of bounding boxes have been used
for real and generated. Then, using each bounding box in the output, we crop the visual
region from the corresponding frame. These crops will correspond to the nodes of spatio-
temporal graph. These cropped visual regions are resized to 3 × 16 × 16 (C × H × W ) and
their position (bounding box top-left coordinates normalized with respect to the image size)
and their original aspect ratio (bounding box height and width normalized with respect to
image size) are collectively used for node feature representation (Refer to Figure 3 for il-
lustration). We used a conv module (shared weights for all crops), i.e., convolutional layers
(stride=2, kernel size=4) and obtain a convolutional embedding for resized visual regions
of size 4096 appended with 4 additional numbers corresponding to position and aspect ra-
tio. We design Graph Convolution Layer using the implementation of Graph Convolution
Network (GCN) available at https://github.com/tkipf/pygcn. We used 7 such Graph
Convolution layers: initial layer converts the feature size to 4096 and output feature size
of the node is doubled every two layer in next 6 layers. Until this stage, the node is repre-
sented using single dimensional vector. After pooling along the temporal axis, the channel
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Figure 3.4: Architecture Details. Model architectures used in our experiments for: (i)
Generator, (ii)Video Discriminator, (iii) Frame discriminator (gradient discriminator has
similar architecture), (iv) Relational Discriminator. Best viewed in color on desktop.
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dimension is reshaped to 256 × 8 × 8 and the resulting tensor is of shape K × 256 × 8 × 8
where K is the number of crops.

Implementation Details. In our experiments, the convolutional layers in all networks,
namely, G, Df , Dg, Dv, Dr have kernel size 4 and stride 2. We generate a video clip con-
sisting of T = 16 frames having H = W = 64. The noise vector z is of length 100. The
parameters w0 = h0 = 4, d0 = 1 and N = 512 for Dv and wt

0 = ht
0 = 4 and N (t) = 512

for Df , Dg, and Dr. To obtain the semantic embeddings sa and so corresponding to action
and object labels respectively, we use Wikipedia-pretrained GLoVe [176]embedding vectors
of length 300. For training, we use the Adam [114] optimizer with learning rate 0.0002 and
β1 = 0.5, β2 = 0.999. We train all our models with a batch size of 32. We use dropout
(probability = 0.3) [197] in the last layer of all discriminators and all layers (except first)
of the generator.

3.4 Experiments

We conduct quantitative and qualitative analysis to demonstrate the effectiveness of the
proposed framework HOI-GAN for the task of zero-shot generation of human-object inter-
action (HOI) videos.

3.4.1 Datasets and Data Splits

We use two datasets for our experiments: EPIC-Kitchens [35] and 20BN-Something-Something
V2 [72]. Both of these datasets comprise a diverse set of HOI videos ranging from simple
translational motion of objects (e.g. push, move) and rotation (e.g. open) to transformations
in state of objects (e.g. cut, fold). Therefore, these datasets, with their wide ranging variety
and complexity, provide a challenging setup for evaluating HOI video generation models.

EPIC-Kitchens [35] contains egocentric videos of activities in several kitchens. A video
clip V is annotated with action label a and object label o (e.g. open microwave, cut apple,
move pan) along with a set of bounding boxes B (one per frame) for objects that the human
interacts with while performing the action. There are around 40k instances in the form of
(V, a, o, B) across 352 objects and 125 actions. We refer to this dataset as EPIC hereafter.

20BN-Something-Something V2 [72] contains videos of daily activities performed
by humans. A video clip V is annotated with a label l, an action template and object(s)
on which the action is applied (e.g. ‘hitting ball with racket’ has action template ‘hitting
something with something’). There are 220,847 training instances of the form (V, l) spanning
30,408 objects and 174 action templates. To transform l to action-object label pair (a, o),
we use NLTK POS-tagger. We consider the verb tag (after stemming) in l as action label
a. We observe that all instances of l begin with the present continuous form of a which is
acting upon the subsequent noun. Therefore, we use the noun that appears immediately
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after the verb as object o. Hereafter, we refer to the transformed dataset in the form of
(V, a, o) as SS.

Splitting by Compositions. We believe it is reasonable to only generate combinations
that are semantically feasible, and do so by only using action-object pairs seen in the original
datasets. We use a subset of action-object pairs as testing pairs – these pairs are not seen
during training but are present in the original dataset, hence are semantically feasible. To
make the dataset training / testing splits suitable for our zero-shot compositional setting, we
first merge the data samples present in the default train and validation sets of the dataset.
We then split the combined dataset into training set and test set based on the condition
that all the unique object and action labels in appear in the training set, however, any
composition of action and object present in the test set is absent in training set and vice
versa. The details specific to eat dataset is provided as follows.

EPIC: Processing and Splits. The EPIC-Kitchens dataset originally consists of
39,594 video samples of the form (V, a, o), i.e., video V with action label a and object
label o, spanning 125 unique actions and 352 unique objects. We further filtered the dataset
to ensure that the video samples contain both ground truth bounding box annotation and
MaskRCNN output (NMS threshold = 0.7) in the frames uniformly sampled from a video.
We interpolated the sequence if the number of such frames is less than 16. We then split
the filtered dataset by action-object compositions to obtain train and test splits suitable for
the zero-shot compositional setting, i.e., all the unique object and action labels in combined
dataset appear independently in the train split, however, a certain pair of action and object
present in the test split is absent in train split and vice versa. Subsequently we obtained
two splits: (1) train split containing 19,895 videos that overall depict 1,128 unique action-
object compositions, and (2) test split containing 7,805 videos (568 unique action-object
compositions). The final splits consist of compositions spanning 204 unique actions and 63
unique objects.

SS: Processing and Splits. The 20BN-Something-Something V2 dataset originally
consists of 220,847 video samples of the form (V, l), i.e., video V having a label l. To trans-
form the dataset instances to the form (V, a, o), we applied NLTK POS-tagger on l and
obtained verb a and noun o. In particular, we considered the verb tag (after stemming) in
l as action label a. We observe that all instances of l begin with the present continuous
form of a which is acting upon the subsequent noun. Therefore, we used the noun that
appears immediately after the verb as object o. We merged the train and validation split
of the transformed dataset. We further filtered the dataset to ensure that the video sam-
ples contain objects that can be detected using MaskRCNN (NMS threshold = 0.7) in the
frames uniformly sampled from a video. We then split the transformed dataset by compo-
sitions of action a and object o to obtain the train and test splits suitable for the zero-shot
compositional setting (same as EPIC). Subsequently, we obtained two splits: (1) train split
containing 23,511 videos overall that overall depict 671 unique action-object compositions,
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Table 3.1: Generation Scenarios. Description of the conditional inputs for the two gen-
eration scenarios GS1 & GS2 used for evaluation. ✓ denotes ‘Yes’, ✗ denotes ‘No’.

Target Conditions GS1 GS2

Target action a seen during training ✓ ✓

Target object o seen during training ✓ ✓

Background of target context I seen during training ✗ ✓

Object mask in target context I corresponds to target object o ✓ ✗

Target action a seen with target context I during training ✗ ✓/ ✗

Target object o seen with target context I during training ✗ ✗

Target action-object composition (a-o) seen during training ✗ ✗

and (2) test split containing 3,515 videos overall (135 unique action-object compositions).
The final splits consist of compositions spanning 48 unique actions and 62 unique objects.

Generation Scenarios. Recall that the generator network in the HOI-GAN framework
(Fig. 3.2) has 3 conditional inputs, namely, action embedding, object embedding, and con-
text frame I. The context frame serves as the background in the scene. Thus, to provide
this context frame during training, we apply a binary mask M (1) corresponding to the first
frame V (1) of a real video as I = (1−M (1))⊙V (1), where 1 represents a matrix of size M (1)

containing all ones and ⊙ denotes elementwise multiplication. This mask M (1) contains ones
in regions (either rectangular bounding boxes or segmentation masks) corresponding to the
objects (non-person classes) detected using MaskRCNN [85] and zeros for other regions.
Intuitively, this helps ensure the generator learns to map the action and object embeddings
to relevant visual content in the HOI video.

During testing, to evaluate the generator’s capability to synthesize the right human-
object interactions, we provide a background frame as described above. This background
frame can be selected from either the test set or training set, and can be suitable or un-
suitable for the target action-object composition. To capture these possibilities, we design
two different generation scenarios. Specifically, in Generation Scenario 1 (GS1), the input
context frame I is the masked first frame of a video from the test set corresponding to the
target action-object composition (unseen during training). In Generation Scenario 2 (GS2),
I is the masked first frame of a video from the training set which depicts an object other
than the target object. The original action in this video could be same or different than the
target action. See Table 3.1 for the contrast between the scenarios.

As such, in GS1, the generator receives a context that it has not seen during training but
the context (including object mask) is consistent with the target action-object composition
it is being asked to generate. In contrast, in GS2, the generator receives a context frame that
it has seen during training but is not consistent with the action-object composition it is being
asked to generate. Particularly, the object mask in the context does not correspond to the
target object. Although the background is seen, the model has to evolve the background
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in ways different from training samples to make it suitable for the target composition.
Thus, these generation scenarios help illustrate that the generator indeed generalizes over
compositions.

3.4.2 Evaluation Setup

Evaluation of image/video quality is inherently challenging, thus, we use both quantitative
and qualitative metrics.

Quantitative Metrics. Inception Score (I-score) [197] is a widely used metric for evalu-
ating image generation models. For images x with labels y, I-score is defined as:

I = exp(KL(ρ(y|x)||ρ(y))), (3.7)

where ρ(y|x) is the conditional label distribution of an ImageNet [192] -pretrained Inception
model [227]. We adopted this metric for video quality evaluation. We fine-tune a Kinetics
[22]-pretrained video classifier ResNeXt-101 [258] for each of our source datasets and use
it for calculating I-score (higher is better). It is based on one of the state-of-the-art video
classification architectures. We used the same evaluation setup for the baselines and our
model to ensure a fair comparison.

In addition, we believe that measuring realism explicitly is more relevant for our task
as the generation process can be conditioned on any context frame arbitrarily to obtain
diverse samples. Therefore, in addition to I-score, we also analyze the first and second
terms of the KL divergence separately. We refer to these terms as: (1) Saliency score or S-
score (lower is better) to specifically measure realism, and (2) Diversity score or D-score
(higher is better) to indicate the diversity in generated samples. A smaller value of S-score
implies that the generated videos are more realistic as the classifier is very confident in
classifying the generated videos. Specifically, the saliency score will have a low value (low
is good) only when the classifier is confidently able to classify the generated videos into
action-object categories matching the conditional input composition (action-object), thus
indicating realistic instances of the required target interaction. In fact, even if a model gen-
erates realistic-looking videos but depicts an action-object composition not corresponding
to the conditional action-object input, the saliency score will have high values. Finally, a
larger value of D-score implies the model generates diverse samples.

Human Preference Score. We conduct a user study for evaluating the quality of gen-
erated videos. In each test, we present the participants with two videos generated by two
different algorithms and ask which among the two better depicts the given activity, i.e.,
action-object composition (e.g. lift fork). We evaluate the performance of an algorithm as
the overall percentage of tests in which that algorithm’s outputs are preferred. This is an
aggregate measure over all the test instances across all participants.
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Table 3.2: Quantitative Evaluation. Comparison of HOI-GAN with C-VGAN, C-TGAN,
and MoCoGAN baselines. We distinguish training of HOI-GAN with bounding boxes
(bboxes) and segmentation masks (masks). Arrows indicate whether lower (↓) or higher
(↑) is better. [I: inception score; S: saliency score; D: diversity score]

Model
EPIC SS

GS1 GS2 GS1 GS2
I↑ S↓ D↑ I↑ S↓ D↑ I↑ S↓ D↑ I↑ S↓ D↑

C-VGAN [239] 1.8 30.9 0.2 1.4 44.9 0.3 2.1 25.4 0.4 1.8 40.5 0.3
C-TGAN [196] 2.0 30.4 0.6 1.5 35.9 0.4 2.2 28.9 0.6 1.6 39.7 0.5
MoCoGAN [232] 2.4 30.7 0.5 2.2 31.4 1.2 2.8 17.5 1.0 2.4 33.7 1.4

(o
ur

s) HOI-GAN (bboxes) 6.0 14.0 3.4 5.7 20.8 4.0 6.6 12.7 3.5 6.0 15.2 2.9
HOI-GAN (masks) 6.2 13.2 3.7 5.2 18.3 3.5 8.6 11.4 4.4 7.1 14.7 4.0

Table 3.3: Ablation Study. We evaluate the contributions of our pixel-centric losses
(F,G,V) and relational losses (first block vs. second block) by conducting ablation study
on HOI-GAN (masks). The last row corresponds to the overall proposed model.[F: frame
discriminator Df ; G: gradient discriminator Dg; V: video discriminator Dv; R: relational
discriminator Dr]

Model
EPIC SS

GS1 GS2 GS1 GS2
I↑ S↓ D↑ I↑ S↓ D↑ I↑ S↓ D↑ I↑ S↓ D↑

−
R

HOI-GAN (F) 1.4 44.2 0.2 1.1 47.2 0.3 1.8 34.7 0.4 1.5 39.5 0.3
HOI-GAN (F+G) 2.3 25.6 0.7 1.9 30.7 0.5 3.0 24.5 0.9 2.7 28.8 0.7
HOI-GAN (F+G+V) 2.8 21.2 1.3 2.6 29.7 1.7 3.3 18.6 1.2 3.0 20.7 1.0

+
R

HOI-GAN (F) 2.4 24.9 0.8 2.2 26.0 0.7 3.1 20.3 1.0 2.9 27.7 0.9
HOI-GAN (F+G) 5.9 15.4 3.5 4.8 21.3 3.3 7.4 12.1 3.5 5.4 19.2 3.4
HOI-GAN (F+G+V) 6.2 13.2 3.7 5.2 18.3 3.5 8.6 11.4 4.4 7.1 14.7 4.0

Baselines. We compare HOI-GAN with three state-of-the-art video generation approaches:
(1) VGAN [239], (2) TGAN, [196] and (3) MoCoGAN [232]. We develop the conditional
variants of VGAN and TGAN from the descriptions provided in their papers. We refer to
the conditional variants as C-VGAN and C-TGAN respectively. We observed that these two
models saturated easily in the initial iterations, thus, we added dropout in the last layer
of the discriminator network in both models. MoCoGAN focuses on disentangling motion
and content in the latent space and is the closest baseline. We use the code provided by the
authors.

3.4.3 Quantitative Evaluation

Next, we discuss the results of our quantitative evaluation.
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Table 3.4: Quantitative Evaluation (Effect of Word Embeddings). Comparison of
HOI-GAN with C-VGAN, C-TGAN, and MoCoGAN baselines using one-hot encoded labels
instead of embeddings as conditional inputs(default version). (see section 3.4.3). Arrows
indicate whether lower (↓) or higher (↑) is better. [I: inception score; S: saliency score; D:
diversity score]

Model
EPIC SS

GS1 GS2 GS1 GS2
I↑ S↓ D↑ I↑ S↓ D↑ I↑ S↓ D↑ I↑ S↓ D↑

C-VGAN [239] 1.1 52.1 0.4 1.1 52.1 0.4 2.1 45.6 0.8 1.9 45.1 0.5
C-TGAN [196] 1.6 65.4 0.4 2.2 28.1 0.5 2.4 36.2 1.1 1.7 42.8 0.6
MoCoGAN [232] 2.6 25.4 1.0 2.0 34.9 1.0 2.9 22.8 1.3 2.4 27.4 1.5

(o
ur

s) HOI-GAN (bboxes) 3.8 18.5 2.1 3.2 24.1 2.4 4.9 26.2 2.7 4.0 25.2 2.4
HOI-GAN (masks) 4.3 16.5 2.5 3.9 20.2 1.6 5.8 15.8 3.0 4.5 23.7 2.8

Table 3.5: Human Evaluation. Human Preference Score (%) for scenarios GS1 and GS2.
All the results have p-value less than 0.05 implying statistical significance.

Ours / Baseline GS1 GS2
HOI-GAN / MoCoGAN 71.7/28.3 69.2/30.8
HOI-GAN / C-TGAN 75.4/34.9 79.3/30.7
HOI-GAN / C-VGAN 83.6/16.4 80.4/19.6

Comparison with Baselines. As shown in Table 3.2, HOI-GAN with different conditional
inputs outperforms C-VGAN and C-TGAN by a wide margin in both generation scenar-
ios. In addition, our overall model shows considerable improvement over MoCoGAN, while
MoCoGAN has comparable scores to some ablated versions of our models (where gradient
discriminator and/or relational discriminator is missing). Furthermore, we varied the rich-
ness of the masks in the conditional input context frame ranging from bounding boxes to
segmentation masks obtained corresponding to non-person classes using MaskRCNN frame-
work [85]. We observe that providing masks during training leads to slight improvements in
both scenarios as compared to using bounding boxes (refer to Table 3.2).

Ablation Study. To illustrate the impact of each discriminator in generating HOI videos,
we conduct ablation experiments (refer to Table 3.3). We observe that the addition of
temporal information using the gradient discriminator and spatio-temporal information
using the video discriminator lead to improvement in generation quality. In particular, the
addition of our scene graph based relational discriminator leads to considerable improvement
in generation quality resulting in more realistic videos (refer to second block in Table 3.3).

Effect of Word Embeddings. In our approach, we use word embeddings for the action
and object labels to share information among semantically similar categories during training.
To demonstrate the impact of using embeddings, we also trained HOI-GAN using one-hot
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(a, o) Context C-VGAN C-TGAN MoCoGAN HOI-GAN

lift fork

bend carrot

put spoon

open lid

cover banana

fall carrot

brush pan

fold cloth

Figure 3.5: Qualitative Analysis (Comparison with Baselines). Samples generated
using the baseline models and HOI-GAN for a given composition of action-object (a, o) pair
and context image. We provide middle frame of each generated video sample.

encoded labels corresponding to both actions and objects. We observe that these models
perform worse than the models trained using semantic embeddings (refer last two rows of
Table 3.2 in the main paper and Table 3.4). Nevertheless, our models still outperform the
baselines (refer to Table 3.4).

Human Evaluation. We recruited 15 sequestered participants for our user study. We
randomly chose 50 unique categories and chose generated videos for half of them from
generation scenario GS1 and the other half from GS2. For each category, we provided
three instances, each containing a pair of videos; one generated using a baseline model
and the other using HOI-GAN. For each instance, at least 3 participants (ensuring inter-
rater reliability) are asked to choose the video that best depicts the given category. The
(aggregate) human preference scores for our model versus the baselines range between 69-
84% for both generation scenarios (refer Table 3.5). These results indicate that HOI-GAN
generates more realistic videos than the baselines.
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(a, o) Context Generated Output Original (from test set)

take
spoon

move
book

lift
tooth-
brush

put
banana

remove
cup

Figure 3.6: Qualitative Evaluation (GS1). Samples generated using our model in Gen-
eration Scenario 1, i.e., both the target context image and the target action-object (a, o)
composition are unseen during training. We provide 3 frames of the generated output and 3
frames of the original video (same context, action, object) from the test set for comparison.

3.4.4 Qualitative Analysis

In this section, we visualize different types of scenarios and analyzed some of the videos
generated using HOI-GAN.

Qualitative Analysis (Comparison with Baselines). For more qualitative evalua-
tion, Figure 3.5 shows a comparison between samples generated from these baselines and
HOI-GAN. The results clearly show that our HOI-GAN is able to synthesize more realistic
videos. Moreover, this supports the quantitative evaluation in Table 3.2.

Qualitative Analysis (GS1). We present samples generated using our HOI-GAN in gen-
eration scenario 1 (GS1). In GS1 setting, the target context image and the target action-
object composition are unseen during training. Thus, the context image is from the test
set (obtained in zero-shot compositional setting) and the object mask in the context image
corresponds to the target object. As shown in Figure 3.6, our model is able to create objects
and enact the prescribed action on the object in the given context.

Figure 3.6 also shows the real videos from the test set corresponding to the given com-
positions and context frame. The results clearly demonstrate that our model is able to
generate realistic videos depicting the given action-object in the given context. The visual
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Action-object la-
bels

Context Generated output

G: lift apple
O: hold banana

G: push scissors
O: pull spoon

G: cut carrot
O: cut celery

G: turn vase
O: move bottle

G: spin bottle
O: spin remote

G: move book
O: open handbag

G: move broccoli
O: take carrot

G: put apple
O: put bowl

Figure 3.7: Qualitative Evaluation (GS2). Samples generated using our model in Gener-
ation Scenario 2, i.e., target action-object composition are unseen during training but target
context image is seen with an object different from target object and a same/different ac-
tion from target action. Thus, the overall target compositions comprising object, action and
context are unseen during training. ‘G’ indicates the target action-object composition and
‘O’ indicates the action-object composition of the video (in the training set) from which the
context image is chosen. We provide 5 frames for each generated video sample in the figure.

appearance of objects and actions (hand movements) are somewhat different in the gener-
ated videos compared to the corresponding real video because the model had to generalize
based on other depictions of the object and action that were seen separately in training.
Nevertheless, the results show that the generated video is also a realistic depiction of the
target composition showing the target action on the target object in the target context.
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O: push cup G: lift handbag G: lift mouse G: lift scissors G: lift spoon G: lift banana G: lift apple

O: take bowl G: take bottle G: take broccoli G: take carrot G: take cup G: take fork G: take pan

Figure 3.8: Qualitative Evaluation (GS2 - same action, same context, different
objects). Samples generated using HOI-GAN in Generation Scenario 2 corresponding to a
set of compositions with same context frame, same action and different objects. ‘G’ indicates
the target action-object composition and ‘O’ indicates the action-object composition of the
video (in the training set) from which the context image is chosen. We show the context
frame with mask on the left in each row and the middle frame of each generated video.

O: open book G: hold bowl G: move bowl G: push bowl G: put bowl G: remove bowl G: throw bowl

Figure 3.9: Qualitative Evaluation (GS2 - same object, same context, different
actions). Samples generated using HOI-GAN in Generation Scenario 2 corresponding to a
set of compositions with same context frame, same object and different actions. ‘G’ indicates
the target action-object composition and ‘O’ indicates the action-object composition of the
video (in the training set) from which the context image is chosen. We show the context
frame with mask on the left in each row and the middle frame of each generated video.

Qualitative Analysis (GS2). We present samples generated using our HOI-GAN in gen-
eration scenario 2 (GS2). In GS2 setting, the target context background is seen during
training while the target action-object composition is unseen. Specifically, the context im-
age is from a video in the training set and the object mask in the context image corresponds
to an object different than the target object. Also, the action corresponding to the context
image may or may not be same as the target action. As such, the background may or may
not be fully amenable for the target action-object composition. As shown in Figure 3.7,
our model is able to create the required objects and enact the prescribed actions on the
objects in the given context background. Moreover, our model is also able to modify the
background as and when needed based on the target composition to be generated. The
results clearly demonstrate that our model is able to generate realistic videos depicting the
given action-object in the given context. In particular, the move book sample provides a
comparison with its corresponding sample of move book in the GS1 setting (see Figure 3.6).
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In the GS2 setting seen here, the mask in the context frame corresponds to a handbag. The
model is able to align the orientation of the book with the provided mask of the handbag
and fit the object book in the mask. In contrast, the size of book with respect to the mask
in this case is different from that seen in the GS1 example. In addition to showing the
diversity in generated samples, we also generate videos corresponding to various sets of
compositions with the same target context, same target action and different target objects.
Samples in Figure 3.8 indicate our model is able to synthesize videos with the same action
in the same context being performed on multiple objects differently. For instance, hand(s)
appear from different directions and look different. Our model is also able to scale the ob-
jects appropriately based on the mask (see lift handbag in Figure 3.8). Furthermore, we also
generate videos corresponding to various sets of compositions with the same target context,
same target object and different target actions. Samples in Figure 3.9 indicate that our
model is able to synthesize videos with different actions being performed on same object.
In particular, the model is able to generate the same object with different and diverse set
of visual appearances (e.g. the bowls in Figure 3.9 look different) and perform the different
actions upon them.

How does HOI-GAN generalize over compositions? Recall, the generation in this
paper is performed in a zero-shot compositional setting, i.e., actions and objects are seen
independently in certain compositions during training but the target action-object com-
positions are unseen during training. Intuitively, during this process, our model is able to
effectively disentangle actions and objects. Therefore, when given a previously unseen target
action-object composition for generation, our model is able to bring together or combine
the information (distributed over the training set) in a meaningful way to synthesize re-
alistic videos corresponding to the unseen composition. Consider the video corresponding
to lift handbag in Figure 3.10, the model has seen different handbags in different contexts
with different actions (other than lift), and has also seen different instances of the action
lift being performed on objects other than handbag in different contexts. Given all this in-
formation, our model is able to combine the relevant information and synthesizes a video
corresponding to a handbag being lifted in the given context. Similarly, we show two other
compositions and the corresponding training samples of the action and object that might
have helped the model during the particular generations.

Failure Cases. We show some qualitative examples where our framework fails to generate
realistic HOI videos in Figure 3.11. For “open microwave", we observe that although HOI-
GAN is able to generate conventional colors for a microwave, it shows limited capability to
hallucinate such large objects. For “cut peach" (Figure 3.11), the generated sample shows
that our model can learn the increase in count of partial objects corresponding to the action
cut and yellow-green color of a peach. However, as the model has not observed the interior
of a peach during training (as cut peach was not in training set), it is unable to create
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(a, o) Context Generated Video

target: lift handbag

training samples: action a training samples: object o
training: lift apple

training: lift keyboard

training: open handbag

training: put handbag

(a, o) Context Generated Video

target: take pizza

training samples: action a training samples: object o
training: take bottle

training: take sandwich

training: put pizza

training: cut pizza

(a, o) Context Generated Video

target: move broccoli

training samples: action a training samples: object o
training: move plate

training: move pan

training: wash broccoli

training: put broccoli

Figure 3.10: How does HOI-GAN generalize over compositions?. Training samples
in the data to illustrate that HOI-GAN leverages the information available during training
and learns to combine them in a meaningful way. This ability allows HOI-GAN to generalize
over unseen compositions of action, object and context. We provide a few frames for each
sample in the figure.

realistic transformations in the state of peach that show the interior clearly. Particularly,
for open microwave, while the model is able to generate a microwave object having seen it
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(a, o) Context Generated Output

open microwave

cut peach

Figure 3.11: Failure Cases. Videos generated using HOI-GAN corresponding to the given
action-object composition (a, o) and the context frame. We show 4 frames of the videos.

in training, it is not able to blend it into the background context. This is because the mask
covers most of the background and the model gets very little information about the context.
In the case of cut peach, the model is unable to generate the pieces well because the interior
of a peach differs from its exterior. This is in contrast to cut carrot (see Figure 3.7) wherein
the interior of the carrot is similar to its exterior, and hence the model is able to generate
the pieces properly.

3.5 Limitations

HOI-GAN is designed to generate human-object interactions in the form of videos with
fixed duration. However, in real-world, human-object interactions depend on the complex-
ity of the action being performed with the object and are not of the same duration. This
limitation can potentially be addressed by incorporating duration of an interaction in the
learning scheme and by training a generator network (e.g. autoregressive model) that is
able to generate sequences of variable length. Furthermore, to evaluate the generalizability
of HOI-GAN, we only generate interactions that are semantically feasible by repurposing
the train-test split of datasets. We believe this serves as a reasonable benchmark to eval-
uate generalizability of models for human-object interactions generation. However, to test
out-of-domain generalization, more complex benchmarks could be designed by engineering
the input prompts corresponding to action and object labels that together characterize a
human-object interactions. This can be addressed by discerning the feasibility of prescribed
interactions based on external knowledge bases or large language models such as GPT-3 [15]
that are trained using large natural language corpus.
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3.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, we introduced the task of zero-shot HOI video generation, i.e., generating
human-object interaction (HOI) videos corresponding to unseen action-object compositions,
having seen the target action and target object independently. Towards this goal, we pro-
posed the HOI-GAN framework that relies on a compositional adversarial learning scheme
involving multiple discriminators each focusing on a different granularity of information
in videos. Our compositional learning approach leverages object-based spatio-graph scene
graph as a means to encode specific information pertaining to the task of compositional
generation of HOI videos. We show that the object-level relational adversaries are effective
for GAN-based generation of interaction videos. We demonstrated the effectiveness of our
proposed approach on challenging HOI datasets.

Future research in human activity video generation can benefit from our idea of using
compositional information at different granularities and relational information among differ-
ent elements depicted in the scenes to synthesize more realistic videos. We believe modeling
relational information can prove to be relevant beyond video generation in tasks such as
layout-to-image translation.
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Chapter 4

Learning Activity Graphs for
Temporal Action Localization

This chapter focuses on the task of temporal action localization in human activity videos.
This task involves predicting which actions occur when in a given activity video. The dom-
inant paradigms in the literature process videos temporally to either propose action re-
gions or directly produce frame-level detections. However, sequential processing of videos is
problematic when the action instances have non-sequential dependencies and/or non-linear
temporal ordering, such as overlapping action instances or re-occurrence of action instances
over the course of the video. Thus, this chapter introduces Activity Graph Transformer, an
end-to-end learnable model for temporal action localization, that receives a video as input
and directly predicts a set of action instances that appear in the video. The key idea is to
address this by capturing such non-linear temporal structure by reasoning over the videos
as non-sequential entities in the form of graphs. Finally, this chapter discusses our findings
from the extensive evaluation of the proposed model on challenging benchmark datasets
used for the task of temporal action localization.

4.1 Introduction

Visual understanding of human activities in untrimmed videos involves reasoning over multi-
ple action instances with varying temporal extents. This problem has been formally studied
in the setup of temporal action localization, i.e., given a human activity video, the goal
is to predict a set of action labels and their corresponding start and end timestamps indi-
cating their occurrence in the video. Reasoning over untrimmed human activity videos for
action localization is particularly challenging due to the idiosyncrasies of the videos such
as: (1) overlap - the action instances may have overlaps in their temporal extents indicating
non-sequential temporal ordering of the instances; (2) non-sequential dependencies - some
action instances may have temporal dependencies but are separated by other unrelated ac-
tion instances and/or durations of no action; and (3) re-occurrence - instances belonging to
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action queries

mix pasta
put spoon

open cupboard close cupboard
take colander insert colander

Untrimmed 
Video

ground truth
instances

predicted
instances

action label,
start time,
end timeregression

Activity Graph 
Transformer

classification

Figure 4.1: Main Idea. Given an untrimmed human activity video, we directly predict the
set of action instances (label, start time, end time) that appear in the video. We observe
that human activity videos contain non-sequential dependencies (illustrated by the over-
lapping ground truth instances as colored bars). In this work, we propose Activity Graph
Transformer that captures this non-sequential structure by reasoning over such videos as
graphs. Overall, the network receives a video and directly infers a set of action instances.
The network achieves this by transforming a set of graph-structured abstract queries into
contextual embeddings which are then used to provide predictions of action instances. It is
trained end-to-end using classification and regression losses.

same category may appear more than once over the course of the video. In this work, we
propose a novel end-to-end learnable model for temporal action localization that receives a
video as an input and directly predicts the set of action instances that appear in the video.

Existing approaches for the task of temporal action localization predominantly fall into
two paradigms. First is the local-then-global paradigm where the video-level predictions
are obtained by postprocessing of local (i.e. frame-level or snippet-level) predictions using
sequence modeling techniques such as recurrent neural networks, temporal convolutions and
temporal pooling [38, 108,126,148,180,180,187,216,269,273]. Second is the proposal-then-
classification paradigm which involves generation of a sparse set of class agnostic segment
proposals from the overall video followed by classification of the action categories for each
proposal using either two-stage learning [16,18,49,86,209,211,289,290] or end-to-end learn-
ing [25,33,62,260,277].

The local-then-global paradigm does not utilize the overall temporal context provided
by the activity in the video as the local predictions are solely based on visual information
confined to the frame or the snippet. For instance, consider the example in Figure 4.1, these
approaches would miss out on important relevant information provided by ‘mix pasta’ in
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predicting ‘put spoon’ or may produce imprecise predictions when the temporal extents of
instances ‘take colander’ or ‘open cupboard’ overlap.

Alternatively, the proposal-then-classification paradigm generates a subset of proposals
by processing the video as a sequence. As a result, these approaches suffer from limited
receptive field for incorporating temporal information, and do not capture non-sequential
temporal dependencies effectively. This problem is further aggravated in the case of overlap-
ping action instances. For instance, in the example in Figure 4.1, ‘open cupboard’ and ‘close
cupboard’ share information but are separated by other, potentially overlapping, action
instances such as ‘take colander’. Due to such ordering, when generating proposals corre-
sponding to ‘close cupboard’, these approaches are unlikely to capture the dependency with
the visual information pertaining to ‘open cupboard’. Furthermore, these approaches use
heuristics to perform non-maximal suppression of proposals that might result in imprecise
localization outcomes when the action instances vary widely in their temporal extents.

As such, both these types of approaches process videos sequentially to either generate
direct local predictions or action proposals and are problematic when action instances reoc-
cur, overlap, or have non-sequential dependencies. These observations suggest that although
a video has a linear ordering of frames, the reasoning over the video need not be sequen-
tial. We argue that modeling the non-linear temporal structure is a key requirement for
effective reasoning over untrimmed human activity videos. In this work, we seek a tempo-
ral action localization model that: (1) captures the temporal structure in complex human
activity videos, (2) does not rely on heuristics or postprocessing of the predictions, and (3)
is trained end-to-end.

Towards this goal, we formulate temporal action localization as a direct set prediction
task. We propose a novel temporal action localization model, Activity Graph Transformer
(AGT), an end-to-end learnable model that receives a video as input and predicts the
set of action instances that appear in the video. In order to capture the non-linear tem-
poral structure in videos, we reason over videos as non-sequential entities, i.e., learnable
graphs. Particularly, we map the input video to graph embeddings using an encoder-decoder
transformer that operates using graph attention. A feed forward network then uses these
embeddings to directly predict the action instances. As such, we propose a streamlined and
end-to-end trainable approach that does not rely on any heuristic or postprocessing.

To summarize, we propose Activity Graph Transformer (AGT) that reasons over videos
as graphs and can be trained end-to-end, and we demonstrate effectiveness of our approach
on challenging human activity datasets: ActivityNet-1.3 [19], THUMOS14 [101], EPIC-
Kitchens100 [36], and Charades [213].
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4.2 Related Work

In this section, we discuss the prior work relevant to temporal action localization and graph
based modeling in videos.

Temporal Action Localization. Early methods for temporal action localization used
computationally inefficient approach of using temporal sliding windows for all possible sizes
and locations a video and designed hand-crafted features to classify action with each win-
dow [60,99,171,228,272].

A body of recent temporal localization work falls into local-then-global paradigm. These
methods rely on obtaining temporal boundaries of actions based on local predictions and
perform video-level reasoning using temporal modeling techniques such as modeling of ac-
tion durations or transitions [187,273], recurrent networks [38,148,216,269], temporal pool-
ing [108], temporal convolutions [126,180], and temporal attention [180]. These approaches
do not utilize the overall temporal context of the videos as local predictions are computed
using only the frame/snippet information.

Alternatively, another body of work belongs to proposal-then-classification paradigm
that formulates temporal action localization as the mirror problem of object detection
in the temporal domain. These methods generate a set of class-agnostic segment pro-
posals and classify a subset of the proposals. Several methods employ a two-stage train-
ing framework with most methods focusing on improving the proposal generation stage
[9,16,18,49,86,140,141,262,289] and a few aiming to improve classification stage [209,290].
Inspired by improvements in object detection methods [68], recent methods also propose
end-to-end trainable models [25, 33, 62, 260, 277]. This class of models suffer from: (1) lim-
ited temporal receptive field due to sequential processing, thus, are unable to capture
non-sequential dependencies, and (2) error-prone localization due to heuristics based non-
maximal suppression in case of high variations in the temporal extents. However, non-
sequential dependencies and high variations in temporal extents of actions are common-
place in activity videos and need to be addressed. In contrast to the above approaches,
we propose a streamlined action localization approach which does not rely on heuristics or
postprocessing and can be trained end-to-end. Our proposed approach formulates temporal
action localization as a direct set prediction task – it receives a video as input and gives a
set of actions instances as output. Based on the intuition that the reasoning over videos is
not necessarily sequential, we model the video (input) as well as action instances (output)
as undirected graphs.

With the advances in transformer-based architectures, recent methods employ trans-
former based designs for temporal action localization [143,182,206,247,279] wherein a video
is modeled as sequence of segment-level features. In contrast, we employ a transformer ar-
chitecture that operates over graphs and models interactions using graph-based attention
mechanisms. The self-attention mechanisms operate over the graphs corresponding to the
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full videos, thereby capturing the full context of the video, i.e., all possible interactions and
their corresponding intensities (as learnable weights) in the videos.

Action Recognition. Action recognition methods [34,98,125,214,229,242,243,244,250,278]
operate on short video clips that are trimmed such that a single action instance spans
the video duration and, hence, are not suitable for untrimmed videos containing multiple
actions. Nonetheless, models pretrained for the task of action recognition provide effective
feature representations for tasks that focus on untrimmed videos. In this work, we use
pretrained I3D [214] models for feature extraction.

Graph-based Modeling for Videos. The advances in graph convolutional networks
(GCNs) [115] have inspired several recent approaches for video based tasks [162,173,250].
Most of the graph based approaches for videos represent either the input space (i.e. videos
or derived visual information) as graphs [93,162,173,250,262,286] or the output space (i.e.
labels) as graphs [230]. In contrast, we design our model based on the insight that both
the input space (i.e. features derived from videos) and the output space (i.e. set of action
instances) potentially contain non-sequential relations, thus, are graph-structured. Specifi-
cally, in our approach, the model learns the mapping between the graph-structured input
and output spaces by learning the graph structure (i.e. both nodes and edges) from the
data using self-attention mechanisms.

Transformers in Computer Vision. Inspired by advances in transformer architectures
in NLP tasks [191, 234], transformer based models have gathered attention in computer
vision. Methods such as DETR [21] for object detection and segmentation; ViTR [46]
for image classification; Video Action Transformer [65] for spatio-temporal localization;
VisTR [251] for video instance segmentation; Trackformer [158] for multi-object tracking;
ActionFormer [279], ReACT [206] for temporal action localization are some successful ex-
amples of application of transformers for both image and video based tasks. In this work, we
propose a graph transformer model for temporal action localization in videos. Our model is
inspired by DETR [21] in that we use a transformer model for a set prediction task. How-
ever, by design, our model AGT is different from [21]: (1) it operates over input space and
output space as graphs, (2) it relies on graph based self-attention mechanisms to model de-
pendencies in data. Our work here demonstrates a novel transformer architecture for videos,
with graphs as an effective means to capture dependencies and a streamlined end-to-end
trained localization pipeline.

4.3 Proposed Approach

The task of temporal action localization involves prediction of the category labels as well
as start and end timestamps of the actions that occur in a given video. In this work, we
formulate this task as a direct set prediction problem, wherein each element in the predicted
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Figure 4.2: Model Overview. Activity Graph Transformer (AGT) receives a video as
input and directly predicts a set of action instances that appear in the video. The input
video is fed into a backbone network to obtain a compact representation. Then, the encoder
network receives the compact video-level representation from the backbone network and
encodes it to a latent graph representation context graph. The decoder network receives the
context graph along with graph-structured abstract query encodings action query graph.
The decoder transforms the action query graph to a graph-structured set of embeddings.
Each node embedding of the decoder output is fed into a prediction head. The network
is trained end-to-end using classification and regression losses for the action labels and
timestamps of the action instances respectively.

set denotes an action instance in the video. Specifically, given a video V , the goal is to predict
a set A where the i-th element a(i) = (c(i), t

(i)
s , t

(i)
e ) denotes an action instance in the video

depicting action category c(i) that starts at time 0 ≤ t
(i)
s ≤ T , ends at time 0 ≤ t

(i)
e ≤ T ,

for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , |A|}. Here, |A| is the number of action instances present in the video and
T is the duration of the video. Thus, |A| and T vary based on the input video.

Towards this goal, we propose Activity Graph Transformer (AGT), an end-to-end learn-
able model that receives a video as input and directly infers the set of action instances in
the video. Our approach consists of: (1) a network that predicts a set of action instances
in a single forward pass; and (2) a loss function to train the network by obtaining a unique
alignment between the predicted and ground truth action instances. We contend that ef-
fective reasoning over untrimmed human activity videos requires modeling the non-linear
temporal structure in the videos. In our approach, we seek to capture this structure by em-
ploying graphs. Specifically, we propose a novel graph transformer network that leverages
graph based self-attention to reason over videos. We describe the details of our approach
below.

4.3.1 Activity Graph Transformer

As shown in Figure 4.2, Activity Graph Transformer (AGT) consists of three components:
(1) backbone network to obtain a compact representation of the input video; (2) transformer
network consisting of an encoder and a decoder network that operates over graphs; and (3)
prediction heads for the final prediction of action instances of the form (label, start time,
end time). We employ an encoder-decoder transformer network because the length of the
video is not directly related to number of action instances.
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The encoder network receives the video representation from the backbone network and
encodes it to a latent graph representation, referred to as context graph. The decoder network
receives graph-structured abstract query encodings (referred to as action query graph) as
input along with the context graph and transforms the action query graph to a graph-
structured set of embeddings. Each node embedding of this decoder output is fed into a
feedforward network to obtain predictions of action instances. The overall AGT network is
trained end-to-end using a combination of classification and regression losses for the action
labels and the timestamps respectively. We provide description of the components below.

Backbone. To obtain a compact representation for the input video V containing T frames,
any 3D convolutional network can be used to extract the features. In our implementation,
we chunk the videos into short overlapping segments and use an I3D model [22] dataset to
extract features of dimension C (= 2048) from the segments, resulting in video-level feature
v = [v(1), v(2) . . . v(Nv)] where Nv is the number of chunks used in the feature extraction.

Transformer Encoder. The backbone simply provides a sequence of local features and
does not incorporate the overall context of the video or the temporal structure in the video.
Therefore, we use an encoder network that receives the video-level feature as input and en-
codes this video representation to a graph (referred to as the context graph). Intuitively, the
encoder is designed to model the interactions among the local features using self-attention
modules.

The context graph is initialized with video-level feature v(i) (of dimension C = 2048)
as the i-th node for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Nv}. Usually, transformer networks use fixed positional
encoding [175] to provide position information of each element in the input sequence. In
contrast, in our setting, we contend that the video features have a non-linear temporal
structure. Thus, we provide the positional information using learnable positional encodings
pv as additional information to the video feature v. The positional encoding p(i)

v corresponds
to the i-th node in the graph and is of the same dimension as the node. Next, the graph
nodes are from the same video and hence, they are related to each other. However, their
connection information (edges) is not known a priori. Thus, we model the interactions among
these nodes as learnable edge weights. This is enabled by the graph self-attention module
(described below).

We design the transformer encoder network E as a sequence of Le blocks, wherein, an
encoder block Eℓ for ℓ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Le} consists of a graph self-attention module followed
by a feed forward network. The output of the encoder network is the context graph hLe =
[h(1)

Le
, h(2)

Le
. . . h(Nv)

Le
] where h(i)

Le
is the i-th node and is of dimension d (same for each block).

The output of the ℓ-th encoder block hℓ and the final output of the encoder hLe are defined
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as:

h0 = v

hℓ = Eℓ(hℓ−1, pv)

hLe = ELe ◦ · · · ◦ E1(v, pv).

(4.1)

Graph Self-Attention. This module aims to model interactions among graph structured
variables along with learnable edge weights. Here, we describe the graph self-attention mod-
ule in the context of the (ℓ + 1)-th encoder block Eℓ+1. For simplicity of notation, let x be
the output of the ℓ-th block of the encoder, i.e., x = Eℓ(hℓ−1, pv). x is a graph contains Nv

nodes x(1), x(2), . . . , x(Nv) which are connected using learnable edge weights. The graph self-
attention module first performs graph message passing (as described in [236]) to produce
the output x′, with the i-th node of the output defined as

x′(i) = x(i) +
∣∣∣∣∣∣K

k=1
σ
( ∑

j∈Ni

αk
ijWk

gx(j)
)
, (4.2)

where
∣∣∣∣∣∣ represents concatenation operator, K is the number of parallel heads in the self-

attention module, σ is a non-linear function (leaky ReLU in our case), Ni represents the
set of neighbours of the i-th node, Wk

g is the learnable transformation weight matrix. αk
ij

are the self attention coefficients computed by the k-th attention head described as:

αk
ij =

exp(f(wT
a,k[Wk

gx(i)||Wk
gx(j)]))∑

m∈Ni
exp(f(wT

a,k[Wk
gx(i)||Wk

gx(m)]))
, (4.3)

where ·T represents a transpose operator, f is a non-linear activation (leaky ReLU in our
case) and wa,k is the attention coefficients. αk

ij is the attention weight and denotes the
strength of the interaction between i-th and j-th node of the input graph of the module.
Subsequent to the message passing step, we apply batch normalization and a linear layer.
This is then followed by a standard multi-head self-attention layer (same as in [234]). Overall,
the graph self-attention module models interactions between the nodes, i.e., local features
derived from the video.

Transformer Decoder. Based on the observation that the action instances in the video
have a non-linear temporal structure, we design the decoder to learn a graph-structured
set of embeddings which would subsequently be used for predicting the action instances.
Intuitively, the output graph provided by the decoder serves as the latent representation
for the set of action instances depicted in the video. The inputs of the transformer decoder
are: (1) graph-structured abstract query encodings, referred to as action query graph q,
containing No nodes wherein each node is a learnable positional encoding of dimension d

(same as the dimension used in the encoder); and (2) the context graph hLe containing
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Nv nodes (obtained from the encoder). Here, the nodes in the action query graph are just
learnable positional encodings that are fully connected. Regardless of the input video, the
action query graph contains a fixed number of nodes (which is a hyperparameter). Thus,
whether during training or testing, the only input to the model is the video. During testing,
the action query graph (input to decoder) is unchanged since the (positional) encoding layer
is frozen.

We assume that the number of nodes in the action query graph No is fixed and is suffi-
ciently larger than the maximum number of action instances per video in the dataset. This
idea of using representations of prediction entities as positional query encodings is inspired
from [21]. To learn the interactions among the graph-structured query embeddings, we use
graph self-attention modules (same module as used in transformer encoder). Additionally,
we use graph-to-graph attention module (described below) to learn interactions between the
context graph, i.e., latent representation of the input video, and graph-structured query em-
beddings, i.e., latent representations of the action queries.

The overall decoder network D consists of Ld blocks, wherein, a block Dℓ′ for ℓ′ ∈
{1, 2, . . . , Ld} consists of a graph self-attention module followed by a graph-to-graph atten-
tion module, and then a feed forward network. The block Dℓ′ has the output yℓ′ and final
output of the decoder yLd

= [y(1)
Ld

, y(1)
Ld

, . . . , y(No)
Ld

]. They are defined as:

y0 = q

yℓ′ = Dℓ′(yℓ′−1, hLe)

yLd
= DLd

◦ · · · ◦ D1(q, hLe)

(4.4)

Graph-to-Graph Attention. The graph-to-graph attention module aims to learn the in-
teractions between two different graphs referred to as a source graph and a target graph.
Here, we describe this module in the context of the decoder block Dℓ′+1. The input to
this block is the output yℓ′ of the previous decoder block Dℓ′ . This is fed to the graph
self-attention module in the block Dℓ′+1, and the output is used as the target graph for
the graph-to-graph attention module. The source graph for this module (in any decoder
block) is the context graph hLe . For simplicity of notation, let xs denote the source graph
(i.e. hLe) and xt denote the target graph. Here, the source and target graphs may contain
different number of nodes. In our case, xs contains Nv nodes and xt contains No nodes.
The graph-to-graph attention module performs message passing from source graph to target
graph to provide an output x′

t, with the i-th node defined as

x′(i)
t = x(i)

t +
∣∣∣∣∣∣K

k=1
σ
( ∑

j∈Ni

βk
ijWk

sx(j)
s

)
, (4.5)

where Wk
s is the learnable transformation weight matrix for the source graph. Other symbols

denote the same entities as in graph self-attention section. βk
ij is the attention coefficient
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for k-th attention head between i-th node of the source graph and j-th node of the target
graph computed as:

βk
ij =

exp(f(wstT
a,k[Wk

sx(i)
s ||Wk

t x(j)
t ]))∑

m∈Ni
exp(f(wstT

a,k[Wk
sx(i)

s ||Wk
t x(m)

t ]))
(4.6)

where wst
a,k is the graph-to-graph attention coefficients, and Wk

s and Wk
t are the learnable

transformation weight matrices for source and target graphs respectively. Other symbols
denote the same entities as in graph self-attention. Similar to the transformer encoder, sub-
sequent to the message passing step, we apply batch normalization and a linear layer. This
is then followed by a standard multi-head self-attention layer (same as in [234]). Overall, the
graph-to-graph attention module models the interactions between the latent representations
of the input video and the action queries.

Prediction Heads. The decoder network provides a set of embeddings where the embed-
dings serve as the latent representations for the action instances in the video. This output
graph yLd

contains No nodes. We use these No node embeddings to obtain predictions for
No action instances using prediction heads. The prediction heads consist of a feed forward
network (FFN) with ReLU activation which provides the start time and end time of the
action instance normalized with respect to the overall video duration. Additionally, we use
a linear layer with a softmax function to predict the categorical label corresponding to the
action instance.

Therefore, when provided with the i-th node embedding y(i)
Ld

, the prediction head pro-
vides prediction ã(i) = (c̃(i), t̃

(i)
s , t̃

(i)
e ) where c̃(i), t̃

(i)
s and t̃

(i)
e are the category label, start

time and end time for the i-th action instance for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , No}. Note that the ground
truth set contains a variable number of action instances, whereas No is larger than the
maximum number of action instances per video in the dataset. To suppress irrelevant pre-
dictions, we introduce an additional class label ∅ indicating no action (similar to [21]).
Typically, existing models perform non-maximal suppression (NMS) typically performed
using heuristics [25]. In contrast, NMS is learnable in our model.

Loss functions. To train the overall network, we align the predictions with the ground
truth action instances using a matcher module which optimizes a pair-wise cost function.
This provides a unique matching between the predicted and ground truth action instances.
Subsequently, our model computes losses over these matched pairs of predicted and ground
truth action instances to train the network end-to-end.

Matcher. The matcher module finds an optimal matching between the predicted set
of action instances (fixed number of elements for every video) and the ground truth set
of action instances (variable number of elements depending on the video). To obtain this
matching, we design a matching cost function and use the Hungarian algorithm to obtain
the optimal matching between these two sets following [224].
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Formally, let A be the ground truth set of action instances A = {a(i)}|A|
i=1, where a(i) =

(c(i), t
(i)
s , t

(i)
e ) and Ã be the predicted set of action instances Ã = {ã(i)}No

i=1 where ã(i) =
(c̃(i), t̃

(i)
s , t̃

(i)
e ).

In our model, we assume that No is larger than the number of actions in any video
in the dataset. Therefore, we assume that ground truth set A also is a set of size No by
padding the remaining (No−|A|) elements with ∅ element indicating no action. The optimal
bipartite matching provides a permutation of No elements ϕ̂ from the set of all possible
permutations ΦNo that results in lowest value of the matching cost function Lm. Thus, ϕ̂ =
argminϕ∈ΦNo

Lm(a(i), ã(ϕ(i))), where Lm(a(i), ã(ϕ(i))) is the matching cost function between
ground truth a(i) and prediction with index ϕ(i). The matching cost function incorporates
the class probabilities of the action instances and the proximity between predicted and
ground truth timestamps. Specifically, we define the cost function as:

Lm(a(i), ã(ϕ(i))) = −1{c(i) ̸=∅}p̃ϕ(i)(c(i))

+ 1{c(i) ̸=∅}Ls(s(i), s̃(ϕ(i))),
(4.7)

where s(i) = [t(i)
s , t

(i)
e ] and s̃(ϕ(i)) = [t̃(ϕ(i))

s , t̃
(ϕ(i))
e ], and p̃ϕ(i)(c(i)) is the probability of the

class c(i) for prediction ϕ(i) and Ls represents segment loss that measures proximity in the
timestamps of the instances. The segment loss is defined as a weighted combination of an L1

loss (sensitive to the durations of the instances) and an IoU loss (invariant to the durations
of the instances) between the predicted and ground-truth start and end timestamps. It is
expressed as:

Ls = λiouLiou(s(i), s̃(ϕ(i))) + λL1||s(i) − s̃(ϕ(i))||1, (4.8)

where λiou, λL1 ∈ R are hyperparameters. Here, the IoU loss is expressed as:

Liou(s(i), s̃(ϕ(i))) = 1 − |s(i) ∩ s̃(ϕ(i))|
|s(i) ∪ s̃(ϕ(i))|

, (4.9)

where |.| is the duration of the instance, i.e., difference between end and start timestamp.
Subsequent to obtaining the optimal permutation ϕ̂, we compute the Hungarian loss LH

over all the matched pairs as follows:

LH =
No∑
i=1

[
− log p̃ϕ̂(c(i)) + 1{c(i) ̸=∅}Ls(s(i), s̃(ϕ̂(i)))

]
. (4.10)

This loss is used to train our AGT model end-to-end.
In summary, our proposed Activity Graph Transformer performs temporal action lo-

calization using an encoder-decoder based architecture leveraging graph based attention
modules. We jointly optimize all parameters of our model to minimize the regression loss
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Table 4.1: Comparison with state-of-the-art (ActivityNet-1.3). We report the mean
average precision at different intersection over union thresholds (mAP@tIoU). These results
are reported on the validation set. ↑ indicates higher is better.

Method mAP@tIoU ↑
0.5 0.75 0.95 Average

SCC [17] 40.00 17.90 4.70 21.70
CDC [209] 45.30 26.00 0.20 23.80
R-C3D [260] 26.8 - - -
SSN [290] 39.12 23.48 5.49 23.9
BSN [141] 46.45 29.96 8.02 30.03
TAL-Net [25] 38.2 18.3 1.3 20.2
PGCN [277] 48.26 33.16 3.27 31.1
BMN [140] 50.07 34.78 8.29 33.85
GTAD [262] 50.4 34.6 9.0 34.1
VSGN [286] 52.4 35.2 8.3 34.7
ActionFormer [279] 54.7 37.8 8.4 36.6
PRN [247] 59.7 - - 42.0
TCANet [182] 56.7 41.1 12.2 39.7
AGT(Ours) 52.36 35.51 9.62 35.68

for the start and end timestamps of the action instances and the cross entropy losses for
the corresponding action labels.

4.3.2 Implementation Details

In this section, we provide additional implementation details of our proposed method.

Detailed Architecture. Figure 4.3 presents the architecture of our AGT in detail show-
ing architecture of all the three components: (1) backbone network to obtain features cor-
responding to the input video; (2) transformer network consisting of an encoder network
and a decoder network that operates over graphs; and (3) prediction heads for the final
prediction of action instances of the form (label, start time, end time).

Positional Encoding. Positional encoding layer consists of a layer that retrieves encod-
ings based on an integer index provided to it. In our case, given a video feature v =
[v(1), v(2) . . . , v(Nv)], the positional encoding layer receives input i and provides an embed-
ding p(i)

v corresponding to the i-th element of the video feature v(i) where i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Nv}.
In our implementation, the embedding size is same as that of the video feature so as to al-
low addition of the positional encodings and input video features. Since the weights of
the layer are learnable during training, the positional encoding layer is learnable. We use
torch.nn.Embedding in Pytorch to implement it. This layer initialization requires maxi-
mum possible value of Nv in the features corresponding to the video.
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Table 4.2: Comparison with state-of-the-art (THUMOS14). We report the mean
average precision at different intersection over union thresholds (mAP@tIoU). ↑ indicates
higher is better.

Method mAP@tIoU ↑
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

Richard et al. [187] 39.7 35.7 30.0 23.2 15.2
Shou et al. [211] 47.7 43.5 36.3 28.7 19.0
SST [16] - - 37.8 - 23.0
CDC [209] - - 40.1 29.4 23.3
Yeung et al. [269] 48.9 44.0 36.0 26.4 17.1
Yuan et al. [273] 51.0 45.2 36.5 27.8 17.8
TURN-TAP [62] 60.1 56.7 50.1 41.3 31.0
R-C3D [260] 54.5 51.5 44.8 35.6 28.9
SSN [290] 66.0 59.4 51.9 41.0 29.8
BSN [141] - - 53.5 45.0 36.9
TAL-Net [25] 59.8 57.1 53.2 48.5 42.8
PGCN [277] 69.5 67.8 63.6 57.8 49.1
BMN [140] 56.0 47.4 38.8 29.7 20.5
GTAD [262] - - 66.4 60.4 51.6
VSGN [286] - - 66.7 60.4 52.4
TCANet [182] - - 60.6 53.2 44.6
ActionFormer [279] - - 82.1 77.8 71.0
ReACT [206] - - 69.2 65.0 57.1
AGT(Ours) 72.1 69.8 68.4 62.3 52.1

Action Query Graph. Similar to positional encoding layer, the No encodings in the action
query graph q is obtained using an embedding layer. Specifically, the layer receives i as input
to provide i-th node q(i) of the query graph where i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , No}. In our implementation,
we use torch.nn.Embedding in Pytorch to implement this. The weights of this layer are
learnable during training.

4.4 Experiments

We conducted several experiments to demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed ap-
proach. In this section, we report the results of our evaluation.

4.4.1 Experimental Setup

Datasets. We use four benchmark datasets for evaluation. They vary in their extent of
overlap in action instances, the number of action instances per video, and the number of
action categories in the dataset. Thus, these datasets together serve as a challenging testbed.

• ActivityNet-1.3 [19] contains around 10K training videos and 5K validation videos
spanning 200 action categories. The dataset contains 1.65 instances per video on
average.
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Table 4.3: Comparison with state-of-the-art (EPIC-Kitchens100). We report mean
average precision at different intersection over union thresholds (mAP@tIoU). These results
are reported on the validation set. ↑ indicates higher is better.

Method Task mAP@tIoU ↑
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

Verb 10.51 9.24 7.67 6.40 5.12
Damen Noun 10.71 8.73 6.75 5.05 3.35
et al. [36] Action 6.78 6.03 4.94 4.04 3.35
GTAD [262] Verb 12.1 11.0 9.4 7.10 5.6

Noun 11.0 10.0 8.6 6.5 5.4
Verb 12.01 10.25 8.15 7.12 6.14

AGT Noun 11.63 9.33 7.05 6.57 3.89
(Ours) Action 7.78 6.92 5.53 4.22 3.86

Table 4.4: Comparison with state-of-the-art (Charades). We report mean average
precision (mAP) computed following [213]. ↑: higher is better.

Method mAP ↑
Predictive-corrective (Dave et al. [38]) 8.9
Two-stream (Siggurdson et al. [213]) 8.9
Two-stream + LSTM (Siggurdson et al. [213]) 9.6
R-C3D (Xu et al. [260]) 12.7
SSN (Zhao et al. [290]) 16.4
I3D baseline [178] 17.2
Super-events (Piergiovanni et al. [180]) 19.4
TGM (Piergiovanni et al. [180]) 22.3
Mavroudi et al. [156] 23.7
3D ResNet-50 + super-events (Piergiovanni et al. [179]) 25.2
AGT (Ours) 28.6

• THUMOS14 [101] contains 200 videos in training set and 213 videos in testing set.
This dataset has 20 action categories and contains an average of 15 action instances
per video with an average of 8% overlapping instances.

• EPIC-Kitchens100 [36] contains 700 egocentric videos of daily kitchen activities.
This dataset contains 289 noun and 97 verb classes. The dataset has 128 action in-
stances per video with an average of 28% overlapping instances.

• Charades [213] is large scale dataset containing 9848 videos of daily indoor activities.
This dataset has 157 action categories. Videos in the dataset contain an average of
6 action instances per video with an average of 79% of overlapping instances in a
video. This dataset is challenging because of the high degree of overlap in the action
instances.
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Table 4.5: Impact of graph based reasoning (ActivityNet-1.3) We report the mean
average precision at different intersection over union thresholds (mAP@tIoU) for ablated
versions of our AGT model. ✓ and ✗ indicates whether a component (encoder E or decoder
D) contains graph message passing module or not respectively.↑ indicates higher is better.

Method mAP@tIoU ↑
0.5 0.75 0.95 Average

E: ✗/ D: ✗ 49.8 32.9 8.9 32.1
E: ✗/ D: ✓ 50.6 33.4 9.0 32.6
E: ✓/ D: ✗ 51.8 34.1 9.2 33.6
E: ✓/ D: ✓ 52.4 35.5 9.6 35.7

Table 4.6: Impact of graph based reasoning (THUMOS14) We report the mean
average precision at different intersection over union thresholds (mAP@tIoU) for ablated
versions of our AGT model. ✓ and ✗ indicates whether a component (encoder E or decoder
D) contains graph message passing module or not respectively.↑ indicates higher is better.

Method mAP@tIoU ↑
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 Average

E: ✗/ D: ✗ 64.6 60.8 59.1 51.2 40.3 57.6
E: ✗/ D: ✓ 65.1 62.4 60.3 52.4 41.3 58.3
E: ✓/ D: ✗ 67.1 64.4 62.5 53.6 44.9 60.3
E: ✓/ D: ✓ 72.1 69.8 68.4 62.3 52.1 65.1

Evaluation Metrics. To measure the performance of a model, we use a widely used metric
mean Average Precision (mAP). We compute the mean of average precision (AP) per class.
A predicted segment is considered true positive if their Intersection over Union (IoU) is
greater than or equal to a given threshold.

Training Details. We describe the details of the setup used for training AGT for each of
the datasets.

Data augmentation. To prevent severe overfitting, we perform data augmentation to
train our model on the features directly obtained from I3D model (described above). We
use a hyperparameter Nmax

v as the maximum size of temporal channel used for training.
This helps in stabilizing the training as the video datasets contain high variance in their
duration. If the size of temporal channel of the video tensor T ′ is less than Nmax

v , we repeat
each element in the temporal channel γ times (γ = 4) in our implementation to obtain a
modified tensor of size γT ′ ×2048 and then randomly sample T ′ elements from the modified
tensor. If the size of temporal channel of the video tensor T ′ is more than Nmax

v , we just
randomly sample T ′ elements from the modified tensor. Note that, positional encoding is
applied on this feature of size Nv = min(T ′, Nmax

v ).
We find such data augmentation during training to be crucial to prevent overfitting and

obtain good performance of our model, especially for smaller datasets such as THUMOS14
and Epic-Kitchens100. During testing, if the size of temporal channel of the video tensor T ′
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Table 4.7: Impact of graph based reasoning (Charades) We report the mean average
precision for ablated versions of our AGT model. ✓ and ✗ indicates whether a component
(encoder E or decoder D) contains graph message passing module or not respectively.↑
indicates higher is better.

Method mAP (↑)
E: ✗/ D: ✗ 18.2
E: ✗/ D: ✓ 19.2
E: ✓/ D: ✗ 22.5
E: ✓/ D: ✓ 28.6

Table 4.8: Impact of graph based reasoning (EPIC-Kitchens100) We report the mean
average precision at different intersection over union thresholds (mAP@tIoU) for ablated
versions of our AGT model. ✓ and ✗ indicates whether a component (encoder E or decoder
D) contains graph message passing module or not respectively.↑ indicates higher is better.

Task Method mAP@tIoU ↑
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 Average

E: ✗/ D: ✗ 9.4 6.9 5.2 4.5 2.5 5.7
Verb E: ✗/ D: ✓ 9.9 7.5 5.5 4.9 2.7 6.1

E: ✓/ D: ✗ 11.4 9.0 6.9 6.3 3.4 7.4
E: ✓/ D: ✓ 12.0 10.3 8.2 7.1 6.1 8.7
E: ✗/ D: ✗ 8.9 5.4 4.9 3.6 1.7 4.9

Noun E: ✗/ D: ✓ 9.2 6.0 5.1 4.2 2.0 5.3
E: ✓/ D: ✗ 10.1 8.0 6.8 5.2 2.3 6.3
E: ✓/ D: ✓ 11.6 9.3 7.1 6.6 3.9 7.7
E: ✗/ D: ✗ 4.8 4.1 2.9 2.1 1.5 3.0

Action E: ✗/ D: ✓ 5.1 4.3 3.2 2.3 1.8 3.3
E: ✓/ D: ✗ 7.3 6.1 5.0 3.9 3.7 5.1
E: ✓/ D: ✓ 7.8 6.9 5.5 4.2 3.9 5.9

is less than Nmax
v , we don’t perform any augmentation. If the size of temporal channel of

the video tensor T ′ is more than Nmax
v , we uniformly sample T ′ elements from the feature

in order to match the maximum index of the positional encoding layer.
Furthermore, to perform training in minibatches, we apply 0-padding to ensure all el-

ements have the same size as the largest element of the batch. For training efficiency and
minimizing the amount of 0-padding, we sort all the dataset based on the duration of the
video. We observe that this type of batch formation leads to improvement in training speed
without affecting the model performance.

Feature Extraction. For THUMOS14 and ActivityNet-1.3 datasets, we use the fea-
tures provided by [262]. For Epic-Kitchens100 datasets, we use the TSN features corre-
sponding to the RGB and Flow streams used by [36]. For Charades, we first divide the
video into short overlapping segments of 8 frames and use an I3D model pretrained on
the Kinetics [22] dataset to extract features. In our implementation, we obtain two-stream
features (both RGB and flow stream) with overlap of 4 frames, i.e., we obtain features for
T ′ =

⌊
T −4

4
⌋

chunks to obtain a tensor of size T ′ × 2048. The features from each stream are
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Table 4.9: Ablation Study: Loss function (ActivityNet-1.3) We train the model with
a combination of cross-entropy loss and segment loss containing L1 loss and/or IoU loss
Liou. ✓ and ✗ indicate whether the specific component of the segment loss is used or
not respectively. We report the mean average precision at different intersection over union
thresholds (mAP@tIoU). ↑ indicates higher is better.

mAP@tIoU ↑

0.5 0.75 0.95 Average
L1: ✓/Liou: ✗ 51.3 33.7 9.2 34.3
L1: ✗/Liou: ✓ 51.0 33.4 9.0 34.1
L1: ✓/Liou: ✓ 52.4 35.5 9.6 35.7

Table 4.10: Ablation Study: Loss function (THUMOS14) We train the model with
a combination of cross-entropy loss and segment loss containing L1 loss and/or IoU loss
Liou. ✓ and ✗ indicate whether the specific component of the segment loss is used or
not respectively. We report the mean average precision at different intersection over union
thresholds (mAP@tIoU). ↑ indicates higher is better.

Method mAP@tIoU ↑

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 Average
L1: ✓/Liou: ✗ 71.0 68.7 67.8 62.0 51.2 61.3
L1: ✗/Liou: ✓ 70.6 68.5 67.1 61.8 50.6 59.6
L1: ✓/Liou: ✓ 72.1 69.8 68.4 62.3 52.1 65.1

concatenated along the channel dimension. Here, the length of the video T depends on the
duration of the video, and, hence the size of the temporal channel (i.e. T ′) of the feature
tensor varies based on the input.

Hyperparameters. We train all our models using AdamW optimizer [145] with a
learning rate of 1e-4 and a weight decay of 1e-5 for 5000k steps. We reduce the learning rate
by factor of 10 after 3500k steps. The hyperparameters in the loss functions λL1 and λiou are
set to 5 and 3 respectively for all our experiments. All the learnable weights are initialized
using Xavier initialization. We mention the dataset specific hyperparameters below.

ActivityNet-1.3. We use dropout with default probability 0.1. We use maximum number
of nodes in the context graph Nmax

v equal to 30. The size of the action query graph is 10
for our experiments (except when conducting ablation on the size of action query graph).
We use base model dimension in the transformer as 512 and set the number of encoder and
decoder layers as 4 (except when conducting ablation on the number of layers). We use an
effective batch size of 64 for training models on this dataset.

THUMOS14. We do not use dropout for this dataset. We use maximum number of
nodes in the context graph Nmax

v equal to 256. The size of the action query graph is 300 for
our experiments (except when conducting ablation on the size of action query graph). We
use base model dimension in the transformer as 2048 and set the number of encoder and
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Table 4.11: Ablation Study: Loss function (Charades). We train the model with a
combination of cross-entropy loss and segment loss containing L1 loss and/or IoU loss
Liou. ✓ and ✗ indicate whether the specific component of the segment loss is used or not
respectively. We report mAP to evaluate the performance of the model on Charades dataset.
↑ indicates higher is better.

Method mAP (↑)
L1: ✓/Liou: ✗ 26.0
L1: ✗/Liou: ✓ 25.3
L1: ✓/Liou: ✓ 28.6

Table 4.12: Ablation Study: Loss function (Epic-Kitchens100) We train the model
with a combination of cross-entropy loss and segment loss containing L1 loss and/or IoU
loss Liou. ✓ and ✗ indicate whether the specific component of the segment loss is used or
not respectively. We report the mean average precision at different intersection over union
thresholds (mAP@tIoU). ↑ indicates higher is better.

Task Model mAP@tIoU ↑

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 Average
L1: ✓/Liou: ✗ 11.5 9.2 8.0 6.6 5.5 7.1

Verb L1: ✗/Liou: ✓ 11.2 9.0 7.8 6.2 5.4 6.4
L1: ✓/Liou: ✓ 12.0 10.3 8.2 7.1 6.1 8.7

L1: ✓/Liou: ✗ 10.8 8.9 6.8 6.3 3.5 6.3
Noun L1: ✗/Liou: ✓ 10.7 8.8 6.6 6.1 3.4 5.0

L1: ✓/Liou: ✓ 11.6 9.3 7.1 6.6 3.9 7.7

L1: ✓/Liou: ✗ 7.4 6.2 4.1 3.7 3.2 4.8
Action L1: ✗/Liou: ✓ 7.3 6.1 3.7 3.3 3.0 3.7

L1: ✓/Liou: ✓ 7.8 6.9 5.5 4.2 3.9 5.9

decoder layers as 4 (except when conducting ablation on the number of layers). We use an
effective batch size of 32 for training models on this dataset.

Epic-Kitchens100. We do not use dropout for this dataset. We use maximum number of
nodes in the context graph Nmax

v equal to 1024. The size of the action query graph is 1200
for our experiments (except when conducting ablation on the size of action query graph).
We use base model dimension in the transformer as 512 and set the number of encoder and
decoder layers as 4 (except when conducting ablation on the number of layers). We use an
effective batch size of 16 for training models on this dataset.

Charades. We use dropout with default probability 0.1. We use maximum number of
nodes in the context graph Nmax

v equal to 64. The size of the action query graph is 100
for our experiments (except when conducting ablation on the size of action query graph).
We use base model dimension in the transformer as 512 and set the number of encoder and
decoder layers as 4 (except when conducting ablation on the number of layers). We use an
effective batch size of 32 for training models on this dataset.
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Table 4.13: Impact of number of layers. We report performance of our AGT model
with different number of layers in encoder and decoder. We report mAP for evaluation
performance (higher is better). EPIC (A), EPIC (V), EPIC (N) indicates task ‘Action’,
‘Verb’, ‘Noun’ classification on EPIC-Kitchens100. #E indicates number of layers in encoder
and #D indicates number of layers in decoder.

Dataset #E #D mAP
4 2 34.9

ActivityNet-1.3 4 4 35.7
2 4 35.0
4 2 64.0

THUMOS14 4 4 65.1
2 4 64.4
4 2 5.5

EPIC (A) 4 4 5.9
2 4 5.6
4 2 8.5

EPIC (V) 4 4 8.7
2 4 8.6
4 2 7.2

EPIC (N) 4 4 7.7
2 4 7.3
4 2 28.0

Charades 4 4 28.6
2 4 28.2

4.4.2 Quantitative Analysis

In this section, we discuss our experiments and provide quantitative analysis.

Comparison with state-of-the-art. We compare the performance of our proposed AGT
with the state-of-the-art methods. We use mean average precision as the metric to evaluate
the model. To ensure fair comparison, we use the same evaluation protocol as used by
state-of-the-art methods for each of the datasets. The results in Table 4.1 (ActivityNet-
1.3), Table 4.2 (THUMOS14), Table 4.3 (Epic-Kitchens100), and Table 4.4 (Charades)
show that our proposed AGT performs competitively with state-of-the-art methods for all
the benchmark datasets.

Impact of graph based reasoning. To demonstrate the importance of reasoning over
videos as graphs, we conducted ablation studies by removing the graph based reasoning
components from either the encoder or the decoder or both (i.e. overall transformer network)
in our model. Specifically, this is implemented by removing the graph message passing layers
from the attention modules (i.e., graph self-attention module and graph-to-graph attention
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Table 4.14: Impact of number of heads. We report performance of our AGT model
with different number of heads in the attention modules of the transformer network. We
report mAP for evaluation performance (higher is better). EPIC (A), EPIC (V), EPIC (N)
indicates task ‘Action’, ‘Verb’, ‘Noun’ classification on EPIC-Kitchens100. #heads indicates
number of heads in attention modules of the transformer.

Dataset #heads mAP
ActivityNet-1.3 8 35.7

4 35.1
THUMOS14 8 65.1

4 63.4
EPIC (A) 8 5.9

4 5.2
EPIC (V) 8 8.7

4 8.4
EPIC (N) 8 7.7

4 7.1
Charades 8 28.6

4 26.4

module) in the encoder and/or decoder blocks in the network. Intuitively, when the graph
message passing module is removed from the whole transformer network, the transformer
encoder treats the input as a sequence and the transformer decoder treats the action queries
as independent. The results shows the performance of the ablated versions of our model by
reporting mAP at specific IoU thresholds for ActivityNet-1.3 in Table 4.5, THUMOS14 in
Table 4.6, Epic-Kitchens100 in Table 4.8 as well as the average mAP for Charades dataset
in Table 4.7.

The results clearly indicate that removing the graph-based reasoning module hurts the
localization performance. The results also suggest that graph-based modeling is more useful
in the encoder than in the decoder. We believe this is because the graph reasoning performed
by the encoder is more effective in capturing the dependencies as it operates directly on the
video features. In non-graph versions, the encoder-to-decoder attention, which is essential to
mapping input space (videos) to the output space (actions), is performed using conventional
multi-head attention. In contrast, our AGT performs this mapping using graph-to-graph
attention which enables a richer mapping between the input and the output - the influence
of an input node on an output node depends not just on the input node, but also on the
connections of that input node with other neighboring nodes in the input space. Thus, the
structure of the context graph is also conveyed to the output resulting in more effective
grounding of input video to the actions.
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Table 4.15: Impact of action query graph size. We report performance of our AGT
model with different number of nodes in the action query graph. We report mAP for evalu-
ation performance (higher is better). EPIC (A), EPIC (V), EPIC (N) indicates task ‘Action’,
‘Verb’, ‘Noun’ classification on EPIC-Kitchens100. #queries indicates number of nodes in
the action query graph.

Dataset #queries mAP
3 34.0

ActivityNet-1.3 10 35.7
50 35.8
150 60.2

THUMOS14 300 65.1
900 65.1
900 4.3

EPIC (A) 1500 5.9
2000 6.1
900 7.0

EPIC (V) 1500 8.7
2000 8.7
900 6.1

EPIC (N) 1500 7.7
2000 7.8
30 24.0

Charades 50 28.6
100 28.6

Furthermore, the graph message passing layer in encoder as well as decoder blocks ex-
plicitly models pairwise dependencies. In every encoder or decoder block of our AGT, this
message passing layer works in conjunction with a multi-head self-attention layer that cap-
tures global dependencies across all the nodes. These two types of dependencies effectively
model the relations among the entities in the input space (videos) and the output space
(actions). In contrast, the non-graph versions only rely on global dependencies across all
entities in input space and output space, thereby not explicitly modeling pairwise depen-
dencies. Our results demonstrate that the explicitly modeling of pairwise dependencies in
conjunction with global dependencies are effective at capturing dependencies in data.

Ablation Study (Loss function). Note that for any version of the loss function, the
model requires cross entropy loss to be able to classify the action labels. The model also
requires some form of regression loss to produce predictions pertaining to the start and
end timestamps of an action instance. Our overall loss (Eq. 4.10) is a combination of cross-
entropy loss and segment loss Ls with two components: L1 loss and IoU loss Liou. We present
the results of the performance of our model when trained with ablated versions of the
segment loss by reporting mAP at specific IoU thresholds for ActivityNet-1.3 in Table 4.9),
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Figure 4.4: Effect of Action Instance Durations (THUMOS14). Analysis of segmen-
tation error (L1 loss) with respect to the duration of corresponding ground truth instances.
All the values are normalized with respect to the overall video duration. We observe that
the action instances of longer durations have lower segmentation errors in their predictions.

THUMOS14 in Table 4.10), and Epic-Kitchens100 in Table 4.12)and by reporting average
mAP for Charades in Table 4.11. The results indicate that the models trained with only
L1 loss perform better than the ones trained with only IoU loss Liou. Additionally, models
trained with both losses are better than the ones trained with only one of the losses. We
only provide the mAP values averaged over the various intersection-over-union thresholds
(tIoU).

Impact of number of layers Table 4.13 shows the results of the performance of our model
with different number of layers in encoder and decoder component of the transformer. While
increase in number of layers increases the training time, we did not observe much difference
in the performance of the model with increased depth of the transformer components. We
only provide the mAP values averaged over the various intersection-over-union thresholds
(tIoU) for ActivityNet-1.3, THUMOS14 and Epic-Kitchens100.

Impact of number of heads. Table 4.14 shows the results of the performance of our
AGT model with different number of heads in the attention modules of the transformer.
The results suggest a slight improvement with more number of heads in the transformer
network. We only provide the mAP values averaged over the various intersection-over-union
thresholds (tIoU) for ActivityNet-1.3, THUMOS14 and Epic-Kitchens100.

Impact of action query graph size. Table 4.15 shows the results of the performance
of our AGT model with different number of node encodings in the action query graph.
Intuitively, a very large size of action query graph implies the model will require more time
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Figure 4.5: Visualization: Predictions (THUMOS14). Visualization of predictions
and groundtruth action instances

Figure 4.6: Visualization: Predictions (Epic-Kitchens100). Visualization of predic-
tions and groundtruth action instances
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Figure 4.7: Visualization: Predictions (ActivityNet-1.3). Visualization of predictions
and groundtruth action instances

to learn the non-maximal suppression of the irrelevant predictions. On the other hand, a very
small size of action query graph might limit the ability of model to learn complex structure
in the action instances. Note that, any value used for our experiments is higher than the
maximum number of action instances per video in the dataset. The results suggest minor
improvement with more number of nodes in the action query graph, however, the models
with more number of nodes require longer training times. Our experiments also suggest
that when the size of the action query graph is reduced, the localization performance of our
model degrades. We only provide the mAP values averaged over the various intersection-
over-union thresholds (tIoU) for ActivityNet-1.3, THUMOS14 and Epic-Kitchens100.

Effect of Action Instance Durations. We conduct further analysis to study the per-
formance of our model in terms of the durations of the action instances. Figure 4.4 shows
the trend of segmentation error, i.e., L1 norm computed between the ground truth and
predicted timestamps of actions instances plotted against the duration of the ground truth
instances (normalized with respect to the video duration). The error is computed over nor-
malized values of the timestamps. This analysis indicates that action instances with larger
durations (with respect to the whole video duration) have lower segmentation errors in their
predictions as compared to the instances with smaller durations.
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ground truth

predicted

holding a cup/glass/bottle

drinking from a cup/glass/bottle

putting a cup/glass/bottle somewhere
taking a cup/glass/bottle from somewhere

putting something on a shelf

Figure 4.8: Visualization: Predictions (Charades). Visualization of predicted and
groundtruth action instances.

4.4.3 Qualitative Analysis

In addition to the quantitative evaluation of our model, we also visualize the predictions of
our AGT for qualitative analysis.

Visualization (Predictions). We provide additional visualizations of the predictions
of our AGT on several diverse samples in Figure 4.5, Figure 4.6, Figure 4.7, and Figure 4.8.
The visualizations indicate that our model is able to predict the correct number of action
instances as well as most of the correct action categories with minimal errors in start and
end timestamps for videos containing overlapping instances with varying temporal extents.
We observe the errors in timestamps predictions are near the boundaries. This is potentially
because action is mostly concentrated away from the boundaries of some action instances
and the video content around boundaries has no or very less role in the action depicted in
those instances.

Visualization (Learned Graphs). We visualize the learned action query graph in
Figure 4.9. by observing the graph embeddings obtained from the last layer of decoder. For
better visibility, we do not plot the nodes (or their edges) that are classified as no action
(i.e. class label ∅) by the prediction head. Note that the edge matrix is also learnable
in our model. For the purpose of this visualization, we obtained the edge weights from
the attention coefficients in the self-attention based graph message passing module . The
visualizations demonstrate that the model indeed learns non-linear dependencies among the
action instances that appear in the video.
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Figure 4.9: Visualization: Learned Graphs. Visualizations of embeddings corresponding
to the last layer of the decoder and ground truth instances. The thickness of edges show
the strength of interaction between the nodes. For ease of visibility, the nodes have been
numbered based on the order of their predictions sorted with respect to the start time (i.e.,
node 0 represents the instance that starts first). These visualizations demonstrate that the
model indeed learns non-linear dependencies between the action instances in a video. The
legend below each figure shows the action labels corresponding to the color coded elements.

.

4.5 Limitations

AGT is designed to directly predict a set of action instances. In our implementation, for each
dataset, the size of the predicted set is treated as a hyperparameter and is typically higher
than the maximum number of action instances per video in the dataset. While our results
show that this approach has benefits for the existing benchmark datasets, this approach
may not be the as effective for datasets that are skewed in terms of number of instances
per videos. For example, in case of a dataset with just a few video samples containing large
number of actions and rest of the videos containing considerably low number of actions,
this approach due might result in high number of false positives. Furthermore, predicting
a fixed number of action instances might also restrict the capabilities of this model in
online learning or active learning setting where the nature of the video data is not known
beforehand.

4.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, we proposed a novel, streamlined, and end-to-end learnable graph trans-
former model for the task of temporal action localization in untrimmed human activity
videos. Our approach relies on a key task-specific observation that videos depicting realistic
activities contain non-linear temporal structure in both visual information and localized
action instances. Based on this observation, our model adopts a graph-based compositional
representation for the input video and output set of action instances and learns to de-
tect and localize actions in videos using graph self-attention mechanisms. We evaluated
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the effectiveness of our approach by presenting the experimental evaluation on challenging
human activity datasets. Overall, this work highlights the importance of reasoning over
activity videos (both input and output spaces) as non-sequential entities and shows that
graph-based transformers are an effective technique to model complex activity videos.

Future work in temporal action localization can benefit from our idea of using graph-
based compositional modeling for videos. We believe the notion of designing compositional
representations for both the input and output spaces allows the model to capture richer
information pertaining to the downstream task and can be relevant beyond temporal local-
ization in tasks such as spatio-temporal localization and action prediction.
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Chapter 5

Learning Segment-Level
Representations for Action
Anticipation

This chapter focuses on the task of action anticipation. Given an initial portion of a video,
this task involves predicting future actions. Typically, the observed video is processed as
a whole to obtain a video-level representation of the ongoing activity in the video, which
is then used for future prediction. In this chapter, we introduce Anticipatr which per-
forms long-term action anticipation leveraging segment-level representations learned using
individual segments from different activities, in addition to a video-level representation. We
present a two-stage learning approach to train a novel transformer-based model that uses
these two types of representations to directly predict a set of future action instances over any
given anticipation duration. Finally, this chapter discusses the findings of our experimental
valuation on a diverse set of long-term action anticipation benchmarks.

5.1 Introduction

The ability to envision future events is a crucial component of human intelligence which
helps in decision making during our interactions with the environment. We are naturally
capable of anticipating future events when interacting with the environment in a wide variety
of scenarios. Similarly, anticipation capabilities are essential to practical AI systems that
operate in complex environments and interact with other agents or humans (e.g., wearable
devices [220], human-robot interaction systems [118], autonomous vehicles [149,270]).

Existing anticipation methods have made considerable progress on the task of near-term
action anticipation [35,37,57,58,63,66,152,238] that involves predicting the immediate next
action that would occur over the course of a few seconds. While near-term anticipation is
a valuable step towards the goal of future prediction in AI systems, going beyond short
time-horizon prediction has applicability in a broader range of tasks that involve long-term
interactions with the environment. The ability to anticipate actions over long time-horizons
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Figure 5.1: Long-Term Action Anticipation. Given the initial portion of an activity
video (0, . . . , To) and anticipation duration Ta, the task is to predict the actions that would
occur from time To + 1 to To + Ta. Our proposed anticipation model receives the observed
video and the anticipation duration as inputs and directly predicts a set of future action
instances. Here, the action anticipation is long-term – both the observed duration To and
the anticipation duration Ta are in the order of minutes.

is imperative for applications such as efficient planning in robotic systems [23, 61] and
intelligent augmented reality systems.

In this paper, we focus on long-term action anticipation. Figure 5.1 illustrates the prob-
lem – having observed an initial portion of an untrimmed activity video, we predict what
actions would occur when in the future.

Long-term anticipation methods [3,50,61,70,111,199] predict future actions based on the
information in the observed video (i.e., an initial portion of an untrimmed activity video)
that partially depicts the activity in the video. Current approaches rely on encoding the
observed video (input) as a whole to obtain video-level representations to perform action
anticipation.

We propose a novel approach that leverages segment-level and video-level representations
for the task of long-term action anticipation. Consider the example in Figure 5.1. The
video depicts the activity person making pasta spanning several minutes. This activity has
segments with actions such as slice onion, put pesto, put courgette, add cheese. One of
these segments such as put pesto tends to co-occur with actions involving objects such as
courgette, onion, or cheese in a specific order. However, other videos with a different activity,
say, person making pizza, could potentially have a similar set and/or sequence of actions in
a different kitchen scenario. As such, while a specific sequence of actions (i.e., segments of
a video) help denote an activity, an individual video segment (containing a single action)
alone contains valuable information for predicting the future. Based on this intuition, we
introduce an approach that leverages segment-level representations in conjunction with
video-level representations for the task of long-term action anticipation. In so doing, our
approach enables reasoning beyond the limited context of the input video sequence.

In this work, we propose Anticipatr that consists of a two-stage learning approach
employed to train a transformer-based model for long-term anticipation (see Figure 5.2
for an overview). In the first stage, we train a segment encoder to learn segment-level
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representations. As we focus on action anticipation, we design this training task based on
co-occurrences of actions. Specifically, we train the segment encoder to learn which future
actions are likely to occur after a given segment? Intuitively, consider a video segment
showing a pizza pan being moved towards a microwave. Irrespective of the ongoing activity
in the video that contains this segment, it is easy to anticipate that certain actions such as
open microwave, put pizza and close microwave are more likely to follow than the actions
wash spoon or close tap.

In the second stage, we utilize both the segment-level and video-level representations
for long-term action anticipation. We design a transformer-based model that contains two
encoders: (1) the segment encoder to derive representations corresponding to segments in
the observed video, and (2) a video encoder to derive the video-level representations of the
observed video. These encoded representations are then fed into an anticipation decoder
that predicts actions that would occur in the future. Our model is designed to directly
predict a set of future action instances, wherein, each element of the set (i.e., an action
instance) contains the start and end timestamps of the instance along with the action label.
Using direct set prediction, our approach predicts the actions at all the timestamps over a
given anticipation duration in a single forward pass.

To summarize, this paper makes the following contributions: (1) a novel learning ap-
proach for long-term action anticipation that leverages segment-level representations and
video-level representations of the observed video, (2) a novel transformer-based model that
receives a video and anticipation duration as inputs to predict future actions over the spec-
ified anticipation duration, (3) a direct set prediction formulation that enables single-pass
prediction of actions, and (4) quantitative and qualitative evaluation on a diverse set of an-
ticipation benchmarks: Breakfast [120], 50Salads [223], Epic-Kitchens-55 [35], and EGTEA
Gaze+ [134].

Overall, our work highlights the benefits of learning representations that capture differ-
ent aspects of a video, and particularly demonstrates the value of such representations for
action anticipation.

5.2 Related Work

Action Anticipation. Action anticipation is generally described as the prediction of ac-
tions before they occur. Prior research efforts have used various formulations of this problem
depending on three variables: (1) anticipation format, i.e., representation format of pre-
dicted actions, (2) anticipation duration, i.e., duration over which actions are anticipated,
and (3) model architectures.

Current approaches span a wide variety of anticipation formats involving different rep-
resentations of prediction outcomes. They range from pixel-level representations such as
frames or segmentations [12, 137, 147, 155] and human trajectories [5, 37, 87, 98, 116, 153] to
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label-level representations such as action labels [50,57,58,63,111,124,177,188,189,199,208,
238,276,282] or temporal occurrences of actions [3,61,136,152,157,226] through to semantic
representations such as affordances [118] and language descriptions of sub-activities [200].
We focus on label-level anticipation format and use ‘action anticipation’ to refer to this task
hereafter.

Existing anticipation tasks can be grouped into two categories based on the anticipation
duration: (1) near-term action anticipation, and (2) long-term action anticipation. In this
paper, we focus on long-term action anticipation.

Near-term anticipation involves predicting label for the immediate next action that
would occur in the range of a few seconds having observed a short video segment of duration
of a few seconds. Prior work propose a variety of temporal modeling techniques to encode
the observed segment such as regression networks [238], reinforced encoder-decoder net-
work [63], TCNs [274], temporal segment network [35], LSTMs [57,58,172], VAEs [157,253]
and transformers [66].

Long-term anticipation involves predicting action labels over long time-horizons in
the range of several minutes having observed an initial portion of a video (observed duration
of a few minutes). A popular formulation of this task involves prediction of a sequence of
action labels having observed an initial portion of the video. Prior approaches encode the
observed video as a whole to obtain a video-level representation. Using these representations,
these approaches either predict actions recursively over individual future time instants or
use time as a conditional parameter to predict action label for the given single time instant.
The recursive methods [3,50,61,177,199] accumulate prediction error over time resulting in
inaccurate anticipation outcomes for scenarios with long anticipation duration. The time-
conditioned method [111] employs skip-connections based temporal models and aims to
avoid error accumulation by directly predicting an action label for a specified future time
instant in a single forward pass. However, this approach still requires multiple forward passes
during inference as the task involves predicting actions at all future time instants over a
given anticipation duration. Additionally, sparse skip connections used in [111] do not fully
utilize the relations among the actions at intermediate future time instants while predicting
action at a given future time instant. A recent transformer-based method [70] attempts
to address this by predicting future actions using an encoder-decoder approach wherein,
the encoder is used to a video-level representation and the decoder predicts the output
sequence of future action labels in a single forward pass. In contrast to these approaches
based on video-level representations, our approach leverages segment-level representations
(learned using individual segments across different activities) in conjunction with video-level
representations. Both these representations are utilized to directly predict action instances
corresponding to actions at all the time instants over a given anticipation duration in a
single forward pass.
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An alternate formulation of long-term anticipation proposed in [162] focuses on pre-
dicting a set of future action labels without inferring when they would occur. [162] extracts
a graph representation of the video based on frame-level visual affordances and uses graph
convolutional network to encode the graph representation to predict a set of action labels.
In contrast, our approach leverages both the segment-level and video-level representations
of the input video and a transformer-based model to predict action instances - both action
labels and their corresponding timestamps.

Other methods design approaches to model uncertainty in predicting actions over long
time horizons [2, 168,177] and self-supervised learning [181].

Early action detection. The task of early action detection [90,148,193,210] involves rec-
ognizing an ongoing action in a video as early as possible given an initial portion of the
video. Though the early action detection task is different from action anticipation (antici-
pation involves prediction of actions before they begin), the two tasks share the inspiration
of future prediction.

Transformers in computer vision. The transformer architecture [234], originally pro-
posed for machine translation task, has achieved state-of-the-art performance for many NLP
tasks. In recent years, there has been a flurry of work on transformer architectures designed
for high-level reasoning tasks on images and videos. Examples include object detection [21],
image classification [46], spatio-temporal localization in videos [65], video instance segmen-
tation [251], action recognition [8,285], action detection [143,164,182,206,279], multi-object
tracking [158], next action anticipation [66], human-object interaction detection [112, 296].
DETR [21] is a transformer model for object detection, wherein, the task is formulated as a
set prediction problem. This work has since inspired transformer designs for similar vision
tasks – video instance segmentation [251] and human-object interaction detection [296]. In-
spired by these works, we propose a novel transformer architecture that uses two encoder
to encode different representations derived from the input video and a decoder to predict
the set of future action instances in a single pass. Our proposed decoder also receives an-
ticipation duration as an input parameter to control the duration over which actions are
predicted.

5.3 Action Anticipation with Anticipatr

In this section, we first describe our formulation of long-term action anticipation and then
describe our approach.

Problem Formulation. Let vo be an observed video containing To frames. Our goal is
to predict the actions that occur from time To + 1 to To + Ta where Ta is the anticipation
duration, i.e., the duration over which actions are predicted. Specifically, we predict a set
A = {ai = (ci, ti

s, ti
e)} containing future action instances. The i-th element denotes an action
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Figure 5.2: Learning Approach. Anticipatr uses a two-stage learning approach. In the
first stage, we perform segment-level training (refer to Sec 5.3.1). Given a segment as input,
we train a segment encoder to predict the set of action labels that would occur at any
time after the occurrence of the segment in the activity video. In the second stage, we
perform long-term action anticipation (refer to Sec 5.3.2). We use video encoder to obtain
video-level representation and segment encoder (trained in the first stage) is used to obtain
segment-level representation. The anticipation decoder receives these two representations
of the observed video to directly predict a set of action instances that would occur in the
future over a given anticipation duration.

instance ai depicting action category ci occurring from time ti
s to ti

e where To < ti
s < ti

e ≤
To + Ta. Here, ci ∈ C where C is the set of action classes in the dataset.

Intuitively, for action anticipation, the observed video as a whole helps provide a broad,
video-level representation of the ongoing activity depicted in the video. However, the ob-
served video is composed of several segments that individually also contain valuable informa-
tion about future actions and provide an opportunity to capture the video with segment-level
representations. Using this intuition, in this paper, we propose Anticipatr that leverages
these two types of representations of the observed video for the task of long-term anticipa-
tion.

Anticipatr employs a two-stage learning approach to train a transformer-based model
that takes an observed video as input and produces a set of future action instances as output.
See Figure 5.2 for an overview. Also, refer to Figure 5.4 for the detailed architecture of each
of the components. In the first stage, we train a segment encoder that receives a segment
(sequence of frames from a video) as input and predicts the set of action labels that would
occur at any time in the future after the occurrence of the segment in the video. We refer
to this stage as segment-level training (described in Sec. 5.3.1). As the segment encoder
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Figure 5.3: Model Architecture. Our model comprises three networks: segment encoder,
video encoder and anticipation decoder and is trained for long-term action anticipation in
two stages. (left) Segment-level training (Sec. 5.3.1): The segment encoder receives a segment
as input and predicts a set of action labels that would occur at any time in the future (after
the occurrence of segment in the video). (right) Action Anticipation (Sec. 5.3.2): The video
encoder encodes the observed video to a video-level representation. Concurrently, the video
is divided into a sequence of segments and each segment is fed into the segment encoder
(trained in first stage)The anticipation decoder receives the two representations along with
an anticipation duration as inputs to directly predict a set of future action instances over
the given anticipation duration. [MH Attention: Multi-head Attention, FFN: Feed Forward
Network.]

only operates over individual segments, it is unaware of the broader context of the activity
induced by a specific sequence of segments in the observed video.

In the second stage, we train a video encoder and an anticipation decoder to be used
along with the segment encoder for long-term action anticipation. The video encoder en-
codes the observed video to a video-level representation. The segment encoder (trained in
the first stage) is fed with a sequence of segments from the observed video as input to
obtain a segment-level representation of the video. The anticipation decoder receives the
two representations along with the anticipation duration to predict a set of future action
instances over the given anticipation duration in a single pass. The video encoder and antic-
ipation decoder are trained using classification losses on the action labels and two temporal
losses (L1 loss and temporal IoU loss) on the timestamps while the segment encoder is kept
unchanged. We refer to this second stage of training as action anticipation (see Sec. 5.3.2).

5.3.1 Stage 1: Segment-level Training

In this stage, the segment encoder is trained on a segment-level prediction task to learn
representations for individual segments. See Figure 5.3 (left) for an overview and Figure 5.4
for the detailed architecture of each of the components of the model.
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Segment Encoder. We design the segment encoder network Es as a sequence of ℓs trans-
former blocks containing a multi-head self-attention module followed by layernorm and a
feed forward network [234]. This network is trained on the task of segment-level action
anticipation.

Training. During training, the segment encoder receives a segment (sequence of frames
from a video) as input and predicts the set of action labels that would occur at any time
in the future (starting from the temporal boundary, i.e., end of the segment until the end
of that video) without inferring when they would occur. Depending on the segment, there
could be multiple actions occurring between the end of segment and end of video. Thus, we
formulate this training task as a multi-class multi-label classification.

The training data for the segment encoder is derived from the training set in the original
video dataset containing videos with action annotations. These input segments are obtained
using the action boundaries provided in the training set. We do not require any additional
annotations. Formally, given a video v containing T frames, a segment v(t′,t′′)

s , spanning
time indices t′ to t′′ where 0 ≤ t′ < t′′ < T , is taken as input. For this segment, the target
is a binary vector cs (dimension |C|) corresponding to the action labels that occur after the
temporal boundary of the segment until the end of the video ([vt′′+1, . . . , vT ]).

The segment encoder Es receives the segment v(t′,t′′)
s along with positional encodings

p(t′,t′′)
s . These positional encoders are intended to provide temporal information in the seg-

ment using the sinusoidal positional encodings (c.f. Vaswani et al. [234]) based on times-
tamps corresponding to the features of input segment. Specifically, for each input feature of
each embedding we independently use sine and cosine functions with different frequencies.
We then concatenate them along the channel dimension to get the final positional encoding.
In our implementation, the embedding size is same as that of the segment feature so that
they can be combined by simple addition of the positional encodings and segment features.

The output of the encoder is an embedding h = [h1, . . . , ht′′−t′+1] of dimension (t′′ −
t′ + 1) × ds where ds is the channel dimension. The output embeddings are then averaged
along time dimension and fed into a linear layer F followed by a sigmoid activation σ to
obtain future action probabilities ĉs of dimension |C|, expressed as:

h = Es
(
v(t′,t′′)

s , p(t′,t′′)
s

)
ĉs = σ

F

(
1

t′′ − t′ + 1

t′′−t′+1∑
i=1

hi

) .
(5.1)

Here, ĉs is the output of a multi-label classifier where each element cj
s of ĉs denotes prob-

ability of corresponding action category j ∈ C. This network is trained using binary cross
entropy loss between the prediction vector ĉs and target vector cs. Once trained, the linear
layer F is discarded and the segment encoder Es is used to obtain segment-level represen-
tations for the action anticipation stage.
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5.3.2 Stage 2: Action Anticipation

In the second stage of our approach, we use an encoder-decoder model that contains two
encoders: (i) the segment encoder from the first stage, and (ii) a video encoder that encodes
the observed video as a whole. The outputs of these two encoders along with an anticipation
duration are fed into an anticipation decoder which uses the representations from the two
encoders to predict a set of future action instances over the given anticipation duration. See
Figure 5.3 (right).

Video Encoder. The video encoder receives an observed video containing To frames. We
denote the input as vo = [v1, . . . , vTo ]. We design the encoder network Ev as a sequence
of ℓv transformer blocks [234] containing a multi-head self-attention module followed by
layernorm and feed forward network. The encoder receives the features corresponding to
the observed video vo as input. As the self-attention module is permutation-invariant, we
provide additional information about the sequence in the form of sinusoidal positional en-
codings [234] po = [p1, . . . , pTo ]. Specifically, for each input feature of each embedding we
independently use sine and cosine functions with different frequencies. We then concatenate
them along the channel dimension to to get the final positional encoding. In our implemen-
tation, the embedding size is same as that of the video feature.

Here, each element in the positional encoding sequence is added to the corresponding
element in the video features and then fed into the encoder block. The encoder models tem-
poral relationships in the observed video and transforms the input sequence to a contextual
representation hv = [h1

v, . . . , hTo
v ], expressed as:

hv = Ev(vo, po). (5.2)

Encoding Video Segments. Concurrent to the video encoder, the input video is divided
into a sequence of segments using temporal sliding windows. Specifically, a temporal window
of size k starting from frame index i obtains a segment [vi, . . . , vi+k−1], which is fed to the
segment encoder to obtain the outputs hi

s, . . . , hi+k−1
s . The starting index i slides across time

with i ∈ {1, k+1, 2k+1, . . . , (To−k+1)} generating the temporal windows, where the window
size k is a hyperparameter. The outputs of the segment encoder for all temporal windows
are concatenated to obtain hs = [h1

s, . . . , hTo
s ]. During implementation, the representations

can still be obtained in one forward pass of the segment encoder by stacking segments
along the batch dimension of the input. This segment-level representation of the video is
complementary to the video-level representation that encodes the ongoing activity in the
video.

Anticipation Decoder. Given the video-level and the segment-level representations, the
decoder aims to predict a set of future action instances over a given anticipation duration.
The predicted set contains action instances of the form (label, start time, end time). The
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anticipation decoder receives the following inputs: (i) anticipation queries q0, (ii) antici-
pation duration Ta over which actions are to be predicted, (iii) encoded representation hv

from video encoder Ev, and (iv) encoded representation hs from segment encoder Es.
The anticipation queries contain Na elements, i.e., q0 = [q1

0, . . . , qNa
0 ], wherein each

query is a learnable positional encoding. The positional encoding layer is designed as learn-
able embedding layer that receives integer index i as input corresponding to i − th antici-
pation query and provides an embedding qi

0 where i ∈ {1, . . . , Na}. In our implementation,
we use torch.nn.Embedding in Pytorch to implement this. The weights of the layer are
learnable during training, thus, the positional encoding layer is also learnable. The initial-
ization of this layer requires maximum possible value of the index, i.e., Na in our case. We
consider Na as a hyperparameter that is constant for a dataset and is sufficiently larger
than the maximum number of action instances to be anticipated per video in the overall
dataset. Each query qi

0 is then fed into a linear layer (weights shared for all values of i)
along with the anticipation duration Ta to obtain time-conditioned anticipation queries qi

a

for i = 1, . . . , Na. This time conditioning enables the anticipation decoder to predict actions
over any specified anticipation duration.

The decoder network D consists of ℓd blocks, wherein, each block contains a cascade of
attention layers. The first attention layer is the multi-head self-attention block which models
relations among the anticipation queries. The second attention layer is a multi-head encoder-
decoder attention layer that maps the queries and the segment-level representations from
the segment encoder. And, the third attention layer is another multi-head encoder-decoder
attention layer that maps the output of previous layer to the video-level representation
corresponding to the input. This third attention layer is followed by a feedforward network.
The output of the decoder y = [y1, . . . , yNa ] serves as a latent representation of the action
instances in the videos, expressed as:

y = D(qa, hv, hs) (5.3)

The decoder output is used to predict the set of action instances Â = {âi = (ĉi, t̂i
s, t̂i

e)}Na
i=1.

Each element in decoder output yi is fed into a linear layer followed by softmax to obtain
prediction probabilities p̂i(c) where c = 1, . . . , |C| + 1 and ĉi is the class corresponding to
maximum probability. The number of queries Na is larger than the maximum number of
action instances per video in the dataset. Thus, we introduce an additional class label ∅
indicating no action. yi is also fed into another feedforward network with ReLU to obtain
corresponding start timestamps t̂i

s and end timestamps t̂i
e.

Training. To compute the loss, we first align the predictions with the groundtruth set
of action instances. This alignment is necessary as there is no fixed prior correspondence
between the predicted and the groundtruth set of action instances. Here, the predicted set
for any video contains Na action instances, but the size of groundtruth set A varies based
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on the video and is smaller than the predicted set. Thus, we first pad the groundtruth set
to make it the same size as the predicted set by adding Na − |A| elements with label ∅
indicating no action. Then, we use a pair-wise greedy correspondence algorithm to align the
groundtruth and predicted sets. Intuitively, the objective is to correctly align actions at as
many future time instants as possible. Therefore, starting with the groundtruth instance
having the longest duration, we match each groundtruth instance with the unmatched pre-
dicted instance that has the maximum temporal overlap with the groundtruth instance.
To start the iterative process, we first sort the action instances groundtruth set based on
the descending order of the duration of the instances. We then begin the alignment process
with the groundtruth instance having the maximum duration. We lookup the predicted set
to find the predicted instance that has maximum temporal overlap with this groundtruth
instance. Since the predicted set is designed to represent a single action instance, the align-
ment between groundtruth and predicted set is one-to-one. Thus, to continue the alignment
process, the matched groundtruth instance and predicted instance are removed from the
corresponding sets. In this way, this process is repeated until the groundtruth set is empty.
As the predicted set is of size larger than groundtruth set, the remaining predicted in-
stances are mapped to ∅ denoting no action. This results in a one-to-one mapping for loss
computation.

Consider the output of the set correspondence module as γ denoting the permutation
of the predicted set of instances, i.e., the groundtruth action instance ai is matched to
predicted instance âγ(i) for i = 1, . . . , Na. Given this alignment, we compute loss L over all
the matched pairs as a weighted combination of cross-entropy loss for classification, and two
temporal losses: L1 loss and IoU loss (Liou) for prediction of segment timestamps, defined
as:

L =
Na∑
i=1

[
− log(p̂γ(i)(ci)) + 1{ci ̸=∅}λL1||si − ŝγ(i)||1

+ 1{ci ̸=∅}λiouLiou(si, ŝγ(i))
]
,

(5.4)

where λiou, λL1 ∈ R+ are hyperparameters, si = [ti
s, ti

e], ŝγ(i) = [t̂γ(i)
s , t̂

γ(i)
e ] and p̂γ(i)(ci)

is the probability of the groundtruth class ci for prediction γ(i). The L1 temporal loss is
sensitive to the absolute value of the duration of the segments. The IoU loss Liou is invariant
to the duration of the segments. Thus, these two losses together are designed to incorporate
different aspects of segment prediction. Liou is described as

Liou(si, ŝγ(i)) = 1 − |si ∩ ŝγ(i)|
|si ∪ ŝγ(i)|

, (5.5)

where |.| is the duration of the instance, i.e., difference between end and start timestamp.
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The video encoder and anticipation decoder are jointly trained to minimize the loss L
described in Eq. 5.4. We do not fine-tune the segment encoder in this stage.

Inference. During inference, the video encoder takes the observed video as input and the
segment encoder takes the chunked video (i.e., non-overlapping segments of fixed length)
as input. The inputs to the decoder are: (i) anticipation queries q0 = 1, . . . , Na (a con-
stant, regardless of input), (ii) anticipation duration Ta (varies based on the input video
and the anticipation requirement), (iii) output representation from the video encoder, and
(iv) output representation from the segment encoder. The decoder predicts a set of action
instances. Thus, our approach allows us to build a model that can anticipate actions over
any future duration in a single pass by simply controlling the input Ta to the decoder as
shown by results in Table 5.1.

In summary, Anticipatr uses a two-stage learning approach to train a transformer-
based model (consisting of two encoders and one decoder) to predict a set of future action
instances over any given anticipation duration. Our approach aims to perform action an-
ticipation with segment-level representations learned using individual video segments in
conjunction with video-level representations learned by encoding input video as a whole.
Our model anticipates actions at all time instants over a given anticipation duration in a
single forward pass by directly predicting a set of future action instances.

5.4 Experiments

We conducted extensive experiments and analysis to demonstrate the effectiveness of our
proposed approach.

5.4.1 Experimental Setup

Datasets. We evaluate on four established benchmarks for this task. These datasets of
untrimmed videos vary in scale, diversity of labels and video duration.

• Breakfast [120] contains 1,712 videos each depicting one of 10 breakfast activities
and annotated with action instances spanning 48 different action classes. On average,
a video contains 6 action instances and has a duration of 2.3 minutes. For evaluation,
we report the average across 4 splits from the original dataset.

• 50Salads [223] contains 50 videos, each showing a person preparing a salad. On
average, there are 20 action instances per video spanning 17 action classes and duration
is 6.4 minutes. Following the original dataset, we report the average across 5-fold cross-
validation in our evaluation.

• EGTEA Gaze+ (EGTEA+) [134] contains egocentric videos of 32 subjects follow-
ing 7 recipes in a single kitchen. Each video depicts the preparation of a single dish.
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Table 5.1: Results (Breakfast and 50Salads). We report the mean over classes accuracy
for different observation/anticipation durations. Higher values indicate better performance.
Note that “Sener et al. [199] (features+labels)" use action labels from a segmentation algo-
rithm as additional input. Baseline results are from respective papers.

Observation (βo) → 20% 30%
Anticipation (βa) → 10% 20% 30% 50% 10% 20% 30% 50%

B
re

ak
fa

st

RNN [3] 18.1 17.2 15.9 15.8 21.6 20.0 19.7 19.2
CNN [3] 17.9 16.3 15.3 14.5 22.4 20.12 19.7 18.7
RNN [3] + TCN 5.9 5.6 5.5 5.1 8.9 8.9 7.6 7.7
CNN [3] + TCN 9.8 9.2 9.1 8.9 17.6 17.1 16.1 14.4
Ke et al. [111] 18.4 17.2 16.4 15.8 22.7 20.4 19.6 19.7
Farha et al. [50] 25.9 23.4 22.4 21.5 29.7 27.4 25.6 25.2
Qi et al. [181] 25.6 21.0 18.5 16.0 27.3 23.6 20.8 17.3
Sener et al. [199] (features) 24.2 21.1 20.0 18.1 30.4 26.3 23.8 21.2
Sener et al. [199] (features+labels) 37.4 31.8 30.1 27.1 39.8 34.2 31.9 27.9
FUTR [70] 27.7 24.5 22.8 22.0 32.3 29.9 27.5 25.9
Anticipatr (Ours) 37.4 32.0 30.3 28.6 39.9 35.7 32.1 29.4

50
Sa

la
ds

RNN [3] 30.1 25.4 18.7 13.5 30.8 17.2 14.8 9.8
CNN [3] 21.2 19.0 15.9 9.8 29.1 20.1 17.5 10.9
RNN [3] + TCN 32.3 25.5 19.1 14.1 26.1 17.7 16.3 12.9
CNN [3] + TCN 16.0 14.7 12.1 9.9 19.2 14.7 13.2 11.2
Ke et al. [111] 32.5 27.6 21.3 15.9 35.1 27.1 22.1 15.6
Farha et al. [50] 34.8 28.4 21.8 15.2 34.4 23.7 18.9 15.9
Sener et al. [199](features) 25.5 19.9 18.2 15.1 30.6 22.5 19.1 11.2
Sener et al. [199](features+labels) 34.7 26.3 23.7 15.7 34.5 26.1 22.7 17.1
Qi et al. [181] 37.9 28.8 21.3 11.1 37.5 24.1 17.1 09.1
Piergiovanni et al. [177] 40.4 33.7 25.4 20.9 40.7 40.1 26.4 19.2
FUTR [70] 39.5 27.5 23.3 17.8 35.2 24.9 24.2 15.2
Anticipatr (Ours) 41.1 35.0 27.6 27.3 42.8 42.3 28.5 23.6

Each video is annotated with instances depicting interactions (e.g., open drawer),
spanning 53 objects and 19 actions.

• EPIC-Kitchens-55 (EK-55) [35] contains videos of daily kitchen activities. It is
annotated for interactions spanning 352 objects and 125 actions. It is larger than the
aforementioned datasets, and contains unscripted activities.

Training Details. We describe the details of the setup used for training Anticipatr for
each of the datasets. We train all our models using AdamW [145] optimizer on 4 Nvidia
V100 32GB GPUs. We initialize all the learnable weights using Xavier initialization.

For training of first stage, we use dropout probability of 0.1. For the segment encoder,
we use base model dimension as 2048 and set the number of encoder layers as 3 with 8
attention heads. We use an effective batch size of 64 for training segment encoder on this
dataset. For training in the second stage, we use base model dimension in the video encoder
and anticipation decoder as 2048 and set the number of encoder and decoder layers as 3
with 8 heads. We provide dataset-specific hyperparameters as follows.
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Table 5.2: Results (EK-55 and EGTEA+). We report mAP values for all classes,
frequent classes (> 100 action instances) and rare class (< 10 action instances). Follow-
ing [162], we report the mAP values averaged over different observation durations. Higher
values implies better performance. Baseline results are from respective papers.

Method EK-55 EGTEA+
All Freq Rare All Freq Rare

RNN 32.6 52.3 23.3 70.4 76.6 54.3
I3D [22] 32.7 53.3 23.0 72.1 79.3 53.3
ActionVLAD [67] 29.8 53.5 18.6 73.3 79.0 58.6
Timeception [92] 35.6 55.9 26.1 74.1 79.7 59.7
VideoGraph [93] 22.5 49.4 14.0 67.7 77.1 47.2
EGO-TOPO [162] 38.0 56.9 29.2 73.5 80.7 54.7
Anticipatr(Ours) 39.1 58.1 29.1 76.8 83.3 55.1

Breakfast. We represent input videos as I3D features. We choose Na (anticipation queries)
to be 150. We use an effective batch size of 16 for training the video encoder and anticipa-
tion decoder on this dataset on the long-term anticipation task. We train our models with
a learning rate of 1e-4 and a weight decay of 0. The model is trained for 4000k steps. We
use a dropout probability of 0.1. We set λL1 = 3 and λiou = 5. To obtain segment-level
representation of the observed video during action anticipation, we use a temporal window
of length k = 16.

50Salads. We represent input videos as Fisher vectors. We choose Na (anticipation
queries) to be 80. We use an effective batch size of 16 for training the video encoder and
anticipation decoder on this dataset on the long-term anticipation task. We use a learning
rate of 1e-5 and a weight decay of 1e-5. We train the model for 3000k steps and reduce
the learning rate by factor of 10 after 1500k steps. We don’t use dropout for this dataset.
We set λL1 = 3 and λiou = 5. To obtain segment-level representation of the observed video
during action anticipation, we use a temporal window of length k = 48.

EPIC-Kitchens-55. We represent input videos as I3D features. We use an effective batch
size of 16 for training the video encoder and anticipation decoder in the second stage. We
choose Na (anticipation queries) to be 900. We use a learning rate of 1e-4 and a weight
decay of 1e-5. We train the model for 6000k steps and reduce the learning rate by factor
of 10 after 4000k steps. We use a dropout probability of 0.1. We set λL1 = 5 and λiou = 8.
To obtain segment-level representation of the observed video during action anticipation, we
use a temporal window of length k = 32.

EGTEA Gaze+. We represent input videos as I3D features. We use an effective batch
size of 16 for training the video encoder and anticipation decoder in the second stage. We
choose Na to be 600. We use a learning rate of 1e-5 and a weight decay of 1e-5. We train
the model for 4000k steps and reduce the learning rate by factor of 10 after 3000k steps.
We use a dropout probability of 0.1. We set λL1 = 3 and λiou = 5. To obtain segment-level
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Figure 5.5: Evaluation. Visualization showing the outputs from our Anticipatr and the
corresponding timeline obtained after postprocessing to obtain a sequence of action labels
for evaluation.

representation of the observed video during action anticipation, we use a temporal window
of length k = 24.

5.4.2 Evaluation.

To measure the performance of our model, we adopt the evaluation protocol followed by
state-of-the-art methods for these benchmark datasets.

For Breakfast and 50Salads, we report the mean over classes accuracy averaged over all
future timestamps in the specified anticipation duration, i.e., dense prediction evaluation
as defined in [3,50,111]. We use βo% of a full video as observation duration and predict the
actions corresponding to following βa% of the remaining video. As per the benchmarks, we
sweep the values of βo ∈ {20, 30} and βa ∈ {10, 20, 30, 50} denoting different observation and
anticipation durations respectively. Note that a single trained model is used for predicting at
all these values of βo and βa by just varying the anticipation duration input to the decoder.
Since the metric is computed over a dense anticipation timeline, we first convert our model
predictions (set of action instances) into a timeline and then compute mean over classes
accuracy. We refer to the timeline as a sequence of action labels for time instants in the
anticipation duration, i.e., between To + 1, . . . , To + Ta with a single action class assigned
to each time instant. Thus, we iterate over the predicted set to assign class labels to this
timeline. Specifically, for each action instance in the predicted set, we assign the predicted
action class to the time instants that are within the predicted segment (determined by
predicted start and end timestamp). When predicted action instances overlap at certain time
instants, we assign the action class with highest probability score among the overlapping
predictions. Once the timeline is constructed, we compute mean over classes accuracy [199]
to evaluate the model performance. We are constructing this timeline only during evaluation
to follow the benchmark evaluation protocols. See Figure 5.5 for an example.
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Figure 5.6: Analysis. Quantitative evaluation of the anticipation performance of ablated
versions of Anticipatr. [SE: segment encoder; VE: video encoder].

For EK-55 and EGTEA+, we compute a multi-label classification metric (mAP) over
the target action classes as defined in [162]. αo% of each untrimmed video is given as input
to predict all action classes in the future (100 − αo)% of the video, i.e., until the end of
the video. We sweep values of αo ∈ {25, 50, 75} representing different observation durations.
Since the metric is computed only over the future action classes, we take the union of the
class labels of predicted action instances to compute mAP. Specifically, we perform a union
over all the action classes (except ∅ class) in the predicted set of instances to obtain a set
of future action classes. We use this set of action classes to compute mAP as described in
benchmark [162].

5.4.3 Quantitative Analysis

In this section, we report the findings of the quantitative evaluation of Anticipatr.

Comparison with state-of-the-art. Table 5.1 shows the results for Breakfast and 50Sal-
ads datasets in the ‘no groundtruth labels’ setting [111, 199]. The results show that our
approach outperforms existing methods by a considerable margin for different observa-
tion/anticipation durations. For these benchmarks, the most similar approach to ours is
Sener et al. [199] where they propose self-attention methods for temporal aggregation for
long-term video modeling. In the setting similar to ours where they use only visual fea-
tures as input, our approach outperforms [199] with up to 13% improvement. Moreover,
when they also use action labels from a segmentation algorithm as input, our approach is
still competitive despite not using such additional inputs. In addition, the benefit of our
approach is more apparent when the anticipation duration is longer.

Table 5.2 shows results on the long-term action anticipation benchmarks for EK-55 and
EGTEA+ datasets, as defined by [162]. The results show that our model achieves compet-
itive results with the state-of-the-art method [162]. While this benchmark only considers
prediction of future action labels, our results demonstrate that the segment prediction in
our model acts as a beneficial auxiliary task for label prediction.
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Table 5.3: Ablation: Loss function (Breakfast and 50Salads). We report the mean
over classes accuracy for different observation/anticipation durations. Higher values indicate
better performance. ✓ and ✗ indicate whether the component of the temporal loss is used
or not respectively.

Method βo → 20% 30%
βa → 10% 20% 30% 50% 10% 20% 30% 50%

Breakfast L1: ✗; Liou:✓ 36.2 30.7 28.6 26.4 38.7 33.9 31.0 27.3
L1: ✓; Liou:✗ 36.5 31.1 29.1 28.2 39.2 34.2 31.7 28.1
L1: ✓; Liou:✓ 37.4 32.0 30.3 28.6 39.9 35.7 32.1 29.4

50Salads L1: ✗; Liou:✓ 40.2 33.9 26.8 26.0 41.9 41.4 27.6 23.3
L1: ✓; Liou:✗ 40.8 34.5 27.1 26.8 42.1 41.6 27.9 23.4
L1: ✓; Liou:✓ 41.1 35.0 27.6 27.3 42.8 42.3 28.5 23.6

Table 5.4: Ablation: Loss function (EK-55 and EGTEA+). We report mAP values
for all classes, frequent classes (> 100 action instances) and rare class (< 10 action
instances). Following [162], we report the mAP values averaged over different observation
durations. Higher values implies better performance. ✓ and ✗ indicate whether the compo-
nent of the temporal loss is used or not respectively.

Method EK-55 EGTEA+
All Freq Rare All Freq Rare

L1: ✗; Liou:✓ 34.9 56.4 27.3 75.2 82.1 53.8
L1: ✓; Liou:✗ 37.7 57.8 28.4 76.0 82.7 54.6
L1: ✓; Liou:✓ 39.1 58.1 29.1 76.8 83.3 55.1

Impact of Segment-level Training. Our two-stage learning approach separately learns
video-level representations and segment-level representations. To analyze the impact of such
two-stage training, we design following experiments.

(i) Fine-tuned Segment Encoder. In this experiment, we also fine-tune the segment
encoder while training video encoder and decoder during the anticipation stage (Sec 5.3.2).
The results in Figure 5.6 (‘Fine-tuned SE’) indicate that fine-tuning the segment encoder
hurts the anticipation performance. We believe fine-tuning the segment encoder with antic-
ipation loss (Eq. 5.4) perturbs the segment-level representation learned during first stage of
training.

(ii) No Segment-level Training. In this experiment, we do not train the segment
encoder network in a separate stage. Instead, we train all three networks (i.e., segment en-
coder, video encoder and anticipation decoder) jointly for the task of long-term action an-
ticipation using the anticipation loss function (Eq. 5.4). Here, the segment encoder receives
videos chunked into short segments (same as the proposed two-stage training). However, it
is directly tasked with solving a more difficult problem of simultaneously encoding segment-
level representation and inferring its usage for long-term anticipation. The results for all
datasets presented in Figure 5.6 (‘No Segment-level Training’) illustrate that eliminating
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Table 5.5: Ablation: Anticipation Queries (Breakfast and 50Salads). We report the
mean over classes accuracy for different observation/anticipation durations. Higher values
indicate better performance.

Method βo → 20% 30%
βa → 10% 20% 30% 50% 10% 20% 30% 50%

Breakfast Na = 50 32.6 28.2 26.4 24.3 35.8 31.4 28.7 25.3
Na = 150 37.4 32.0 30.3 28.6 39.9 35.7 32.1 29.4
Na = 500 36.6 31.5 29.4 27.3 38.5 34.4 31.3 28.3

50Salads Na = 20 38.4 33.2 24.2 23.6 39.1 35.6 25.5 24.2
Na = 80 41.1 35.0 27.6 27.3 42.8 42.3 28.5 23.6
Na = 320 40.5 34.2 26.0 25.6 41.3 40.9 27.4 23.3

Table 5.6: Ablation: Anticipation Queries (EK-55 and EGTEA+). We report mAP
values for all classes, frequent classes (> 100 action instances) and rare class (< 10
action instances). Following [162], we report the mAP values averaged over different obser-
vation durations. Higher values implies better performance.

Dataset All Freq Rare
EK-55 Na = 300 34.3 55.6 24.2

Na = 900 39.1 58.1 29.1
Na = 2700 38.2 56.9 28.3

EGTEA+ Na = 200 70.2 79.5 49.7
Na = 600 76.8 83.3 55.1
Na = 1800 75.3 82.4 53.3

training of the segment encoder worsens the anticipation performance. This shows the value
of learning the segment-level representations independently without being influenced by the
overall activity in the input video.

In summary, these experiments demonstrate the importance of the two-stage learning
approach and suggest that the two representations should be learned separately to serve
their individual purposes during anticipation.
Impact of Segment Encoder. To evaluate the impact of learning segment-level repre-
sentation, we conducted experiments without the segment encoder network. This ablated
version only contains the video encoder and the anticipation decoder and is trained in a
single-stage using the anticipation loss (Eq. 5.4). The results in Figure 5.6 (‘No SE’) show
that removing the segment-level representations considerably hurts the anticipation perfor-
mance. This performance degradation is worse than just removing the segment-level training
stage (‘No segment-level training’ in Figure 5.6). Thus, this experiment validates the benefit
of the segment-level stream of information for action anticipation.

Impact of Set-based Output Representation. In our approach, we model the antici-
pation output as a set of action instances. We empirically validate this design by comparing
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Table 5.7: Ablation: Segment window length (Breakfast and 50Salads). We report
the mean over classes accuracy for different observation/anticipation durations. Higher val-
ues indicate better performance.

Method βo → 20% 30%
βa → 10% 20% 30% 50% 10% 20% 30% 50%

Breakfast k = 4 35.9 30.6 26.3 26.1 38.4 33.6 30.8 28.2
k = 16 37.4 32.0 30.3 28.6 39.9 35.7 32.1 29.4
k = 64 37.4 31.7 29.9 28.1 39.1 35.0 31.7 28.7

50Salads k = 12 39.0 33.5 25.8 25.4 39.6 38.4 26.4 21.5
k = 48 41.1 35.0 27.6 27.3 42.8 42.3 28.5 23.6
k = 192 41.0 34.8 27.2 26.8 42.6 42.1 27.5 22.8

Table 5.8: Ablation: Segment window length (EK-55 and EGTEA+). We report
mAP values for all classes, frequent classes (> 100 action instances) and rare class
(< 10 action instances). Following [162], we report the mAP values averaged over different
observation durations. Higher values implies better performance.

Dataset All Freq Rare
EK-55 k = 8 37.9 57.2 27.4

k = 32 39.1 58.1 29.1
k = 128 38.8 58.0 28.7

EGTEA+ k = 6 75.4 81.7 53.9
k = 24 76.8 83.3 55.1
k = 96 76.3 82.9 54.8

with an alternative approach where the output is a sequence of action labels correspond-
ing to the individual future time instants. We implement this by changing the anticipation
queries (decoder input) during the anticipation stage – we provide positional encodings cor-
responding to each time instant over anticipation duration and directly predict the labels
corresponding to these time instants. While the prediction for all time instants still happens
in a single pass, the decoder is required to transform a large number of anticipation queries.
The results in Figure 5.6 (‘No Set Output’) show poor performance that worsen further as
anticipation duration increases. This is largely because the number of queries is too high
for the decoder for effective modeling.

Fusion of Encoder Outputs. To combine the representation from segment encoder and
video encoder, our model uses two encoder-decoder attention layers in the decoder blocks.
We tested an alternative approach wherein we fused the representations using a simple addi-
tion along temporal dimension before feeding into the decoder. Here, we modify the decoder
blocks to contain a single encoder-decoder attention layer. The results in Figure 5.6 (‘Adding
SE & VE before decoder’) indicate that this fusion approach leads to a slight decrease in
anticipation performance. We believe adding the representations before decoder forces the
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Table 5.9: Ablation: Sliding windows for Segment Encoder Training. Mean over
classes accuracy for different observation/anticipation durations. Higher is better. [BF:
Breakfast; 50SL: 50Salads]

Observation (βo) → 20% 30%
Anticipation (βa) → 10% 20% 30% 50% 10% 20% 30% 50%

Breakfast Sliding windows 35.9 30.7 28.0 26.4 37.8 33.5 29.9 25.2
Anticipatr(Full) 37.4 32.0 30.3 28.6 39.9 35.7 32.1 29.4

50Salads Sliding windows 37.2 33.5 26.3 25.8 37.9 37.0 26.1 24.5
Anticipatr(Full) 41.1 35.0 27.6 27.3 42.8 42.3 28.5 23.6

Table 5.10: Ablation: Sliding windows for Segment Encoder Training. mAP values
for all classes, frequent classes (> 100 action instances) and rare class (< 10 action
instances). Higher is better.

Method EK-55 EGTEA+
All Freq Rare All Freq Rare

Sliding Windows 37.6 56.5 27.4 74.8 81.2 53.0
No Video Encoder 30.9 51.8 21.2 70.2 79.9 50.1
Anticipatr(Full) 39.1 58.1 29.1 76.8 83.3 55.1

computation of encoder-decoder attention weights by considering both information streams
at once. In contrast, our Anticipatr approach of computing attention one-by-one enables it
to first filter out the relevant information from segment-level representations learned across
different activities and then contextualize them into the specific context of the input video.

Ablation: Loss function. The training loss function defined in Eq. (4) in the main paper
contains three components (cross-entropy loss and two temporal losses). We conduct abla-
tion experiments by removing one of the temporal losses. Note that we always need cross
entropy loss for the classification task. Results in Table 5.3 and Table 5.4 show that models
trained with overall loss perform better than the ones trained with the ablated versions.
Moreover, the models trained with only L1 temporal loss perform better than the ones
trained with only Liou.

Ablation: Anticipation queries. The number of anticipation queries discerns the max-
imum number of action instances the model is supposed to predict. Results in Table 5.5
and Table 5.6 shows the performance of our model with different number of anticipation
queries. The results suggest minor improvement with higher number of anticipation queries,
however, the models with more number of queries require longer training times. Intuitively,
a very large number of anticipation queries implies the model will require more time to
learn the non-maximal suppression of the irrelevant predictions. On the other hand, when
the number of anticipation queries is reduced, the anticipation performance of our model
degrades. A very small number of anticipation queries implies less number of action are
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Table 5.11: Ablation: Set correspondence (Breakfast & 50Salads). We report the
mean over classes accuracy for different observation/anticipation durations. Higher values
indicate better performance.

Method βo → 20% 30%
βa → 10% 20% 30% 50% 10% 20% 30% 50%

Breakfast Hungarian 36.8 32.0 30.5 28.4 39.2 35.4 31.9 29.6
Greedy 37.4 32.0 30.3 28.6 39.9 35.7 32.1 29.4

50Salads Hungarian 41.3 35.1 27.4 26.8 42.9 42.0 28.4 23.8
Greedy 41.1 35.0 27.6 27.3 42.8 42.3 28.5 23.6

Table 5.12: Ablation: Set correspondence (EK-55 & EGTEA+). We report mAP
values for all classes, frequent classes (> 100 action instances) and rare class (< 10
action instances). Following [162], we report the mAP values averaged over different obser-
vation durations. Higher values implies better performance.

Method EK-55 EGTEA+
All Freq Rare All Freq Rare

Hungarian 39.0 58.4 28.4 76.7 83.5 55.0
Greedy 39.1 58.1 29.1 76.8 83.3 55.1

anticipated. Thus, for very complex video with many future action instances, the model
would miss several action instances resulting in poor anticipation performance. Addition-
ally, as shown in Table 5.5, the anticipation error increases over time. This is because there
are more actions to be anticipated and the model is limited by the number of anticipation
queries.

Ablation: Segment window length. Results in Table 5.7 and Table 5.8 shows the per-
formance of our model with different values of temporal window lengths used to extract
segment-level representations during action anticipation. The results suggest that neither a
very small window length nor a very large window is helpful. The segment encoder is trained
to predict future actions given a video segment depicting a single action. During the action
anticipation stage, when the segment encoder is used to extract segment-level representa-
tions, the observed video is divided into a series of non-overlapping segment using temporal
sliding windows as the action boundaries are not known. Intuitively, when the temporal slid-
ing window is very small, the individual segments do not have enough information to obtain
effective representations. On the other hand, when the window is very large, the segments
contain more than one action and potentially results in segment-level representations with
overlapping semantic content. We observe that the drop in performance with models that
use smaller window lengths is larger as compared to the ones with larger window lengths.

Ablation: Sliding Windows for Segment Encoder Training. Instead of using action
boundaries we used sliding temporal windows of length=k (same as used during stage 2) to
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Figure 5.7: Visualizations (Breakfast). Examples from Breakfast dataset for the case
where observation duration is 20% of the video duration and anticipation duration involves
predicting actions for 50% of the remaining video.
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Figure 5.8: Visualizations (50Salads). Examples from 50Salads dataset for the case where
observation duration is 20% of the video duration and anticipation duration involves pre-
dicting actions for 50% of the remaining video.

obtain segments for segment-level training. Results in Table 5.9 and Table 5.10 show that
this approach results in a slightly lower performance than our proposed training approach.
This is possibly due to increased noise in the segment-level representations from this training
approach.

Ablation: Set correspondence. To compute the anticipation loss, we use a greedy algo-
rithm to align groundtruth and predicted set of action instances. Another commonly em-
ployed set correspondence algorithm is Hungarian matcher algorithm used in prior works [21,
112]. For completeness, we also conducted experiments with Hungarian matcher optimized
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close sandwich
close hamburger
put-down tongs

(c) (d)

Figure 5.9: Visualizations (EK-55). Examples from Epic-Kitchens-55 dataset for the
case where observation duration is 50% of the video duration. We show the predicted action
classes in the visualization – classes in green color are correct predictions, classes in red
color are wrong predictions, and classes in gray color are missed classes.

mix pasta
put condiment
take condiment-container
put seasoning
pour seasoning
take bowl
move-around pot
put pasta
pour pasta

take bell-pepper
mix bell-pepper
take oil-container
put pot
cut tomato
put cheese
mix cheese
mix seasoning

put cheese
close fridge
put patty
put lettuce
take lettuce

take condiment-container
take cheese
put tomato
squeeze sandwich
move-around patty

(a) (b)

Figure 5.10: Visualizations (EGTEA+). Examples from EGTEA Gaze+ dataset for
the case where 50% of the video is observed. We show the predicted action classes in the
visualization – classes in green color are correct predictions, classes in red color are wrong
predictions, and classes in gray color are missed classes.

over the cost function with all three terms (classification loss and two temporal losses) fol-
lowing [164]. We didn’t observe any significant difference in performance of the models
trained using either of the two matchers as shown in Table 5.11 and Table 5.12.
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5.4.4 Qualitative Analysis

Visualizations in Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8 show that our model is generally able to antic-
ipate correct actions at future time instants long anticipation durations for Breakfast and
50Salads benchmarks respectively. Moreover, examples in Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10 show
that our model is able to effectively predict future action classes for EK-55 and EGTEA
benchmarks respectively.

Failure Cases. We observe that the action boundaries in some cases are not exactly aligned
with the groundtruth even though the class labels are predicted accurately (See Figure 5.7
and Figure 5.8). We believe this could be because the visual information pertaining to the
information is limited or negligible towards the beginning and end of the action instance.

Most classification errors result from the model getting confused among semantically
similar classes. Some such cases from our examples are ‘take ladle’ and ‘pick-up ladle’ in
Figure 5.9(b)); ‘close sandwich’ and ‘close hamburger’ in Figure 5.9(d)); ‘put seasoning’
and ‘pour seasoning’ in Figure 5.10(a)). Moreover, our model sometimes misses rare actions
during predictions such as ‘pour oil’ in Fig 5.9(a) and ‘close fridge’ in Figure 5.10(b).

Additionally, we also observe that having seen certain objects in the observed video, the
model predicts objects that are likely to co-occur with the seen objects. See the scenario
in Figure 5.8(d). The model does not predict ‘cut_cheese’ and ‘place_cheese_into_bowl’
after the action ‘place_cucumber_into_bowl’. Instead, the model predicts ‘cut_tomato’ and
‘place_tomato_into_bowl’. While the prediction is not correct for this specific activity, it
is still a reasonable sequence of actions as there are several other salad recipe videos in the
dataset that only use cucumber and tomato. In another scenario in Figure 5.10(b), having
seen ‘pasta’ in the observed video, the model anticipates action classes with ‘cheese’ noun.
While ‘cheese’ does not appear in this particular video, it is a reasonable prediction since
the nouns ‘pasta’ and ‘cheese’ often appear together in activity videos in this dataset.

5.5 Limitations

In this chapter, we demonstrate the effectiveness of our model on minutes-long activity
videos. Handling longer videos with durations in hours or days (common in surveillance or
monitoring scenarios) would be interesting future work. Furthermore, our approach assumes
that the videos have an overall context provided by the ongoing long-term activity. We show
that modeling interactions among segments (and, in turn, segment-level representation) is
an effective technique for such activity videos as the video segments are indeed related.
However, such approaches may not be directly applicable to videos that are just a montage of
several unrelated content such as videos containing clips from different movies. Nonetheless,
the core idea of learning representations that captures generic information using relevant
clips from videos is relevant for videos with clips of unrelated content and might inspire
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future work to design novel approaches to compositionalize such videos using visual and
semantic changepoints.

5.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, we introduced a novel approach for long-term action anticipation to leverage
segment-level representations learned from individual segments across different activities in
conjunction with a video-level representation that encodes the observed video as a whole.
We proposed a novel two-stage learning approach to train a transformer-based model that
receives a video and an anticipation duration as inputs and predicts a set of future action
instances over the given anticipation duration. Results showed that our approach achieves
state-of-the-art performance on long-term action anticipation benchmarks for Breakfast,
50Salads, Epic-Kitchens-55, and EGTEA Gaze+ datasets. Overall, our work highlights the
benefits of learning representations that capture information across different activities for
action anticipation.

Future work on long-term action anticipation can benefit from our idea of learning com-
positional representations to leverage generic information present at different granularities
of human activity videos.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion and Future Work

6.1 Conclusion

In this dissertation, we focused on developing compositional models for activity understand-
ing. The central idea proposed in this dissertation is to design compositional representations
for human activity videos that are specific to the downstream task and are learned using dif-
ferent types of compositional information available at various granularities of the videos. We
applied this idea to a diverse set of video tasks aimed at understanding realistic activities,
namely, generation of human-object interaction videos, temporal action localization, and
action anticipation. In doing so, we highlighted how compositionality effectively contributes
to the following aspects of learning algorithms.

• Generalizable models. By learning smaller structures during training, composi-
tional models enable reasoning over compositions of learned substructures that are
unseen during training and therefore, can generalize well during inference. We focused
on this aspect of compositional modeling in Chapter 3 by exploring how compositional
models unlock generalization capabilities in generative models for human-object in-
teraction videos in complex scenes. Specifically, we introduced a task of generating
human-object interaction videos in a zero-shot compositional setting, i.e., generating
videos for action-object compositions that are unseen during training. We designed a
novel adversarial framework to generate human-object interaction videos that employs
multiple discriminators to focus on different aspects of a video.

• Structured learning. Compositional models allow structured modeling of data,
thereby, providing a richer understanding of how different elements in the input data
interact. We investigated this in Chapter 4 for the task of temporal action localiza-
tion in human activity videos. Specifically, we proposed a method that encodes the
non-linear temporal structure in activity videos and the non-sequential nature of the
output space pertaining to the downstream task(i.e. set of action instances). Our pro-
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posed method learns to detect and localize actions in videos by reasoning over the
videos and the action instances as non-sequential entities in the form of graphs.

• Generic representations. Compositional learning equips models to reason beyond
the limited context of the input – they allow models to capture valuable generic infor-
mation at element-level that is common across the inputs in a given dataset. Chap-
ter 5 probed into this observation in the context of long-term action anticipation.
Specifically, while a specific sequence of actions (i.e., segments of a video) in the given
portion of the activity video provides temporal context of the ongoing activity, an indi-
vidual video segment (containing a single action) alone contains generic cross-activity
information that is valuable for predicting the future. Therefore, we introduced An-
ticipatr which performs long-term action anticipation leveraging segment-level rep-
resentations learned using individual segments from different activities, in addition to
a video-level representation. We presented a two-stage learning approach to train a
novel transformer-based model that uses these two types of representations to directly
predict a set of future action instances over any given anticipation duration.

6.2 Future Directions

Encouraged by the findings in this dissertation, I am interested in further exploring the
broader direction of compositional models for activity understanding. My future plans will
be focused on the following perspectives.

• Compositional models for multiple tasks. While there is value in learning task-
specific models in constrained settings, it is limiting for practical systems aimed at ac-
tivity understanding to employ separate models for every single downstream task. The
area of activity understanding has a plethora of tasks that are related. For instance,
the tasks action detection, spatio-temporal localization, temporal segmentation, and
video object segmentation are all aimed at spatially and/or temporally localizing enti-
ties. This implies we could potentially leverage compositional information at different
granularities of activity videos pertaining to different tasks and learn a single model
that can handle several related tasks. Furthermore, such a learning paradigm is also
promising in providing insights into how different tasks interact and could contribute
to the research aimed at learning large-scale models aimed at learning general-purpose
representations for videos.

• Self-supervised learning of compositional representations. Research on self-
supervised representation learning for multimodal video understanding [59, 201, 202,
225] offers interesting insights into benefits of using self-supervised algorithms lever-
aging different streams of information in videos. Such approaches consider videos as
compositions of multiple modalities of information. With the recent availability of
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large-scale activity video datasets [36, 75], there is a research opportunity to design
compositional representations for activities. These datasets contain annotations at dif-
ferent granularities and various types of derived information from videos (e.g., gaze,
3D maps). Thus, in the context of holistic activity understanding, there are poten-
tially interesting questions that emerge along this research direction: Can we design
self-supervised algorithms that effectively incorporates different types of compositional
information in activity videos? Can these techniques learn foundation models for holis-
tic video understanding? Can such foundation models generalize to other domains?
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